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Snow changes 
class schedule 
By Angic Hatton 
Nmvsaditor 
The great snow storm of 1994 is 
gone except for random piles of dirty 
snow, and it's time for Eastern lo get 
back down to the business of higher 
education. 
University President Hanly 
Funderburk sent out memos yester- 
day informing faculty of the plan de- 
veloped by the Council of Deans for 
making up the four days of classes 
canceled last week due to snow. 
The plan, approved by Vice Presi- 
dent for Academic Affairs Russell 
Enzie and the Faculty Senate Execu- 
tive Committee before being submit- 
ted to Funderburk, actually adds only 
two days to the regular schedule, both 
Tuesday-Thursday class days. 
Three Tuesday-Thursday class 
days were missed last week, a Tues- 
day -Thursday flipFriday week, while 
one Monday-Wednesday class day 
was missed. 
Now, only one day from each class 
pattern is missing from the semester. 
The Monday of Feb. 21, originally 
a university holiday for President's 
Day will now be used as a Tuesday 
class day. All Tuesday classes will 
meet at regularly scheduled times on 
that day. 
Further, finals week will now be 
compressed into five days instead of 
six. The last Friday of classes, April 
29, will be considered a Thursday 
where all Thursday classes will meet 
at regular times. 
Enzie said this actually benefits 
students, because now there is at least 
a weekend between the end of classes 
and the start of finals. 
"Wcdon't want to haveclass when 
no one can come or when teachers can 
make it and students can't make it." 
Enzie said 
"Students who work Mondays may 
not be able to make it to Tuesday- 
Thursday classes if held on a Mon- 
day," Enzie said. "But when Mother 
SEE CLASSES PAGE AS 
Gay pleads guilty 
to harassment 
■ Charge of 
impersonating an 
officer dismissed 
By Angle Hatton 
News editor 
James D. Gay. former assistant 
area coordinator for Keene. Mattox 
and O'Donnell Halls, was fined a 
combined $407.50 yesterday in Madi- 
son County District Court Tuesday 
on charges of harassment and terror- 
istic threatening of resident assistant, 
Mark Hamblin. 
Gay pleaded guilty to the two 
charges. A third charge, impersonat- 
ing a public servant, was dismissed 
by Judge John Paul Moore on the 
conditions that Gay never speak to 
Hamblin or his family members again 
and that he stay off the Eastern cam- 
pus for one year. 
Another condition for dismissal of 
the impersonating charge was that 
evidence seized by state police from 
Gay's Keene Hall apartment be de- 
stroyed in the presence of Gay's attor- 
ncy,Charles Coy of Richmond's Coy, 
Gilbert and Gilbert law firm. 
Det Sgt Don Gill of the Kentucky 
Stale Police said this evidence, de- 
stroyed Tuesday afternoon, included 
at least 13 video tapes and over 100 
photographs. 
"The photographs and videotapes 
were of nude and semi-nude male 
figures," Gill said. "Some tapes were 
of the victim and some were of other 
dorm residents." 
Although Gill said there was no 
illegal activity depicted in the photo- 
graphs or tapes, since all the subjects 
were over 18 years old, the tapes were 
seized in the room search because 
they supported Hamblin's charge of 
harassment. 
Gill said the state police routinely 
call public safety as a courtesy before 
they make an arrest on campus. He 
SEE GAY PAGE A7 
EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN 
Prograss/JIM QUK3GINS 
Workers continue construction In the University Building, which will be part of the new John 
Grant Crabbe Library. The new building Is scheduled to open by next semester. 
Eastern 
plays host 
to All "A" 
tourney 
■ Classes moved 
from Alumni 
Coliseum next week 
By Angle Hatton 
News editor 
Campus and Richmond will be 
flooded with cars and basketball fans 
horn 32 high schools next weekend, as 
Eastern will host the high school All 
"A" Classic basketball tournament 
again this year. 
This year, in addition to the boys' 
basketball Sweet 16, Richmond has 
drawn the state girls' basketball tour- 
nament to McBrayer Arena and the 
stale boys' and girls' chcerlcading com- 
petition to Model Gymnasium. 
Besides the crowded streets, the 
biggest effect the tournament will have 
on Eastern will be the lack of parking 
spaces around Alumni Coliseum. 
"We're not blocking students from 
parking there at all," Lucie Nelson, 
director of special programs, said. "It's 
a first come, first serve basis (all week). 
"On Saturday and Sunday, it will 
cost $2 to park in AC lot, but anyone 
with an EKU parking sucker is exempt 
from the charge," Nelson said. 
Eastern has hosted the tournament 
for the past two years and, last year, 
received a $1.500 per day fee for rent- 
ing McBrayer Arena, which is paid by 
the City of Richmond, Nelson said. 
The city is then reimbursed from the 3 
percent tourism tax on motel moms lor 
the tournament crowd 
EKU Food Service brought in be- 
tween $4,000 and $5,000 in conces- 
sion sales last year as well. 
The crowd exceeded 50,000 last 
year, according to Nelson. The divi- 
sion of special programs is in charge of 
organizing off-campus organizations 
that want to use Eastern facilities. In the 
case of the tournament, the city of 
Richmond is the off-campus party. 
The city will profit from the tour- 
nament through hotel, gas station and 
restaurant cxpendi turcst. 
Some of the combined $7,500 the 
SEE TOURNEY PAGE A8 
Higher education not a priority in Jones' 1994-96 budget 
ProaresaAJAY ANGEL 
Jones delivered his budget 
address in Frankfort Monday. 
■ Funderburk says 
lack of funding limits 
what EKU can do 
By Joe Castle 
Managing editor 
Eastern and the other stale univer- 
sities were once again put on the fund- 
ing back burner Monday as Gov. 
Brcrcton Jones unveiled his 1994-% 
budget, calling for a few new construc- 
tions and not much else for higher 
education. 
Othcrthan$46millionforthcCom- 
INSIDE 
mon wealth Library at the University of 
Kentucky, $14.6 million for a new 
engineering building also at UK, a $7 
million share of the University of 
Louisville's new $60 million stadium 
and a few smaller projects, stale sup- 
porting colleges arcn' t slated for much 
additional money over the next two 
years, something that bothers Eastern 
President Hanly Funderburk. 
"We are very disappointed with the 
priority the executive branch has given 
higher education," Funderburk said. 
"We hope the legislature will place a 
higher priority on higher education." 
Stale universities will receive a 2 
percent operating budget increase in 
1994-9S and a 3 percent increase in 
1995-96, less than the 3 percent and 5 
percent requested for each year by the 
state Council on Higher Education. If 
stale schools need more money over 
the next two years, Jones said it must 
come from other sources, such as pro- 
gram elimination on each campus. 
What universities can't do is raise 
tuition, if the governor has his way. 
'Too often in recent years, our 
higher education administrators have 
postponed lough management deci- 
sions by increasing tuition charges to 
our students," Jones said "That is 
SEE BUDGET PAGE A6 
Making much cents? 
Gov. Jones announced In his budget address 
Monday a recommended 2 percent Increase for 
higher education next fiscal year, followed by a 3 
percent Increase In FY ±9| 
.Kentucky 
funding 
,200 
,400 
413,000 
ACCENT 
■ Tips for 
combatting 
common 
campus 
ailments, 
from colds 
and the flu to 
sprained 
ankles. 
Page Bl 
CLASS 
PATTERN 
M-W-F 
SPORTS 
■ Sophomore DeMarcus 
Doss led the Colonels to 
a 95-84 win over visiting 
Tennessee Tech Monday 
with seven dunks and a 
career high 34 points. 
PageB6 
WEATHER 
TODAY: Breezy, showers 
High 50, Low 38 
FRIDAY: Variably cloudy 
High 43, Low 36 
SATURDAY: Mostly cloudy 
High 36, Low 2r 
ARTS 
■ Eastern's Joanne 
Guilfoil named Kentucky 
Art Education Association 
Educator of the Year. 
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Iirfirmary requires appointments 
■ Most students 
still served In one 
day, Gllchrlst says 
By Susan L. Smith 
Staff writer 
Any student who has visited the 
Student Heath Services this semester 
has probably noticed that, unless they 
have an emergency or are getting an 
allergy shot, he or she now needs an 
appointment to see a doctor. 
However, unlike your family doc- 
tor with whom it may not be possible 
to get an appointment with until sev- 
eral days later, it is possible to walk in 
and make an appointment for later 
that same day at the infirmary. 
Wendy Gilchrist, director of Stu- 
dent Health Services, said the reason 
for the new appointment system was 
that after discussing it with some stu- 
dent patients, the infirmary staff 
Progress/JIM QUK3GINS 
Michael Armstrong, a senior pre-nursing major, registers at the 
infirmary, while receptionist Jeane Bogle waits to locate his file. 
thought it would be more efficient or the next day." 
and would help eliminate the long Gilchrist recommends calling or 
waits associated with the infirmary. coming in early in the day lo make an 
According to Gilchrist, "Every- 
one should be able to be seen that day SEE INFIRMARY PAGE A7 
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PERSPECTIVE 
EDITORIAL 
Campus courts battleground 
Universities should stop hiding behind Buckley shield 
Finally. 
After years of opposition and secrecy, 
universities are starting to lift the veil of 
silence surrounding student disciplinary hearings, 
and it comes none too soon. 
A recent landmark decision by the Georgia 
Supreme Court said the Red & Black, an inde- 
pendent student newspaper at the University of 
Georgia, should be granted access to the meetings 
and records of campus disciplin- 
ary hearings. University officials 
had previously barred reporters 
and the public from the student 
disciplinary proceedings for two 
fraternities accused of hazing. 
What this means is that the 
fraternities' disciplinary hearings, 
the on-campus equivalent to 
court proceedings, are now open 
to the public, just like any crimi- 
nal and civil action. Students and 
the public alike are now permit- 
ted to know what goes on during 
campus judiciary hearings in 
Georgia. 
That's fine if you go to college 
in the Peach State, but the cam- 
pus media throughout the rest of 
the country still have an uphill 
fight, despite the recent changes. 
College newspapers across the 
nation are encountering unjusti- 
fied barriers concerning disciplin- 
ary hearings, which meet, discuss 
cases and take action without any 
public rccoid being kept Stu- 
dents, faculty, staff and the 
community alike have no idea 
what type of punishment judicial 
boards hand down. 
The student disciplinary board 
has the power to expel or suspend 
students without the watchful eye 
of the public. We have no idea 
what they do behind closed doors. 
How do we know justice is being 
served? How do we know students 
arc being treated fairly in those 
secret proceedings? 
The disciplinary councils hide their actions 
behind the Family Educational Rights and Pri- 
vacy Act, more commonly referred to as the 
Buckley Amendment. This law, originally 
intended to apply only to academic, financial and 
health records maintained by schools, has become 
a shield for campus criminals, blocking access to 
their disciplinary actions. 
But universities have misrepresented the- - 
amendment by arguing it prohibits the disclosure 
of disciplinary proceedings or allowing them to 
be open because they fall under the "education 
records" protected by the Buckley Amendment. 
"It's just a big run-around, and they keep 
making up policies to delay access," said Carolyn 
Carlson, a reporter for the Associated Press in 
Atlanta who serves on the board of directors for 
the Red & Black, in an article in Quill magazine 
last October. "It gets my blood boiling. It's a 
deliberate obstruction." 
The public can learn what sanctions are handed 
down, but there are only two ways to do that: 
with the permission of the sanctioned student, or 
with lots of luck. 
Across the country, other 
campus newspaper! have 
encountered university 
officials who try hiding 
campus crimes. 
■ Reporters at The 
Breeze student newspa- 
per at James Madison 
University said there was 
no consistent policy for 
arresting a student 
charged with marijuana 
possession. They said the 
arresting campus security 
officer usually deckles on 
a whim whether the 
student will be turned 
over to the police for 
criminal prosecution or 
referred to the campus 
court system for punish- 
ment. 
■ The Quad student 
newspaper at West 
Chester University In 
Pennsylvania was denied 
the verdict and sentenc- 
ing of students charged 
with holding Quad editors 
hostage In the newsroom 
for mom than an hour 
during a protest. 
■ Of 336 colleges and 
universities surveyed by a 
victims' rights advocacy 
group, 32 percent were 
found to still continue to 
conceal the true picture 
of crimes. 
Several years ago when an Eastern student 
was charged with violating university regula- 
tions by "engaging in obscene or morally 
offensive behavior or speech" while performing 
during a fraternity step show, the Progress and 
the public had no idea what happened behind 
the closed doors of her hearing. 
Two years later, the sanctions enacted by die 
Student Disciplinary Board against a university 
football player for his arrest on 
^B^^MM   two counts of disorderly conduct 
and one count of fourth degree 
assault, were secret 
The public would have never 
known that the athlete was 
placed on university probation 
for the remainder of his under- 
graduate college career, required 
to attend mandatory counseling 
on a regular basis, evicted from 
university housing for die 
remainder of his college days 
and allowed on campus only to 
go to classes, to the library, for 
football-related reasons and to 
eat in Martin cafeteria. 
And the university has kept 
mum on its actions against 
Edward Peebles, who was 
charged with assaulting vice 
president for student affairs 
Thomas D. Myers earlier this 
month. 
We should not have to rely 
on getting information from 
student disciplinary bodies 
secondhand. 
Universities are required to 
report crime statistics upon 
request under a 1990 Student 
Right to Know Act, which 
requires schools to report annual 
crime statistics. If crime records 
are open to the public, disciplin- 
ary records should be as well. 
Eastern's Division of Public 
Safety, which makes available 
  campus arrest citations and 
incident reports to the public for 
years. They have generally acted like any other 
professional police department with their 
cooperation. 
Last October, The Progress requested a 
meeting with Charles D. Whitlock, executive 
assistant to President Funderburk and Freedom 
of Information director for Eastern. At the 
meeting we want the university to reexamine 
their policy regarding student disciplinary 
procedures. We feel cases the disciplinary board 
hears which would be considered criminal off 
campus should be subject to the Kentucky 
Open Meetings and Records laws. We received 
a response stating he would be happy to meet 
with us along with university attorney Giles 
Black. The letter also said Whitlock's secretary 
will be calling us "to set up a time we can all 
meet as soon as Mr. Black has a chance to 
review the issue." 
Every time the student disciplinary board 
meets, a student is being judged. We believe 
those judgments are matters of public interest 
and public record. The time to review this issue 
is now. 
Leave the suitcase at home 
A couple of weeks ago, I went to 
Phone 3 on a Friday night because a 
friend tipped me off about the 
featured band. Not expecting much, 
I was slapped in the face by one of 
the greatest local groups I've ever 
seen. 
They're called Spit Shine Nine, 
they 're from Cincinnati and they 
rock like a pig. I mean hard. They 
played cover songs mainly, but two 
of the best tunes of the night were 
originals. That's how good they 
were. 
Unfortunately, there weren't 
that many other people there to 
enjoy this sonic orgasm. Nope, 
everyone was too busy practicing 
Eastern's favorite athletic event: the 
mad weekend dash home. 
Face it, kids. The Campus 
Beautiful becomes The Campus 
Barren around Friday afternoon. 
Let me spell it out for you. 
S-U-I-T-C-A-S-E C-O-L-L-E- 
G-E. 
Our school is a suitcase college, 
and that ain't good. It's not good for 
Eastern, it's not good for Richmond 
and it's not good for those students 
who make it a suitcase college. 
I'll be the first to admit I was 
once a "homeboy," too. When the 
weekend would roll around during 
my first three semesters here, I 
would hit Mountain Parkway full 
steam ahead, Paintsville or bust. 
Luckily I came to my senses and 
realized mat by heading home each 
weekend, I was missing out on one 
of the most important aspects of 
college: college LIFE. 
Going to classes isn't college 
Joe Castle 
The song 
remains the 
same 
life. Waiting in the drop-add line 
isn't college life. Getting parking 
tickets isn't college life. 
All those things together with 
some time spent hiking at the 
Pinnacles, reading a book in the 
Ravine on a nice afternoon, going 
downtown with friends to check out 
a local band and about a million 
other uungs you can only do here 
and now make up college life. 
Of course, college life isn't only 
good stuff. 
Sitting in your dorm room or 
apartment bored out of your skull is 
a part of college life. So is sleeping 
off a horrendous hangover on a 
Sunday morning, if you're the sort 
of person to get hangovers. 
Along those same lines, taking 
care of a friend who's had a few too 
many downtown is an important 
part of college life, and one I mink 
everyone should go through. It 
teaches patience, builds character 
and makes you wonder if that friend 
is really that important in your life, 
because you'll want to drop him or 
her off a bridge when it's all said 
and done. (Those of you who have 
been mere know what I'm talking 
about) 
Fighting with friends is one part 
of college we'd like to do without, 
but it's necessary. If you really are 
friends, you'll get over it If not 
you can cut your losses and focus 
on more sincere people. 
Selling CDs and plasma for 
grocery or gas money is a big part 
of the college experience — 
especially if you're like me, broke. 
But we've got to take the good 
with the bad. If we could filter out 
the rotten stuff that happens to us, it 
wouldn't be life, it would be Utopia. 
I know it's a cliche, but you're 
only here once. After you graduate, 
you will never be in this environ- 
ment again. You will never again 
be exposed to life under these 
circumstances, because most 
college students are living charmed 
lives, so to speak. 
Most of us have the benefits of 
living independently but still have 
the luxury of parents and other 
relatives to fall back on, financially 
and otherwise. 
Once we're out in the real 
world, that luxury probably won't 
be there. 
The bottom line is, if you don't 
play the part of a college student 
now, you won't get another chance. 
There's only one casting call, and if 
you miss it loo bad. 
For most of us, college life is 
the last stop before real life. I know 
it will be for me. That's why I want 
to get the most out of this experi- 
ence as possible. 
And even though I still plan on 
going out with friends to check out 
those local bands, I don't think 
they'll be quite as good when I 
have a 9-u>5 job to go back to 
Monday morning. 
We love our readers' input, please write us! 
—^^^^^^- 
The Eastern Progress encour- 
ages readers to write letters to the 
editor on topics of interest to the 
university community. Letters should 
be typed, double ■paced end Hmted 
to 250 words. We reserve the right to 
condense letters over 250 words. 
Letters should be addressed to the 
editor and must contain the writer's 
signature, address and phone num- 
ber. If s letter has excessive spell- 
ing, grammar and punctuation er- 
rors, the editor reserves the right to 
urge the writer to make revisions. 
Carbon copies, photocoplea end let- 
ters with illegible signatures wilt not 
be accepted. 
Mail letters to The Eastern 
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex, 
Eastern Kentucky University. Rich- 
mond, Ky. 40475. 
The deadline for submitting ■ 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
prior to Thursday's publication. 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
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Eastern Kentucky University 
Richmond, Ky. 40475 
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UPS & DOWNS 
is 
Up to: 
EKU administration 
Thanks for not taking away 
our Spring Break tan plans. 
We can live with making up 
the missed days during finals 
week and President's Day. 
Up to: 
Road crews 
The Richmond and Madi- 
son County road crews cleared 
our streets more quickly than 
the Lexington -Faye tte County 
road service cleared theirs. 
Thanks for your hard work. 
The roads look great. 
Up to: 
Buffalo Bills 
With the victory over the 
Kansas City Chiefs, the Bills 
will make their fourth appear- 
ance at Super Bowl Sunday. 
Let's hope the underdogs win 
this time.. 
Suggestions for UPS & DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872. 
Superhighway a whole new world 
Have you ever seen the phone 
company commercials that have 
people talking and teaching over 
their computers? Or the commer- 
cials telling people that in the future 
they won't ever have to leave the 
house 10 get the information they 
need? 
That so-distant future is quickly 
approaching. The information 
highway has almost turned into an 
autobahn with all the things that are 
so quickly arriving. Computers are 
not just for writing term papers and 
playing games anymore. 
Many people remember the 
Commodore computers that were 
produced about five or 10 years 
ago. Those computers were 
practically made to play games on. 
The most important program I can 
remember available for those 
systems were tax tutors and a 
business organizer and maybe a 
typing tutor. The games purchased 
at stores could be "hacked" to 
pieces by a skilled computer 
operator and copied and traded to 
the kid next door. If you had a 
modem, all you had to do was have 
it sent to you via phone line. 
Now the phone lines are busy 
with the spupds of electronic news. . 
People arc hot Onl/sendiHg gatnes 
through the phone, but files needing 
to be sent that would normally have 
to be mailed. They can get up-to- 
the-minute sports scores for their 
favorite teams and check up on their 
business investments without 
calling their broker. But that is not 
all. 
Electronic mail is probably the 
hottest item arriving on the highway 
lately. If there is someone out there 
who has the capabilities to receive a 
message, then you can send one, no 
matter how far away you are. The 
good thing is, you may not even 
have to pay for die long distance 
call. 
Depending on what system you 
are hooked up to, you don't even 
pay the charge required by the 
phone company on a regular long 
distance phone call. You can talk 
for free. 
So what exit do you take first 
off of die highway? You could try 
the ever-popular bulletin boards. 
These boards allow you to get all 
die scores, copy die games, leave   .. 
messagestot other people ia:t' f™ 
respond lb and even receive 
information that would normally be 
unavailable to get from your local 
library. I have gotten excerpts from 
books that my librarian has never 
even seen or heard of. 
Those boards arc fun for a while 
until you receive the bill that you 
didn't realize it cost to get on. 
That's right, some of the bulletin 
boards cost money. If you're lucky, 
you can find the ones that arc free. 
Another exit you could turn 
your attention to is the communica- 
tion networks. You could carry on a 
conversation with a person who has 
the same interests as you. And you 
could even set up a date. 
But what does all this mean to 
you, the college student? The 
computers in all the residence halls 
are access-ready to Eastern's on- 
line service. And in most of the 
residence hall rooms, there is a 
hook-up so you can go on-line 
there. If you're lucky enough to 
have your own computer with a 
modem, then all this information is 
at your fingertips. 
Preuy soon. The Eastern Progress 
will have an E-mail address you can 
send information to. If you think it's 
newsworthy or even if you don't, you 
can send your information soon 
through the computer. 
V0v,ty$Wsffinjpurk<,t 
ismmprfrmfyiWiUe and a 
staff writer ana E-mail czar for the 
Progress. 
Words meant to be felt, not heard 
Words are inadequate. 
People place too much empha- 
sis on words. 
Words are everywhere. We 
speak them, wear diem, read them, 
think them, mean them (or think 
we do) but seldom do we really 
feel them. They come in different 
sizes, colors and languages. 
We have a sick obsession with 
words. We are always trying to 
find the right word to mean what 
we feel. In our search, we use 
words as weapons or even as 
shields — throwing diem, spitting 
them, flinging them, tossing them 
and barking them. We try to 
control other people with the words 
we use. 
Words cause confusion when 
we deliberately drag them around 
until we lose all trace of them. 
Words tell lies. Words hurt Words 
bring a finality to everything. We 
speak them before we think, and 
what we really feel slips out to be 
examined by more words. 
Some people maintain that 
words help us communicate, and 
yet those same people contradict 
themselves by saying words are 
inadequate to describe their 
feelings. What good are words if 
they don't describe what we feel? 
Words try to become sounds in 
order to confuse us further. They 
beguile us with their false beauty 
and rhythm, and we believe they 
are beautiful and we fall in love 
with the words when what is truly 
beautiful is the thought and 
meaning behind the words. 
Sometimes we see only the 
words or the lack of words to fill 
the void between us. We arc 
sometimes so caught up in the 
words, we miss the look in the eyes 
of someone who didn't say the 
words we wanted to hear. Some- 
times words are inadequate. 
Words spoil true emotion, 
making it cheap and meaningless. 
We overuse words and make 
them cheap and meaningless. 
Meanings and definitions 
become obscure and only words 
arc left to stand emotionless, stoic, 
dramatic... 
We speak words and allow 
other people to create meaning for 
them. This can cause confusion or 
greater understanding. 
Words are like shadows — one- 
dimensional and shallow. They can 
be very tall in one instant and very 
short the next. They are always 
there but they offer no support. 
Words hang in the air waiting 
to be plucked to inadequately 
describe yet another emotion. 
Even these words I am writing 
arc inadequate. 
Yet, we continue to use words, 
to abuse words. Is it people or 
words that are inadequate? Is it 
people or words that lie? Is it 
people or words that hurt? 
Maybe words arc lost on or in 
us. Maybe words arc not so bad or 
good as the people who use them. 
Maybe words would be all right if 
the people who used them believed 
and meant them, and the people 
who heard them understood and 
felt them. Maybe where we went 
wrong with words was when we 
began to think they were important. 
Words aren't important. It's the 
feelings and the reasons behind the 
words that are important. Honesty 
is important. Love is important. 
Peace is important. Words arc not 
important. 
Lawrence is a freshman journal- 
ism major from Carlisle and 
activities editor for the Progress. 
LETTERS FROM OUR READERS 
Submitted articles are ignored 
Your editorial endued "'Use' pa- 
per" in the Jan. 13 issue of The 
Progress staled that you wanted "feed- 
back'' and that you welcomed input 
from the campus at large. 
Well, it is time to put your type 
where your mouth is. As a faculty 
member of the department of tech- 
nology, I have submitled articles ex- 
lolling the accomplishments of stu- 
dents only to have them ignored. This 
happened last year and has happened 
this past semester also. I am enclos- 
ing a copy of a letter dated Nov. 4 to 
refresh your memory. 
Also please tell Dr. Fraas that the 
"FAG Budding." Fitzpatrick-Ault- 
Gibson is now the Whalm Technol- 
ogy Complex, so named for former 
department chair, Ralph W. Whalin. 
And speaking of the name given 
by Dr. Fraas to our building, and from 
the apparent editorial philosophy of 
the Progress, that one gathers by read- 
ing the paper, I suppose that the ar- 
ticles submitted would have been 
printed right away had I admitted to 
"coming out." 
David W. Dailey 
department of technology 
Night supervisor says thanks 
In December, before Eastern got 
out of school for Christmas, I had a 
massive heart attack and was in die 
Intensive Care Unit at Panic A. Clay. 
Two guys, one from Commonwealth 
and one from Mattox, brought mc 
some red roses. A girl from Martin 
Hall also brought me a yellow rose. I 
don't know who they were. I want to 
thank them and I'd like for them to get 
in touch with me. My phone number 
is 623-3654. 
I'm a night supervisor in Com- 
monwealth, Palmer, Mattox and Clay 
halls. I also want to thank the stall sol 
these halls for their cards and flowers. 
I didn't realize so many people cared. 
They really cheered me up before I 
was flown to Louisville for surgery. 
This is the only way I knew to get in 
touch with them. 
Wanda King 
Richmond 
PEOPLE POLL 
By Jay Angel 
What did you do to fight cabin fever during last week's snowstorm? 
"I looked at the cars 
stuck In the snow 
and hung out with 
my buddies." 
"I argued with my 
boyfriend, but wa 
made up." 
Eric Benson, 19, loss 
prevention, freshman, 
Louisville 
Nakla Jonas, 19, business 
administration, freshman, 
Fort Las, Va. 
"I dodged snow- 
balls and rented 
movies." 
"I fought with my 
sister pretty much. 
Wendy Simmons, 18, 
pre-occupational therapy, 
treshman, Chesterfield, Mo. 
Sara Roberts, 17, paralegal 
science, freshman, 
Chllllcothe, Ohio 
"I was In Colum- 
bus, Ohio, Monday, 
and I tried to get 
here but I stayed 
the night at Grant 
County High 
School one night." 
■ w—- 
! 
MB 
^ e-*.-*'    * 
• 
r 1 
"I bundled myself 
snd my children up 
and want outside for 
a walk." 
Matt Maynard, 22, computer 
information systems, senior, 
Columbus, Ohio 
Sandy McMullen, 37, secondary 
guidance counseling, graduate 
student, Wilmore 
*»»sV-i»^.«-       i4-> 
' 
Call 
623-0330 
For Fast 
FREE DELIVERY 
MINIMUM $4.25 
Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub, Sausage Sub & 
Meatball Sub, each only $3.26 
Steak Hoagies $3.73 
Salads ...$2.12 
Garlic Bread $1.42 
Baked Spaghetti and Garlic Bread $4.67 
Liter Drinks $.99 Frito-Lay Chips $.71 
I present this coupon for a 
20" Party Pizza 
one topping & 
4 liters of Coke 
!0NL¥$1595 
m expires.2Z2&94 
. present this coupon lor a 
Small 10" Pizza 
one topping & 
1 liter of Coke 
jj   | expires 2/28/94 
present this coupon for a 
I      Large 14" Pizza 
two toppings 
I ONLY $6 37 
expires: Z28/94 
_ present this coupon for a 
8" Pizza Sub 
and salad 
ONLY $4 
I 
l 
l 
I 
67 
expires: 2/28/94 
tax not included in coupon prices 
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CAMPUS 
NEWS BRIEFS 
Compiled by Progress staff 
Commonwealth 
pipes burst, cause 
minor flooding 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
STATE 
Two pipes froze and broke 
in Commonwealth Hall on Thursday, causing flooding of 
the fourth, third and lobby floors of the hall, and one on 
Saturday which flooded the lobby. 
Steve Parsons, area coordinator for Palmer/Common- 
wealth, said the first pipe broke in the equipment room and 
flooded the lobby. 
The second pipe broke on the fourth floor, flooding 
four rooms. Water also went down the elevator shaft, 
flooded and shut down the elevators. The conference 
room on the third floor was also flooded. 
Parsons said the only damages reported in the hall 
were wet carpets on the fourth floor, loose ceiling tiles and 
his office was flooded. 
The staff assistant on the fourth floor was able to warn 
people in enough time so they were able to get their 
possessions up off the floor. Two of the four rooms 
flooded did not have carpet. 
Physical plant responded to all incidents and were able 
to shut off the water and repair the pipes before the 
flooding became too serious. 
Eastern's Child Development 
Center gets re-accreditation 
Eastern's Child Development Center (CDC) has been 
re-accredited by the National Academy of Early Child- 
hood Programs. To receive re-accreditation, Eastern's 
CDC met a variety of strict criteria related to providing a 
developmentally appropriate program for 3-year-olds. 
CDC activities are designed to help the social, emo- 
tional, physical, cognitive and creative development of 
the child. 
Eastern's Child Development Center opened in 1975 
to serve as a training laboratory forchild care and child and 
family studies majors. 
, .„ . i  i Female needs one roommate. 
UK creates special ^.u noire wiuhdeck four blocks 
Childrens Hospital from campus. serious student 
only, prefer graduate atudent. 
Univerisity of Kentucky Hos- $ i so ircludeseveiTthing (washer 
pital is planning a children shos-      .  .        v    t*___it --J,^ 
pital, within the hospital, with private rooms for coma- "■ ">"* J    U'|^™'T- 
gious patients and increased intensive care for critically ill Mutt provide o^rnplione service. 
children. Call after January 30. 624-1642, 
The children's hospital would be located near the Leave message. 
pediatric ward. There is an unfinished area on the fourth 
floor which will be fitted with pediatric medical equip- 
ment, 48 general pediatric beds and 10 intensive care beds. 
TheprojcctiscstimatedtocostSlOmillionandwill SpringBreaaUBestTrBpsAPnces! 
be taken to the U.K. Board of Trustees in March for final Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days 
$279! Includes 12 meals and 6 
free Parties! Panama City Room 
With Kitchen 8 days $119! Cancun 
& Jamaica From $469! Daytona 
$149! Key West $249! Cocoa 
Beach $159! 1-800-678-6386. 
TRAVEL 
approval. 
/ 
NATION 
President Clinton's 
address calls for 
health care reform 
In Tuesday's State of the Union ad- __.      _     ., _   ____ _.. 
dress. President Clinton said he Spring Break! Panama City 
would veto any bill sent by Congress which did not Days Ocesnview Room With A 
8 
guarantee private health insurance for everybody. 
Clinton said he wants to make welfare "a second 
chance, not a way of life," citing the need to reform the 
system so people will value working over collecting 
welfare. Reforms would include a two-year limit on 
benefits, in addtion with new education and job training 
programs. 
The president said when people commit a third 
violent crime, they will be put in jail for good. He also said 
he supported legislation which would put 100,000 more 
police officers on the streets. 
Clinton said he has cut the defense budget enough. 
There are still many dangers in the world, he said. His new 
budget will maintain the readiness and quality of the 
armed forces by being well trained and equipped 
POLICE BEAT 
The following reports have been 
filed with the university's division of 
public safety: 
Jan. 10: 
Christopher Kamlskl, 20, Martin 
Hall, reported that someone had 
attempted to break into the tool box on 
the back of his truck while it was 
parked in Lancaster lot. 
Jan. 12: 
LaDoana Gooch. 23. Richmond, 
reported several items had been taken 
from her car while it was parked in the 
Daniel Boone Lot. 
Jan. 13: 
James Golden. 22. Keene Hall, 
reported his car had been stolen from 
the Keene Hall parking lot. Golden 
later reported his car had been returned 
to the parking lot. No signs of forced 
entry were found. 
Stuart Jones. 25. Science Hill, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Beth Sullivan reported someone 
had stolen some computer programs 
and workbooks from Room 604 of the 
Begley Building. 
Jan. 14: 
Shane Gregory. 18. Todd Hall, 
reported his bicycle was stolen from 
the front steps of Todd Hall. 
Jan. IS: 
Gregory Schoenberger. 20. 
Compiled by Don Perry 
Miamisburg, Ohio, was arrested and 
charged with driving in an improper 
lane, driving under the influence of 
alcohol and possession of an alcoholic 
beverage by a minor. 
Jan IS: 
Dennis Wlmor. 18. Palmer Hall, 
reported a necklace and a gold ring had 
been stolen from his room. 
Nathaniel White. r9."Mf j&rflng^' 
was arrested and charged wiihMgJdess 
driving and driving on a suspended 
license. 
Court decisions 
The following reports appearing in 
"Police Beat" have been resolved in 
Madison District Court. These follow- 
up reports represent only the judge's 
decision in each case. 
Angela M. Brown. 22. Duprce 
Hall, was found guilty of alcohol 
intoxication and lined $71.50. 
Timothy A. Wlsslng. 19. Lexing- 
ton, was found guilty of alcohol 
intoxication and fined S71.S0. 
Larry Holden Jr.. 19. Keene 
Hall, was found guilty of disregard- 
ing a traffic control device and 
fined S10. 
Jeffery D. Perry. 19. Waddy. was 
found guilty of alcohol intoxication 
and fined $71.50. 
Ryan Ball. 19. Louisville, charges 
of possession of marijuana were 
dismissed. 
Genella Lynn Stewart. 20. 
Burnam Hall, was found guilty of 
alcohol intoxication and fined 
$71.50. 
Bobby L. Elliot HI. 20. Salvisa, 
was found guilty of alcohol intoxica- 
tion and fined $71.50. 
Brian W. Bottom. 19. was found 
guilty of possession of marijuana and 
fined $157.50. 
Leo K. Sylvest. 20. Indianapolis. 
Ind , charges of disorderly conduct 
were dismissed. 
Brett D. Feddes. 18, Common- 
wealth Hall, was found guilty of 
alcohol intoxication and fined 
$71.50. 
Matthew A. Moore. 19. Russell 
Springs, charges of possession of 
marijuana were dismissed. 
Tiffany C. Gibbons. 20. Dupree 
Hall, was found guilty of alcohol 
intoxication and fined $71.50. 
Sean Little. 23. O'Dormell Hall, 
charges of possession of marijuana 
were dismissed. 
Maurice B. Haynes, 20. 
O'Donnell Hall, charges of possession 
of marijuana were dismissed. 
Tara R. Gray. 20. McGregor Hall, 
was found guilty of possession of 
marijuana and fined $157.50. 
Angela M. Glover. 23. Combs 
Hall, charges of possession of 
marijuana were dismissed. 
Bethany B. Belcher. 18. Walters 
Hall, was found guilty of possession 
of marijuana and fined $157.50. 
Kitchen $119! Walk To Best Bars! 
Includes Free Discount Card-Save 
$50 On Cover Charges! 1-800- 
678-6386. 
SPRING BREAK packages. PRO- 
MOTE on campus or SIGN UP 
NOW for rooms. $129 up. 
Daytona. Panama. Padre. Cancun, 
etc. Call CMI1 -800-423-5264. 
Beautiful oceanfront view, large 
suites with private balcony on the 
beaches of Daytona Beach. Boca 
Raton, FL. Laudcrdale and thou- 
sands of other locations. Suites 
are fully equipped with kitchen 
and bath. Sleeps six (6) comfort- 
ably. Bathe in luxury tor 7 days/ 
6 nights for less than $350 for 
yourcnuregroupofsix(6). Lim- 
ited vacancies. Call today toll free 
for more information 1-800-772- 
1555. Mention this ad and receive 
a $300 gift certificate. Ask for 
Rob Tanner. 
FUTONSPLUSCOUCHBEDS 
ATLOWESTQUICK PRICES 
DELIVERED! Couch to bed. 
Choose custom sizes, colors of 
Futons plus washable covers; hard- 
wood frames. Student Special 
packages suit $165 delivered!! 
Bluegrass Bedding 858-9015. 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT 
Makr up lo n.OOO.M.000. par inonlh leaching 
baaic coaieeraalional Engliah abroad Japan. 
Taiwan, and S Korea Many employe™ provide 
loom 4 boaid . Cher henefio No leaching 
bacharound or Aautfi language, required' For more 
,nWuon«ll (iaO<M-ll4>eat.JS5»4       | 
RECORDSMITH buys, sells and 
trades CD's and tapes. EKU By- 
pass. 
HELP WANTED 
fi*k*uiPwrk/Fort*S*rvictEm- 
ptoyment Summer and Seasonal 
Student Jobs. Hiring for all posi- 
tions. Excellent pay and benefits. 
No experience necessary. Call 
Outside Focus for details: (206) 
545-4804 ext. N5534. 
JOE COLLEGE, INC. seeks a 
motivated, responsible individual 
to sell popular college apparel on 
campus. Please call 1-800-251- 
8218. 
CHALLENGING SUMMER 
CAMP JOBS WITH OUTDOOR 
FUN, in Easter Seal camps for chil- 
dren and adults with disabilities. 
Salary, room/board provided. Male/ 
female counselors, lifeguards, pro- 
gram directors, food service. 2 
camps in Virginia Blue Ridge 
Mountains or near Virginia East 
coast. Great experience for any 
future career! Training provided. 
Apply ASAP to Camp Easter Seal. 
P.O. Box 5496. Roanoke. VA 
24012. 1-800-365-1656. 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff- 
ing envelopes at home. Send long 
SASE to: Country Living Shop- 
pers. Dept A30. P.O. Box 1779, 
Denham Springs. LA 70727. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
MELISSA SPALMNO...JIappy 
B irthday. Love Always From Your 
Husband, Jason. 
WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT 
Just answer the following question 
correctly and be the first to come 
down to First Gear on the comer of 
1st and Main: 
Who designed the sculpture 
attached to the front of the Jane 
Campbell building on Easterns 
campus? 
Mrnt^andJarnon 
Unlike the dying rose, 
Give the lasting gift of prose.. 
A Valentine classified in the 
Progress.  
MESSAGE: 
Return to Donovan Annex 118 
by Monday, February 7,1994. 
10 words for $1   Will appear in 2/10 issue 
Attention: Beckie Roaden  
COMICS 
By Terry Stevens 
By Terry Stevens 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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Dare to Compare 
Leading Edge 486sx/33 Multimedia System 
What You Pay: 
$1448 
What You Get: 
•4Mb RAM 
•1.4mb Floppy 
•170mb Hard Drive 
•28dp VGA Color Monitor 
•Sony CD-ROM 
•Sound Blaster Audio 
•Speakers 
•Headphones 
•Keyboard 
•Mouse 
•Microsoft Windows 3.1 
•MS-DOS 
•Microsoft Works 
•Concise Columbia Encyclopedia 
•American Heritage Dictionary 
•Rogets Thesaurus 
•World Almanac 
•Bartleu's Quotations 
•Hammond Adas 
•Game Pack 
Academic Pricing Available Only to Faculty, Staff & 
Fulltime Students With School ID 
Software Specials 
MS Word Mac $92.81 
MS Word DOS $79.38 
MS Word Windows $144.38 
WordPerfect Mac $75.00 
WordPerfect DOS $99.00 
WordPerfect Windows $99.00 
WordPerfect/Quattro Pro /Win $135.00 
PageMaker Mac $154.06 
PageMaker Windows $154.06 
Lexington 
Computer 
EDUCATION SALES DEPT 
Richmond Rd at Mt Tabor 
268-1431 
800-432-7329 
    (outside Fayctte Cty) 
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Scanners 
to be used 
in library 
By Mary Mclntosh 
Staff Writer 
What do your grocery Man and the 
Eastern library have in common? 
Bar Codes and Scanners. Starting 
sometime next year with the aid of a 
bar code on the front of the new student 
ID., students may check out books 
without the hassle of filling out the 
triplicate form now in use. 
Rc*wraKirby, Automation Librar- 
ian, said this feature is included in the 
N.O.TJ.S system the library has been 
implementing since January 1993. 
This is how it will work. A library 
assistant will scan the bar-coded stu- 
dent LD. on the computer. The bar- 
coded library books will be scanned as 
well. The computer will then print out 
dale due cards which the library assis- 
tant will place back in the books. 
The bar codes don't contain privi- 
leged information, and proper security 
clearance is required before any infor- 
mation is available to insure privacy. 
It isimportanitoprotecilhcse cards 
like a credit card. Report it as soon as it 
is lost or stolen so that a block will be 
placed on the card to prevent any illegal 
use. A block may also be placed be- 
cause of excess fines or too many over- 
due books. A block will not affect 
students' ability to purchase a meal. 
On the back of the new I.D. is a 
magnetic strip. To purchase meals, stu- 
dents must activate their individual 
accounts with the strip. 
" All cards will have a bar code. All 
full/part-time students and faculty and 
staff will have an I.D. with their picture 
...everyone will have access to the 
library ."said Skip Daugherty, dean of 
student development 
Students seem pleased with the 
combined card. "I think it makes life 
easier. No hassles," said junior John 
Garrett, Richmond. 
And about thosecarbon-copied trip- 
licate forms— they will slowly be 
phased out as the new automated sys- 
tem is phased in. 
O'Donnell Hall residents 
arrested for car break-ins 
Progress staff report 
FourODonncll Hall residents, 
including two football players, 
were arrested last week in connec- 
tion with a public safety investiga- 
tion of Commonwealth parking 
lot break-ins. 
According to a public safety 
report about the incident, which 
happened Jan. 19, an officer, rc- 
spondingto reports that people were 
trying to break into parked cars, 
saw several men running through 
the lot 
Virgil Ryland, 19, was arrested 
for disorderly conduct and receiv- 
ing stolen property under $100. 
Police said Ryland was hiding a 
telephone allegedly stolen from 
one of the cars under his coat 
Dwight Martin, 20, was 
charged with receiving stolen prop- 
erty over $100 and third degree 
criminal mischief after police 
found compact discs that had al- 
legedly been taken from one of the 
cars in Martin's room. 
Maurice Haynes, a defensive 
back from Orlando, Fla., and Carlo 
Stallings, a fullback from Louis- 
ville, were charged with criminal 
facilitation and disorderly conduct 
in connection with the thefts. 
: Rescheduling complete 
Continued from front page 
Nature treats us this way, someone is 
going to be inconvenienced. We have 
to do what helps the most people." 
Thursday night classes will meet 
April 28 as scheduled, but not for the 
final exams. The finals will be held on 
the Thursday of finals week. 
Tuesday and Wednesday night 
classes will either meet for longer 
periods or have professors who sched- 
ule their own make-up classes. 
One thing that will not work, Enzie 
said, is extending the semester, be- 
cause that would affect intersession. 
According to Funderburk's memo, 
all finals will be over by May 7. 
Final Exams (Revised) 
University President Hanly Rmderburtc ha» approved a revision o. the original 
final exam schedule tor the semester in an attempt to make up missed time 
due to the snowy weather. Included to the elimination of the Feb. 21 holiday 
(Presidents' Day) whan Tuesday classes will meet 
MWF Classes Exawi Date    ^^ 
1a.m. wed.. Maya 
9:15 a.m. Frl.,May5 
iO30a.ro. Mon~i»a»2 
11:45 a.m. Wad., May 4  
*«Mt». Mon^Maya; 
2:15
 
pm
-
w
" **"** 
3:30 am. vMdra 'May 2 
4:45 p.m. Wed.. May 4 
Thaw 
S-lOa.m. 
8-10 a.m. 
8-10 a.m. 
10:30-12:30 p.m. 
10:30-12:30 P.m. 
1-3 p.m.  
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
TRF Classes 
8 a.m. 
9:15 a.m. 
io:30avro. 
11:45 a.m. 
lp.rri. 
2:15 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
4:45 p.m. 
Exam Date 
Tu«a,.May3 
Thurs., May 5 
Tues., May 3 
Thurs., May 5 
Fri.. May 6 
Thurs., May 5 
Tua«.,:;Maya. 
Thurs., May 5 
Time 
8-10 a.m. 
810 a.m. 
10:30-12:30 p.m. 
10:30-12:30 p.m. 
10:3a 12:30 p.m. 
1-3 p.m. 
3:304:30 p.m. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
Sera-Tec Biologicals 
New Donors Receive $20 
Start donating now 
and make $300 
by Spring Bre 
Ky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation.' 
For This New Year Let 
Ford's Bring Out The Best 
$ 
In You! 
19.94 
$19.94 1st month!* 
down 
and 
Super Circuit    ■ LifeSteps ■ 33 Aerobics 
Training ■ Free Weights      Classes A Week 
Reebok Step   ■ Lite Cycles      ■ Diet Programs 
Aerobics ■ Indoor Track    ■ Tanning Beds ■ Kid's Playroom 
-  1st vtniors only, some tast.ictions apply 
@ 624-0100 
629 Eastern By-Pass 
(Behind Roses) 
This Sword Says 
We're Your 
American 
Cancer Society 
Look for it before you 
give. For more information 
call 1-800 ACS 2345. 
: 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY 
'"Grilled Onion 
Choose Any 2 For $2 
\tardeefr 
Are You Ready For Some Real Food ? 
(Mr. MMJ Mir nmMr IMMMI Minn m MMf""* HiffcO toaw far ■ Mart i«» OI"M. HMMT'I h»d •—™ Ir. 
1 Made From 
Scratch" 
Bacon Egg & 
Crwese Brscuit 
Mno<H«l»iapl< 
mm my afm earn Om OMMI> tm «•- 
»M» pv M*. mmm ommm mm/m 
MMM0MB &»«MV*0<l1«aBjf 
«M»M» IMMUMMI«n»i»l 
C»«II T■■ gin mm iii — 
OHM H—..tHU,— I  
mtmSSS^OtmmpJmSi 
•MM. c~ «•« MMM ff  -»» Mr 
*>uu«n<iiOk 
two mm MM» ■ mutm —M » . r-m 
e>m H.MM'O.OSMM. "c 
1 Made From 
Scratch™ 
_>*EQB 
Biscuit 
NC-T 
Roast Beef 
Sandwich 
99< 
HomeStyie Thick 
1Mb'Bacon 
*L49=.r 
• Aver age p**- cooked wticjht 
. w ro gaod r tMrakr 
■*• an, eta* oMpra 0»< coupon par cws 
tamer, pm MM ptaaaa CiaMM* mmm 
•aMia- Qua Cat**** t/tOOot U OBar 
)M *»•"■ ntfjm b»eaa»aa- tmm «r a a-afe-B 
wm m aaAaaia-g NaMae a* n 
otmhipirift 
ChkkanFUtet 
Sandwich 
*LS9:r; 
c: 
• O*M One coup*" P* <*»■ 
M P>MM Otmmmmmm 
Caar> •—• 1100 « '* O-w 
MHaaaatiiuiQisiaH 
aaro-raa»a» .— .a- 
a««a»iF«M9Aa«-a>x 
Any Daily Double 
Sandwich, 
Medium Fries & 
Medium Drink 
199-r 
rt  Or- biitf" pMtWV 
ttmm. m \mx ateaea OMBII mmm 
•ataaawaua CarnaM MOC o» nO*a 
«Nt«inNMB| 
• 
a* ana o*a«r caTam On cowpen pa* cut 
■•V, pm -a* ***■> CaflHaaai mm m 
•aM a. au> Caa»> MM I i» a* K (9m 
nmimmmm wm»mn*mm*m**mm ■ IIIW lIMIM'st  IW    I II. 
mm ia»afa»rina>—.» 
OHar aavaaa MM "^aaa. pmm* co>*o- 
Mfcaa oakwt Omm « get* * amwwmlv 
mm am, at>w C*B*I OW coupon oar cut 
Bma* pa- MM ptaaM Cmmfm "** pa. 
■MavaW Caaf <«M ' '00 * ie 0a* 
C* "IBaW DBMaaM "0WI *» • MaM 
lavMhsMllaaUM 
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BUDGET: Funding increases 
less than what CHE requested 
Contlnusd from front psgs 
wrong." 
Jones has ordered no further 
tuition increases other than those 
already approved for 1994-95. and 
no incrcascsalall for 1995-96, mark- 
ing the first time a governor has 
prevented administrators from in- 
creasing tuition since 1980. 
Regional universities have a 5 
percent tuition increase budgeted 
for 1994-95 while the research in- 
stitutions and community colleges 
have 15 to 20 percent increases, 
something that could cause Eastern 
to fall behind UK and Louisville. 
Although any proposed increase 
is better than the cuts handed down 
for the past three years, the 2 and 3 
percent increases will severely limit 
what administrators can do over the 
next two academic years. 
"Going up is better than going 
down," Funderburk said, "but we 
can't do a whole lot with it." 
State schools will receive S3.74 
billion, or 14.7 percent, of the total 
$25.43 billion 1994-96 state bud- 
get, which draws most of its funding 
from the General Fund, Road Fund, 
and federal funds. 
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Rich- 
mond, said budgetary moves like 
Jones' construction plans are to be 
expected from the executive office 
holder.eapeciallyneartheendofthe 
governor s term. 
"Governors Like to leave marks," 
Moberly said. "That's why they like 
lo build buildings rather than work 
on operational budgets.''which have 
"more of a real effect" on universi- 
ties dun new constructions. 
To help prevent cuts like the 
ones that have plagued universities 
recently, Jones said he wants to pro- 
vide a more accurate picture of stale 
income for the upcoming biennium. 
"We have endured budget cuts 
12 times in the last 14 years in this 
state," Jones said "We have this 
year for the first time joined forces 
— legislative and executive branch 
together — to develop a consensus 
revenue forecast" 
Jones said this more realistic 
way of projecting state revenue will 
help keep similar cuts from affect- 
ing the 1994-% budget 
Jones' budget must now go to 
the legislature, which will iron out 
the details over the next few weeks 
before coming up with a final finan- 
cial plan for Kentucky. 
The governor's budget is pretty 
significant" Funderburk said. "We 
will be working very closely with 
the General Assembly in the next 
few weeks." 
Library campaign 
crusades for funding 
By Don Perry 
News writer 
With the expansion of the John 
Grant Crabbe Library due to be com- 
pleted this fall, a project called Cam- 
pus Campaign is underway to raise 
money to renovate the exisdng part of 
the library. 
The Campus Campaign began its 
fund-raising drive on Nov. 1, and has 
reached 42 percent of its overall goal 
of $200,000 in faculty and staff con- 
tributions, according to Lana Carnes, 
university director of relations and 
developments. 
Carnes said nearly $85,000 has 
been raised with 31 percent of 
Eastern's faculty and staff participat- 
ing in the campaign. 
Retired faculty members have also 
become involved in the campaign to 
help improve the library. 
The faculty and staff have re- 
sponded positively, according to 
Carnes. "It is demonstrating how im- 
portant it is to us," Carries said about 
their efforts. 
"We are off to a good start" said 
Dr. Bonnie Gray, who is co-chair of 
the library improvement campaign. 
"We are nearly halfway to our goal." 
The campus campaign is the first 
phase of various fund raisers planned 
to raise the $1.3 million needed for 
the renovation of the existing library 
and funds for books and equipment 
for the expansion part of the library. 
According to Gray, the $1.3 mil- 
lion being raised will be divided into 
three main categories: 
■ $500,000 of the money raised 
will be used for painting, carpeting 
and refurnishing the existing portion 
of the library. 
■ Another $500,000 will be used 
to establish an endowment w h i c h 
will provide interest to buy books and 
periodicals. 
■ The remaining $300,000 will 
be used to buy equipment for t h e 
new addition, including the Univer- 
sity Building. 
In addition to a campus-wide cam- 
paign , other fund-raisers are planned, 
which will include both the commu- 
nity and Eastern alumni. 
Carnes said many student organi- 
zations have become interested in 
becoming involved in the fund-rais- 
ing project She said she was going to 
meet with some of the organizations 
Monday to discuss a kick-off date for 
the student activities to begin. 
Carnes encourages any student 
organization interested in becoming 
involved in the library renovation cam- 
paign to do so. 
Nu Wave Hair Designs 
An addition of Ocean Front 
ymatrix 
E88ENTIALS 
RODS TO RICHES 
We'll take your hair from limp to luxuriously bouncy with a 
Matrix Essentials perm. You'll love the look of your new low- 
maintenance curls. And rich Matrix Essentials conditioners 
will leave your hair feeling better than before perming. 
Call for an appointment today. 
Nu Wave [. 
Hair Designs 
521 Leigh way Drive 
Richmond, Ky 40475 
(606)623-4777 
Manager/Stylist 
Robert P. Bums 
10% OFF 
Any full perm with this coupon 
expires 2-14-94 
Authorized by: 
Robert RBums 
The 
Progress 
Advertisers 
CaU 622-1881 
Before Noon 
Monday lb 
Reserve Your 
Ad Space. 
Air Force E*4 
Apollo Pizza A3 
Army Reserve AS 
Athletic Marketing B7 
Altitudes B2 
B & N Office Supply A7 
Captain D's B3 
Colonel's Corner B5 
Delta ZetaB5 
Dr. Coleman Optometrist B5 
Dr. Roberts Optometrist B2 
Ford's Fitness A5 
Hardee's A5 
Ironworks A7 
JC Penney Styling B7 
Jack's Cleaners B4 
Jesus A5 
Lexington Computers A4 
Mar-Tan Optical. Inc. A7 
Marines B3 
MCI A6 
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Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
For a free booklet 
about mental lltnesa. call : 
I  HOO 969 NMHA 
Learn to ace the warning sign*. 
National Mental Health Aaaoctallon fl 
1 
1 
YOU jwuatatfng *ff 
u££»' 
1-800-COLLECT 
SAVETHE ::•! 
INSTEAD ■ill""" 
% 
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GAY: Former employee pleads 
guilty to threatening Keene RA 
Continued trom front pege 
said when pubfc safety was called on 
the day they arrested Gay, public 
safety was also in the process of ob- 
taining a search warrant for Gay's 
apartment. 
HamMin spoke to Dean of Student 
LifcJcarmeaeCrockeufor three hours 
on the day before Gay's arrest, at 
which time she said he told her of his 
problems with Gay. 
"1 was scared of the man. I couldn' t 
take it anymore," Hambtin said. 
The complaint Hamblin fired 
against Gay alleged Gay showed him 
several firearms and threatened that 
Hamblin "might never wake up again 
if he went to sleep." 
•The university was looking into 
complaints about the firearms pos- 
session, but had no part in the state 
police arrest," Eastern's director of 
public relations Ron Harrell said. 
"ThatwasaresultofMarkHamblin's 
complaint." 
Harrell said Gay was asked 10 
resign based on the illegal possession 
of firearms on campus. 
Hamblin filed the charges against 
Gay Dee. 15,1993, with County At- 
torney Robert Russell. 
HamWin alleged that Gay's of- 
fenses toward him began on Aug. 28, 
1993, with a ride to Lexington and 
continued through December when 
he filed charges. 
"I came forward because I didn't 
want anybody else, like high school 
students who will come to Eastern, to 
go through the living hell that I went 
through." Hamblin said. 
Hamblin said he thoughtGay's sen- 
tence was too light and that "what 
happens in real life and what can be 
proven incoururetwodifferentthings." 
INFIRMARY: Appointment 
policy doesn't delay treatment 
Continued Irotn Iront pege 
appointment for that same day. 
Though Student Health Ser- 
vice* doesn't open until 8 a.m., a 
secretary is there by 7:30 ajn. to 
begin scheduling appointments for 
early callers. 
How well does the new system 
seem to be working? 
There areminor problems, but 
I believe they will work themselves 
out," said infirmary receptionist 
Jeane Bogie. 
Like anything new, it will lake 
• while for people to get used to the 
system. 
GUchrist feds that the students 
she has seen seem to like the ap- 
pointment system better. 
"People aren't having to wait 
one, one and a half or two hours to 
be seen," GUchrist said. Students 
have had to wait that long or longer 
in me past 
Krystal Tyree. a freshman, 
likes the appointment system bet- 
Mr. 
"I don't want to be here all 
day," Tyree said. "It's more con- 
venient" 
When asked about the possi- 
bility of charging students for ser- 
vices in the future, GUchrist said 
nothing specifically had been dis- 
cussed, and there are no plans to 
start charging for infirmary visits 
in the near future. 
"Eastern is the only state-spon- 
sored school that gets (prescrip- 
tion) drugs free." GUchrist said. 
At the other schools in the state, 
students must pay for prescriptions 
and lab work. 
Mar-Tan 
Optical 
205 Geri Lane 
623-4267 
Stylish, 
Durable, 
Affordable 
>HBK7J 
-fTrV^- 
McCoy's Laundromats, Inc. 
presents 
Tanning Valentine's Special] 
Gift Certificate 
includes 
• 12 tanning visits 
• One balloon 
• One rose 
Kccndand Wash and Dry 
155 S. Kceneland Dr. 
in Bluegrass Center behind 
Hardcc's corner of 
Kceneland & Churchill 
623-1146 
Highlander Laundromat 
207 Geri Lane 
Behind Convenient between 
St. George & Porter Drive 
623-9887 
We honor competitors' coupons. 
RON WORKS 
AEROBICS & FITNESS 
The New Leader In Health & Fitness 
The Largest Fitness Facility In Richmond 
* 2500 sq. ft. Padded Aerobic Floor 
* Padded Indoor Running Track 
* Steamers, Treadmills, Lifecycles 
* Kid's Playroom 
* Tanning Beds 
* 30 Minute Super Circuit 
* Health Food Diet 
M 
'Ask About Our Student Special 
PHONE 623-7370 
892 RICHMOND PLAZA 
(OLD K-MART BUILDING)) 
MESSAGE: 
Free birthday classified 
in the Progress. 
Rcirun to Donovan Annex 118 
Paradise P 
Dog Grooming 
Ovw 
■*»»?■- - 
199 Wayne Drive 
Richmond, KY 40475 (606) 624-5433 
10% OFF 
•wythln* axcapt aquarium* 
Large selection of reptiles 
<s* 
<# 
B&N XEROX 
Students *~2_  T~ 
OFFICE SUPPLY 
University Shopping Ctr. 
624-0810 
Good Furniture... Cheap! 
Whatsa Futon has futon beds, 
sofa beds and chaise lounges 
On Sale!! 
Twin-size trifold chaise/bed combo complete 
with mattress only $199! 
THRIFTY"! 
Space-Saving Armless Pine Bi-Fold Sofabed 
and Mattress $249! dJL 
(Ask to see the Box Frame) JBH 
Pine Sofabed With Arms in either 
full couch or loveseat size complete 
with mattress $279! 
(Ask to see the Alpha or the Omega) 
Hardwood, Black or Oak finish Bi-Fold Sofabed 
complete with Cover and Mattress $379! Q_ 
(Ask to see the Ventura) |<g[^ 
All Whatsa Futon sofabeds carry minimum 5 year factory 
warranties on both the frame and mattress! 
Sale prices for a limited time... until they're gone... So 
hurry in! 
Whatsa Futon, 620 Big Hill across 
from the Jet Drive-In, 625-1530 
Also in Louisville, Florence, KY and Cincinnati 
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Special programs offers 78 courses 
By Stacy Battles 
Start writer 
Whether you're interested in mas- 
tering the personal computer or learn- 
ing to make decorative bows, the Com- 
munity Education's division of special 
programs has a class suited for your 
needs. 
These particular skills can be picked 
up from classes called "An Introduc- 
tion to the PC for the Scared and Ner- 
vous" amTBow Making 101." 
In all. there are 78 non-credit 
courses scheduled for the spring se- 
mester. These courses are open to the 
general public, and no previous college 
experience is required. Most of the 
courses are offered in the evening, and 
no tests or grades will be given out. 
Community Education Coordina- 
lor Leigh Ann Sadler said the landscap- 
ing and home improvement series of 
courses lend to be the most popular. 
"People are into doing things for 
themselves,*' said Sadler. 
According to Sadler, these courses 
usually attract members of the commu- 
nity and not Eastern students. 
'The courses are designed to pull 
people onto campus that haven't been 
here before and to make it less intimi- 
dating for them," Sadler said. 
Some of the new courses being 
added to the spring semester schedule 
include "Professional Telephone 
Skills," "Persuasion: The Ultimate 
Power" and "Potpourri." 
44 These are classes that anybody 
can learn, and for the money It's a 
really good deal. " 
— Sue Carter, desktop coordinator for 
community education 
Under the Business and Careers 
section, twocourscs arc being taught in 
lax preparation. These courses should 
prove to be very beneficial considering 
the tax season is approaching. 
Both "Oh No! It's Tax Tune" and 
'Taxes for Your Home-based Busi- 
ness" are being taught by business con- 
sultant Robert Keppler. 
The vast majority of people have 
a basic fear of preparing their own tax 
returns. Our course is designed to alle- 
viate those fears through the leaching 
of basic skills in income tax prepara- 
tion," said Keppler. 
Both previous and current students 
taking these courses have praised the 
experience. Sue Carter, desktop pub- 
lishing coordinator for community edu- 
cation, has taken several of the craft 
courses and found them to be "fun and 
informative." 
"These are classes that anybody 
can learn, and for the money it's a 
really good deal," Carter said. 
Even kids can get involved through 
the College for Kids section of the 
program. 
A competitive swimming course 
forchildrenages8tol8is being held at 
the Alumni Coliseum pool. Jennifer 
Janssen,. 10-year-old student at Model 
Lab, said she enjoys the course. 
"We work hard, and we have a 
great coach," said Janssen. Heather 
Himon, a 10-year-old student at Kit 
Carson Elementary, said. "I enjoy it, 
and I likecompeling against other kids." 
The GRE test preparation course is 
most specifically directed at Eastern 
students. 
This course offers more than 40 
hours of preparation and is intended to 
benefit those aspiring to attend gradu- 
ate school. 
The Community Education courses 
may start anytime between now and 
May 23, and individual classes can last 
from one night to six weeks. Tuition 
for most courses runs from $12 to $84. 
Pre-registration is urged for all 
classes. To register, or for additional 
information, call the Community Edu- 
cation office at 1228. 
Taylor's 
Sporting 
Goods 
ATTENTION 
GREEKS: 
Now through Feb. 1, 
buy a Russell 
sweat shirt and get 
up to 3 Greek letters 
FREE! 
CrewiMck sweat shirts and 
•weat pants $12.95 
Hooded sweat shirts $14.95 
College Park Center 
Open 6 days a week 
9 a.m. • 7 p.m. 
623-9517  
Nutf. MS Sftft KNlfety 
SPRING 
BREAK 
COMPLETE FIVE 6 SEVEN NIGHT TRIPS 
Three ways 
to beat the 
high cost 
of college. 
1. The Montgomery 
Gl Bill 
2. Student loan 
repayment 
3. Part-time Income 
TOURNEY: EKU hosts All "A" classic for third year 
Continued from front page 
university makes from the five days of 
facility fees is used to pay physical 
plant workers for their extra effort dur- 
ing (he tournament. 
The rest goes into the university's 
general fund, which isn't locked intr 
any specific use and therefore may be 
spent on other kinds of activities. 
The tournament will be aired on 
both Channel 27 WKYT-TV, Channel 
57 WYKTT-TV and on KET for the 
station's first-ever live sports event 
Tickets are $7 each at the door, but 
anyone with a valid Eastern identifica- 
tion cam wiU get $1 c^ admission. 
Two events open to the public dur- 
ing the tournament arc a Saturday per- 
formance of the Renfro Valley Trou- 
badours at 7:30p.m. and a rally Sunday 
Change of Location 
The foMowInt Ma»a Communication oouraaa which normally mart In Alumni 
Coliseum will meet In the new location* shown Feb. 2-4 <fc» to the All "A" 
Classic Basketball Tournament. Monday and Tuesday clanea In AC wM meet 
as scheduled. , 
MWF claases/Feb. 2 
KM 22B 9:15 a.m./Library 108 
KM 410 9:15 a.m./Perkins 219 
KM 416 2:15 p.m./Combs 105 
COM 200 10:30 a.m./Ubrary 108 
COM 420 8 a.m./Combs 106 
COM 405 10:30 a.m./Perkins 222 
COM 260/460 1 p.m./Perkins 222 
where Daniel Ruettinger. whose life 
inspired the recent movie "Rudy," about 
an aspiring University of Notre Dame 
football player, will speak. 
TRF otneea/Feb. 344 
JOU 32S 9:15 a.m./Beckham 2 
COM 42S 10:30 a.m./Beckham 3 
COM 400 11:45 a.m./Beckham 2 
COM 3511 p.m./Perkins B 
PUB »7S 3:30 p.m./Perkins A 
PUB 490 1 p.m./Beckham 3 
PUB 930/730 8 a.m./Combs 427 
COM 349 3:30 p.m./Perkins B 
i1    ,i     ' 
Proceeds from ticket sales and ad- 
vertising in the program will help fund 
the rally, the Renfro Valley concert and 
the stale cheerleading competition. 
The Army Reserve Alternate 
Training Program is a smart way to 
pay for college. 
First, if you qualify, the 
Montgomery 01 Bill can provide 
t'ou with up to $6,840 for current col- 
ege expenses or approved vo/tech 
training. 
Second, if you have—or obtain 
—a qualified student loan not in 
default, you may get it paid off at the 
rate of 15% per year or $500, which- 
ever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected military skills can 
double that maximum. 
Third, you can earn part-time 
money in college, and here's how it 
works: One summer you take Basic 
Training, and the next summer you 
receive skill training at an Army 
school. YouTlearnover$l,500for 
Basic and even more for skill train- 
ing. Then you II attend monthly • 
meetings at an Army Reserve unit 
near your college, usually one week- 
end a month plus two weeks a year. 
You 11 be pairlover $ 105 a weekend 
to start. It's worth thinking about. 
Give us a call:    . .    A 
.*'t» vll <1 
606-623-1270 
Hau YON canst. 
ARMY RESERVE 
ORLANDO/DISNEY WORLD 
MUSTANG ISLAND 
NILTON  NEAD ISLAND 
BRECKENRIDCE/KEVSTONE 
FOR ^^iiSiSKii IRATIONS 
I1*800*SUNCHASEI 
NIGHTLY 
DRINK SPECIALS 
* £S* 
MONDAY 
LONGNECKS 
FOR $1 
TUESDAY 
"SPIN THE WHEEL" 
WEDNESDAY 
GET TWO PITCHERS 
PAY FOR ONE! 
THURSDAY 
AMARETTO SOURS $1 
$1.50 PITCHERS 'TIL 9 
FRIDAY 
MAKERS MARK $1 
SATURDAY 
SLOE GIN FIZZ 
$1 
Check all the 
games out 
on our 
Big Screen 
TV 
12 oz. 
Bud Light Draft 
ALWAYS ■   7g„ 623-6488 
mW.MnaSMat 
Press here for a great 
data processing career. 
The right time. The right place 
State Farm is hiring. 
If you're a senior with a data 
processing, computer science or 
math background, there may be 
a very special career opportunity 
waiting for you in one of the larg- 
est corporate data processing 
facilities in the country. 
There are actuarial and audit- 
ing jobs open. too. 
Blue chip. Green light State Farm 
is one of Americas leading insur- 
ance companies. Through inno- 
vative marketing and a proud 
service tradition it has become 
the nation's leading auto and 
homeowners insurer, and one of 
the top life insurance companies 
in the country. 
You'll receive expert training. 
You'll work on state-of-the-art data 
processing equipment. You'll go 
as far and as fast as you can. 
You couldn't have a more solid 
base to build a career on. 
Contact your campus 
Placement Director about 
State Farm today. 
Or write Daryl Watson, Assistant 
Director. Home Office Personnel 
Relations. One State Farm Plaza, 
Bloomington. Illinois 61710. 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn. OtllCM Btoommglon Hhnoa An Equal Opporkxtfy Enwto.w 
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Dr. Allen Radar 
completed his 
second week as 
an Infirmary 
employee by 
placing a splint on 
Shannon Fades' 
sprained ankle. 
Fades, a business 
major from 
Hazard, sprained 
her ankle on Ice In 
front of her home 
while getting out 
of her car. She will 
be able to walk on 
the ankle In 
approximately one 
Prograsa/JAY ANGEL 
' asmo**-' 
OH). , 
HEALTH 
Walking, not pizza 
cures stress, ills, 
doctor says 
Wendy 
Gilchrist 
Director of 
Student 
Health 
Services 
From earthquakes to frozen roads 
and water pipes, the last 10 days 
have given many of us opportuni- 
ties to be thankful for those things 
we normally live with and take for 
granted. Being without running water, 
electricity or heal gives us a taste of what 
much of the world normally lives with (or 
without). 
We are a very rich people. 
Public health measures have made 
our country a very "safe" place in which to 
live. Yet, we are not a very healthy people. 
If we cannot "Name" our health prob- 
lems on public health (infectious disease) 
issues, then what is the cause? Where is the 
Name? 
I believe the "blame" is within each 
of us. Most of our health problems are "by 
choice." We choose them, consciously or 
unconsciously, by our lifestyles. 
Inside 
I Eastern hosts All 
"A" Basketball 
Tournament. 
See PREVIEW, ■ft. 
I "Philadelphia" 
review: Movie Is 
an excellent 
experience. Sea 
ARTS, B3. 
I Nontraditlonal 
student learns to 
fight fire with 
books. See 
PEOPLE, B4. 
Try basketball 
Colonel style. 
See ACTIVITIES, 
B5. 
GA Marty Polllo 
guides men's 
basketball team. 
See SPORTS, B7. 
DM you know? 
The Vietnam War, 
the longest war in 
United States history, 
was ended on this 
day in 1973. A treaty 
signed at Paris, 
France, restored 
peace on the next 
day at 8 am. Saigon 
time. The world 
suffered more than 
a million combat 
deaths in the war. 
Next week 
Grunge: 
No Alternative 
Blame it on the life 
Smoking is one lifestyle choice that affects student health at 
Eastern, as well aa other people. Lung cancer is the highest cancer 
killer in the U.S., and 90 percent of these deaths are in smokers. 
On campus, almost all cases of bronchitis I see are in smokers. 
Current radio news shows are saying 16 states are trying to stop 
all smoking in fast food restaurants, and in divorce settlements 
children are being placed with the parent who does not smoke. 
We all know the facts, yet many still choose to smoke. 
One currently less emphasized health problem, but one just as 
prevalent, is obesity. In our country, 30-40 percent of American 
adults are overweight and 10 percent are obese. 
The highest incidence of major weight gain is when folks are 24- 
44 years okL By that age, we all should know what foods are high 
fat and high calories (although often high priced among the grocery 
snack foods), yet these are still what many of us consume. 
Thus, we end up being 30 pounds overweight. 
Heavy people are, I believe, some of the strongest people 
around, as they constantly carry a 30, SO or 80-pound backpack. 
I have trouble carrying the former for six hours a day; yet these 
folks carry there "packs" for all their waking hours. 
No wonder their cardiovascular system rebels, causing them to 
have more coronary artery disease, high blood pressure, high cho- 
lesterol and type II diabetes. 
Walk It off 
Besides choosing all the fast—high fat, high calorie — foods, 
we also choose to drive every place to buy these items. 
RISKS 
Richmond, relatively speaking, is small with everything within 
walking distance. Yet we drive everywhere, foregoing the chance to 
burn up 100-200 extra calories by walking. 
Countless times students have begged off going to Pauie A. Clay 
hospital for a lab lest "because I don't have a ride." 
My response tends to be "In the prime of life, and you're not sick! 
If you can't walk that one-half mile now, when will you be able to? 
Legs weren't created to be in fashion shows, but for walking." 
Likewise professors, several I know, live 5-7 blocks (or less) from 
campus. Yet, they drive to work every day! 
We can all make excuses that there aren't sidewalks, we don't 
have time or we can't afford the equipment, but in reality these are 
all choices. 
Instead of pizza twice a week, perhaps (in a few weeks) spend 
money for a good pair of walking shoes. Instead of an hour talking 
on the phone, spend an hour walking. 
We all have to deal with these choices of time and money 
constantly, and this will not change. 
Many of the orthopedic (musculoskeletal) problems we suffer, 
we bring upon ourselves through our lifestyles. 
Women, more often than men, have bunions from wearing shoes 
that were too small, too narrow in the toes or with high heels. 
Joints carrying around the 50-100 extra pounds on an overweight 
person obviously deteriorate faster than they otherwise would. 
Other problems are the result of not using our bodies enough or 
properly. The saying "if you don't use it, you'll lose it" applies to 
many of our muscular injuries. 
For example, people in Nepal carry everything in baskets sus- 
pended from a cord around their foreheads. Yet, they never have neck 
or back problems. Here we don't acclimate our backs daily to 
carrying or lifting. Thus, sporadically when we ask our muscles to do 
this, they can't. They rebel, spasm and are painful. 
The list goes on and on. Here we come to STDs. 
STDs (sexually transmitted diseases) are abundant. They 're here 
at Eastern and we all 
know it ^^wB^m^^^^^..^__ 
Yet students (and 
non-students) choose to 
have multiple sexual 
partners (often eight by 
the time they are 21). 
They may not choose 
the STD, but they are 
choosing the likelihood 
of getting a STD by this 
behavior. 
Recently, a student 
told me he gets drunk 
- once a week (and he es- 
timated this was "light" 
as most students get 
drunk three times a 
week). 
This is a choice; if in 
no other way than by 
going places (down- 
town) or being with 
people who drink, and 
thus more likely drink- 
ing oneself. One doesn't 
inadvertently stumble 
into a bar; she/he 
chooses this, and the 
subsequent behavior, an unknown bed partner, a fight, a drunk 
driving incident or a home accident. 
And all of this says nothing about the depression or the panic 
within our country. 
Six percent of Americans will suffer major depression during 
their lifetime. 
The stresses of indoor work, meetings, trying to "get ahead" to 
buy the next bigger house or another computer all take their toll — 
if not in headaches, ulcers or irritable bowels — then perhaps in 
depression. Depression sometimes leads to suicide, the fourth lead- 
ing cause of death in white Americans. 
Choose the path less taken 
Dr. Richard Keeling says multiple studies have shown that young 
people know all they need to know about STDs and AIDS. 
The problem now ischanging their behavior to coincide with this 
knowledge. This can be said about all of us and all of these problems 
— not just here at Eastern and not just among college students. 
The most common health problems in the United Stales arc 
caused by our own life choices. No amount of money will change 
what needs to be changed from within each of us. 
And now I'll go walking, instead of telling you what you already 
know. 
"A student told 
me he gets drunk 
once a week 
(and he 
estimated this 
was 'light as 
most of his 
friends get drunk 
three times a 
week). This Is a 
choice. * 
—Wendy Gilchrist 
Colds, illnesses easy to treat at home 
By Selena Woody 
Accent editor 
Cough, hack, sneeze, cough. 
These are the sounds of the 
season—the cold and flu season 
— that come with all the snow 
and merriment of winter. 
A cold is perhaps the most 
dreaded and debilitating, yet the 
most common and expected ail- 
ment that affects every person in 
the world. 
With its pesky ability to 
change structure and form, the 
cold virus has kept medical prac- 
titioners from finding its cure. 
With students and teachers 
running to and from class and 
working in the cold, damp 
weather of spring, catching acold 
is almost a promise. 
In fact. Eastern's Student 
Health Service lists the common 
cold as iu most diagnosed stu- 
dent health problem, according 
to Dr. Wendy Gilchrist. Sore 
throats and coughs, stomach vi- 
ruses and ankle sprains rounded 
out the kip five moat common 
illnesses 
However, none match the 
fierceness of the cold. 
Start iuatation/STEPHAN LANHAM 
"There's not too much of a 
way to avoid it (getting a cold), 
you just have to tough it out. 
Once in the trap of the nasty 
cold virus, there are a few things 
that may help you to not feel so 
bad and get better faster. 
• EAT Be sure that your 
body is getting a good amount of 
nourishment The best nourish 
menu for the cold-stricken body 
are fluids. Lots of fluids, espe- 
cially hot ones, and about six to 
eight glasses of water a day will 
help combat your illness. 
Chicken soup is also an excel- 
lent source for fighting a cold. 
If you have a stomach virus, 
then restrict your diet to only 
c lear liquids or ones that you can 
see through, such as apple juice 
and water. This is important so 
that you avoid dehydration 
and stomach and 
© 
gastrointestinal track irritation. If 
you wish to drink colas, it is best 
to drink them flat, and be sure to 
sip anything you drink. As you 
feel better, you may slowly ad- 
vance your diet to include heavier 
foods. 
< 
• MEDICINE Mostovcr- 
the-counler cold remedies will 
help get rid of a cold and provide 
some relief from its symptoms. 
While there is a range of products 
to choose from. Dr. Gilchrist rec- 
ommends Contact and/or 
Sudafed. A sore throat can be 
treated by gargling salt water four 
times a day and drinking plenty 
of water to combat dryness. For 
the cough, a little lea and honey 
should do the trick. 
• REST Simply staled, your 
body cannot concentrate on heal - 
ing if you are pushing it above 
and beyond constantly. So, relax 
a bit and get well. 
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The Eastern Progress 
Send your 
announcements to 
Chad Williamson or 
Mary Ann Lawrence at 
117 Donovan Annex 
before noon Monday. 
Announcements 
The Southern Am Fed- 
eration (SAF) has announced 
the 1994-95 deadlines for 
performing arts fee support 
The SAF offers fee support 
through the following pro- 
grams: Dance on Tour, Per- 
forming Arts Fee Support and 
Meet the Composer/South. 
For more information, con- 
tact (404) 874-7244. 
The Counseling Center 
will be offering a support 
group for students with eat- 
ing disorders. Contact 1303 
for more information. 
The Crabbe Library will 
hold a contest to name the 
new Online Public Access 
Catalog. The contest to name 
or design a logo for the EKU 
OPAC wiU be held Feb. 14- 
March 11. It is open to any 
student, faculty member or 
staff. 
The All "A" Classic Sat- 
urday Celebration will be held 
Feb. S from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 
McBrayer Arena to showcase 
winners from the At-Large 
Chcerleading and the Aca- 
demic Competition winners 
in their awards ceremonies. 
Admission is free. 
TODAY 
Live Entertainment 
Louisville-based trio 
Walker A Kayes will bring 
their sty le of jazz to the Madi- 
son Middle School Audito- 
rium in Richmond today at 7 
p.m. Tickets are $7 for adults 
and $6 for seniors and stu- 
dents and are available 
All "A" B-ball 
Eastern will host the 1994 
All "A" Classic Basketball 
Tournament today through 
Sunday. Anyone interested 
in serving on the Richmond 
Host Committee should con- 
tact the Richmond Tourism 
Department at 623-1000, ext. 
210. 
through the Richmond Area Arts 
Council (RAAQ at 624-4242 
and at the Richmond Mall. The 
program is part of the 1993-94 
Performing Arts Series from the 
Richmond Area Arts Council. 
The Eastern Show Choir will 
perform at the Clay County High 
School Auditorium today at 7 
p.m. Tickets are S3 for adults 
and $1.50 for students of the 
Clay County school system. The 
Show Choir will also present a 
concert Feb. 10 at 7 p.m. at 
Hazard High School. Tickets 
are $6 for adults, $4 for senior 
citizens and S3 for students (17 
and under). 
SATURDAY 
Live Entertainment 
Honors Trombone Choir will 
be held all day Saturday in the 
Gifford Theatre. 
Kevin Eisensmith and Mark 
Whiuock will hold a faculty 
recital Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at 
Gifford Theatre. 
SUNDAY 
Uve Entertainment 
Richard Crosby will give 
a piano recital at 3 p.m. to- 
day at Brock Auditorium. 
MONDAY 
Clubs/Meetings 
The Sierra Club will meet 
Monday at 8 p.m. The 
speaker will be Dr. Charles 
Elliott. Members should 
meet in the Powell lobby. 
Exhibits 
The an of Ann Ropp, 
paintings, prints. Ceramic 
Invitational, functional and 
sculptural clay, will be 
shown through Feb. 24 in 
Giles Gallery, Campbell 
Building. Gallery hours are 
9:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m. week- 
days, 2-5 p.m. Sunday. 
TUESDAY 
Uve Entertainment 
Karin Sehmann will hold 
a faculty French horn recital 
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Gifford Theatre. 
The national tour of 
George Gershwin's "Porgy 
and Bess" will come to the 
Opera House in Lexington 
Tuesday and Wednesday for 
three performances. Perfor- 
mances are at 8 pjn. today and 
at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. tomorrow. 
Tickets are sold through Ticket 
Master, Lexington Center 
(Rupp Arena) Ticket Office 
and Charg-A-Tick; call 233- 
3535 or 233-3565. 
UPCOMING 
Lectures 
A discussion of "What is 
Good Sex Anyway?: Dating 
Issues" will be held Feb. 8 in 
Commonwealth Hall, second 
floor, at 7 p.m. Refreshments 
will be served. 
Uve Entertainment 
The Broadway musical 
"City of Angels." part of the 
Ncwlin Hall Series, will be per- 
formed at the Norton Center for 
the Arts at Centre College Feb. 
10at8p.m. in Ncwlin Hall. For 
more information, call the 
Norton Center at (606) 236- 
4692 Monday through Friday, 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Country group Confeder- 
ate Railroad will perform two 
shows at Brock Auditorium 
on Feb. 11 at 7 p.m. and 10 
p.m. Tickets are $15 for the 
general public. Tickets are 
available at the Cashier's Win- 
dow, Coaies Administration 
Building and all Ticketmasler 
locations. 
Miscellaneous 
The 15th annual EKU Cul- 
ture festival in October will be 
on the Indian cultures of North 
America. All faculty, staff and 
students who want to partici- 
pate should contact Neil 
Wright, International Direc- 
tor, (#1478) or festival coor- 
dinator Branley Branson 
(#1537) by Friday, Feb. 3. 
Channel 40 Movie 
Schedule 
Thursday/27 
First show: Honeymoon in 
Vegas 
Second show: Bachelor Party 
Third show: Groundhog Day 
Friday/28 
Fust show: Bachelor Party 
Second show: Groundhog Day 
Third show: Honeymoon in 
Sunday/30 
Fust show: Groundhog Day 
Second show: Honeymoon in 
Vegas 
Third show: Bachelor Party 
Monday/31 
Fust show: Blind Date 
Second show: About Last 
Night , 
Third show: Indecent Proposal 
Wednesday/2 
Fust show: Indecent Proposal 
Second show: Blind Date 
Third show: About Last Night 
Thursday/3 
Fust show: Blind Date 
Second show: About Last 
Night 
Third show: Indecent Proposal 
Friday/4 
Fust show: About Last Night 
Second show: Indecent Proposal 
Third show: Blind Date 
& =Hli 
Is It Time 
For Your 
Eye Exam? 
All Types of Contact Lenses In Stock: 
* Disposable 
♦Extended Wear 
♦Colored Soft Contact Lenses 
"Visual Examination for Eyeglasses" 
Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist 
205 1/2 GERI LANE 
RICHMOND, KY 40475 
623-6643 
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9 am    5pm 
Wed. & Sat 8 am    noon 
Member of the Kentucky Optometric Association 
.SUB 
ITALIAN HOT SUBS FROM $1.69 
6" Meatball Sub $1.69 
6" Pizza Sub $1.69 
No Coupon Necessary Prices Valid Until 2-15-94 
Italian Steak Sub Meet Deal $3.99 
Meal Deal Includes 6" sub, large chips, medium drink 
MOT   i a.        »-*_: Call Ahead for 539 Leighway Drive Pick.Up 
Eastern Bypass, opposite Denny's      f>y*jiAtM 
Mon. - Fri. 10 am. Sat. 1O30 am -1 am       oZJ-MDO 
Sunday 10 30 a.m. -11 p.m. 
•SUBU 
I ni\ usitN ( inemas 
WAYNE'S WORLD 2 
Nightly 7:00 & 9:15 
Sal-Sun 1:45,4:15,7:00 
A 9:15 PG-13 
Ms   IK 
GRUMPY OLD MEN 
Nightly 7:00 & 9:15 
Sst-Sunl:45,|LllJiO0 
& 9:15 | PG-13 | 
IHKIIIimillKIIIIIIITIITIIIHHIMIltHIHlt 
M0 *U MS *M 
5:15735 *» 
1:15 4307:10*50 
4:307:10 M0 
flOSfl073010:K) 
HMXKkn 
1:»4:55 7:25 10:15 
435 735 10:15 
1:45 5:107.25 M5 
5: M 7:25 MS 
1:104:25 7«0 M0 
4:25 700 M0 
105 4:55 7 40 10:20 
435 7:401030 
130 5:25 73010:15 
535 73010:15 
Towne Cinema 
Start* Friday! 
EXCIUBIV 1st Run! 
Spaclal Admission 
Prica for this film ■ $2.00 
7:15 4 9:00 Nightly 
Matinse Sunday 1 & 3 p.m. 
USE 
PARTY 3 
GET 
SOME Attitude 
&&**** 
** * DISCOUNT 
OHiemncesoNLY 
• PAUL MITCHELL 
• RUSK 
• OOLOWELL 
• KENRA 
• MATRIX (skin car*) 
■    • 
ATTITUDES SALON 
199 Wayne Drive • Behind Pizza Hut 
Richmond By-Pass 
624-1571 QLYN SPARKS-Owner/Stylist 
ANNETTE DUNAWAY - Stylist 
Recordsmith 
«"—"•""—"*■■ — --- -"»*■ « WWII mi   ii      — - 
I trades & pays cash/ 
| for compact discs.   L/j 
| Ride on over. / 
J?XV+ 
Vfr* 
.►^.Si.* 
recordsmith 
EKL 
NEW LOCATION! 
636 University Shopping Center 
Richmond, KY 40475 
"NEW BULBS" 
+4£ 
624-9351 
8 
8 
♦ ALL YOU CAN EAT ♦ 
WEEKDAY SPECIALS! 
> 
MONDAY 
All you can eat 
fried whitefish fillets 
and tender clam strips 
only 5.99 
TUESDAY 
All you can eat 
Kuntry Fried Steak 
only 5.99 
WEDNESDAY 
All you can eat 
Blue Ribbon Fried Chicken 
(all white meat add .75) 
only 5.99 
WEDNESDAY ONLY 
8 Piece Chicken To Go 
only 4.99 
All you can e 
home style vege 
atd 
tabl 
inners served with 
es and choice ofbr 
Tat^rutw  
your 
eadc 
choice of two 
tr hush puppies. 
♦ 1094 BARNES MILL KI ,  rTMXMKS 624-1193 ♦ 1-75 EXITS- i Hmt>Hm~fiCmkmg 
RwordwnWi Top 10 
1. AIM In OfcahM, -Jar olPaW 
2. John MdMMt Mortgomty. -NcMn* KUp" 
3. ZZ Top. -Antenna" 
4. King'. X. -Dogman' 
5. Tom Paty. -QraaaMt Hits* 
6. ScrMmin Chaeteh.. "Whaatia* 
7. Ruth, -CounaNparts" 
8 BoDeans. -Go Slow Down" 
0. FrMWto JMkaon.-Hw« N It" 
10 Breeder*. tM Sptath- 
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Chad Williamson, Arts editor 
Laughter helps art teacher win award 
Prograaa/JAY ANGEL 
Dr. Joanne Guiifoii's teaching experiences took her to Alaska 
for a year where beaver-sklnnlng was school curriculum. 
By Dan Smathera 
Staff writer 
It was a quiet night at the Campbell 
Building when art professor Richard 
Deane opened a storage door in Room 
324 and surprised several live chick- 
ens; some trotting around aimlessly, 
others laying eggs on the floor tile. 
It wasn't until the next morning 
that colleague Joanne Guilfoil could 
explain to Deane that the chickens 
were the focus of a lesson on new ways 
to view nature. 
Another surprise occurred at the 
Campbell Building when the Kentucky 
Art Education Association declared 
Guilfoil Art Educator of the Year this 
month. 
Guilfoil is the third art education 
teacher at Eastern to get the award in 
three years. Deane and Judith Isaacs 
were the previous honorees. 
"It was a big thank you. You don't 
get many in this business,'' Guilfoil 
said. 
She attributes the prize, which any 
art teacher in Kentucky can win, to her 
work editing the KAEA journal. The 
book features places where one might 
take art classes and the names of art 
teachers in Kentucky. 
Anyone who wants to leach in 
secondary schools in Kentucky must 
take the art education course. 
Because the students in her class 
will be teaching grades K-4, and are 
not art majors, artistic expression is 
something many of them are afraid of 
doing wrong, Guilfoil said. 
"Most students are scared or miffed 
that they have to take this class." 
Guilfoil said. 
Guilfoil said the triumph for the 
students comes "when they figure out 
they can do it—that things are going 
to be all right" 
Guiifoii's humor is natural and 
apparent in a painting she wins her 
students over with in the first weeks of 
class. 
The artwork, which was created in 
response to ads the Eastern Progress 
ran in the mid-1980s featuring sexy 
female coeds in bathing suits, portrays 
Guiifoii's pet mare proudly showing 
off her derriere. She calls the picture 
"Miss Toots, Classmate of the Month." 
Guilfoil enjoys the work of realis- 
tic artists Rosa Bonheur and Georgia 
O'Keefe, and employs photo-realism 
in her own art. 
She said her artistic nature is both 
learned and inherited. Guilfoil fondly 
recalled painting by numbers and graft- 
ing with her architect-father when she 
was a child. 
Guilfoil had some unique leach- 
ing jobs before coming to Eastern in 
1989. 
She taught at a school in Alaska 
from 1981-82, where the electricity 
often went out, until somebody brought 
over a new barrel of oil to feed the 
generator. The townspeople chose their 
own school curriculum, which in- 
cluded net-tying and beaver-skinning. 
Guilfoil earned her bachelor's de- 
gree from the University of Kentucky 
in 1971 and her master'sand doctorate 
degrees from the University of Or- 
egon in 1974 and 1983, respectively. 
Musicial diversity awaits campus concert goers 
By Shannon Conley 
Staff writer 
Sound the gong and beat the drum. 
Eastern is off to yet another semester 
of concerts and recitals. 
This semester promises to be 
chock full of faculty and student 
In years past, the university 
has brought in outside performers to 
entertain, but this year the depart- 
ment has opted to presen t members of 
its own faculty in an attempt to show 
off the talent at Eastern. 
"I'm very pleased with our fac- 
ulty," said department chair Dr. John 
recitals for concert goera all s*x._ JJoheruv 
mester long. "We have a fine performing 
Due to the lay-off from snow, a ' faculty." he said. "I'm especially 
few events have been rearranged, such 
as the cancellation of tonight's faculty 
recital with Kevin Eisensmith and 
Mark Whitlock, but you can catch 
them on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Gifford Theatre. 
Richard Crosby's faculty piano 
recital, originally scheduled for 
Jan. 18 will now be presented Sun- 
day at 7:30 p.m., also in Gifford 
Theatre. 
The department's biggest event 
will be the annual Pops for Music's 
Sake fund-raiser. 
pleased with our new additions to 
the faculty." 
Some of these new faculty mem- 
bers are cellist Paul Vance, organist 
Hayward Mickens and tenor Michael 
Forest 
Mickens will be featured March 
27at 3 p.m..andForest will display his 
vocal stylings April 6 at 7:30 p.m. 
Both recitals will be in Brock Audito- 
rium. 
Another event is the Honors band 
concert that brings high school bands 
from all over the state to perform at 
Eastern. 
"We've got a lot of really good 
reception," said Roberts. "The 
program gets stronger every year." 
This year, the Music Educator's 
National Convention will be held in 
Cincinnati, and Eastern's faculty 
brass quintet has been invited to per- 
Eastern's show choir at the end of the 
day. 
April 24 will offer an outdoor Ice 
Cream Concert. The show will begin 
at 3 p.m. in the Van Peursem Pavilion. 
An orchestra concerto will be held 
on April 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Brock 
Auditorium. 
kfonn. ^ , The semester will come to • close 
According to Roberts, Eastern's   withiheJazzEnsembleperformingon 
quintet is the only brass band perform- 
ing. 
April 14 brings the KMEA Large 
Ensemble Festival to Eastern. The fes- 
tival will run through April 16, and all 
shows start at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Au- 
ditorium. 
Also in April, for the second year 
in a row. Eastern will have its all-day 
show choir festival at Renfro Valley 
on the 23rd. 
Show choirs from as far away as 
Wisconsin will come to compete 
against one another. The winner will 
have the opportunity to perform with 
the April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Brock 
Auditorium. 
"I'm really happy with the amount 
and variety we're offering this semes- 
ter," said Roberts. 
"This is the busiest semester we've 
had for a while," he said. "Almost 
every night in April is booked up. I 
can't be any happier with what we've 
got to offer." 
Some of the events are subject 
to change or cancellation. For 
questions or more information on 
other events, contact the music depart- 
ment at 3266. 
Photo courtosy of TRI-STAR PICTURES 
Tom Hanks portrays an AIDS victim who sues his law firm for 
firing him because of the disease In "Philadelphia." Defending 
him Is attorney Joe Miller, played by Denzel Washington. 
'Philadelphia' touching, 
but doesn't take risks 
By Chad Williamson 
Arts editor 
The word AIDS became part of the 
American vocabulary during the early 
'80s, the opening stages of the Reagan 
era. Like the man chosen to lead our 
nation, most of us opted to ignore the 
word since we all knew it was just a gay 
disease. 
It has taken America 13 years to 
wake up to the fact 
that AIDS is not a 
gay disease, but 
simply a human dis- 
ease. And it has 
taken as many years 
for Hollywood to 
make a movie ad- 
dressing the topic. 
"Philadelphia" tells the story of An- 
drew Beckcu, an attorney for a major law 
firm who is fired when he supposedly 
misplaces a file for an important case. 
Andrew he knows his firing has 
nothing to do wit incompetence, but 
simple fear and prejudice. 
Nine other attorneys refuse Beckett's 
case before he goes to see Joe Miller, a 
black personal-injury lawyer who adver- 
tises on TV, portrayed by Denzel Wash- 
ington. Miller initially refuses to lake 
Becken'scase because of his own fear of 
homosexuals and AIDS, but eventually 
bridges his gaps of prejudice when he sees 
how Beckett has been discriminated 
against and agrees lo take the case to court 
By turning "Philadelphia" into a 
courtroom drama, the filmmakers ven- 
ture into safe territory, the area cleared 
by "A Few Good Men" and Perry Ma- 
son. After all, everyone loves a good 
courtroom drama. 
Unfortunately,' Thiladelphia" is not a 
good courtroom drama. The trial outcome 
would be a surprise only to anyone who 
has lived in a cave all of their life. 
" Philadelphia" works best outside of 
the courtroom, and in those times the 
movie is stunning and almost brilliant. 
Tom Hanks never succumbs to stereo- 
types or easy sympathy in portraying 
Beckett. Instead, he 
imbues his charac- 
ter with an endless 
sense of life com- 
batting against an 
inevitable death. 
In the film's 
most stunning 
scene, Beckett ex- 
plains to Miller the meaning behind his 
favorite opera aria In detailing the strength 
and the life in the music, Bcckeudcscribcs 
his own pain. Hanks draws so much force 
and power from the scene-thai it is truly 
awesome to watch. 
From the strains of Bruce 
Springsteen's "Streets of Philadelphia" 
over the opening credits, to the haunting 
'City of Brotherly Love" by Neil Young, 
which plays at the movie's end, "Phila- 
delphia" is an often beautiful film that 
for the first time honestly portrays the 
pain of AIDS and its effect on the hu- 
man race. 
What is sad, however, is to think 
how much better "Philadelphia" would 
have been had it stayed out of the court- 
room and risked enough to just show 
the tragedy of the death of this man, 
rather than try to be "Perry Mason." 
SPRING BREAK 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 
• Shal Wand Party Cnik* 
•SOCvNBeei 
tOl.inae. Iny 
ft—U»r—t,»a»lteom»»»n 
SANDPIPER-BEACON        oeeCDU.Tlftlie 
t7403 Root BMCh Road HE5SHVATIUNS 
Panama City teach. R 32413   1-800-488-8828 
FROM $104 PER WEEK 
PER PERSON 
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY 
BROILED SEAFOOD MENU 
CHICKEN DINNER - Tender broiled chicken on a      $ 
bed of rice, salad, green beans and bread stick. 
FISH DINNER - Tasty broiled fish on a bed of rice, 
green beans, salad and bread stick. 
SHRIMP DINNER -16 delicious broiled shrimp on 
a bed of rice, salad, bread stick and lemon. 
3 $4 
99 
69 
$499 !4 
SIIRIMP&FRIESfi CHICKEN & I RII S 
• Bite Size Shrimp, 
I Fries Hush Puppies' 
• at Cocktail Sauce 
1
 On* OHO^OH pal oo-oiort Nol I;I«1 
I .rtli«n)> oil.* coupon «.ll«om««: 
I otiri   l«(„lr.     I/*/**    l<"Bri». 
fy C [ Chicken, Fries, 
• Hush Puppies & 
J Sweet & Sour Sauce 
wm, m<y o«Wt coupon o* IUKOUM* 
' oik-, k»,..ir> W** ICMInaa 
'   K.-.I. R.l»i...l. Ky 
riSII & FRIES    fl DINNER COL PON 
Fish, Fries, 
i Hush Puppies 
1
 & Tartar Sauce 1
 out aaaaa aaraaa—LW P—' 1
  «rtai.n»o««i coupon oidBtoonl 
■ o*>f.E>p>» 1/S/H I*'*"" 
•  KoW. Mrfanon-. Ky 
9 C   '   AlXY      , 
^*J ' Complete $ia 
Dinner 
ChK-r.Haj-.-j. pr« rufthHiart Nul gear*. 
•    wit.. any oaten «>ut**> or dip ounl 
.   oflrr&l 
OFF: 
2/VM iiwa™-" 
K.v.1. l.w«i. ny 
Steak & Shrimp Dinner 
• 4 oz. Steak jt. aaai M Q 
• 5 Butterfly Shrimp q> 1^X7 
• Slaw • Fries • Breadshck \J NBVJ 
£ ''•AH**""'** 1**"''*ni*>s00,**t 
OCEANFRONT TAN-IN 
PICTURET Our newest addition 
AbMuSWturnrwtwrf-^ka^Sttrton-wfaB        Nil   WSVC 
today) **mkM%*tm*MtK€k*tm»Mkm**   fffljp TWinnS 
aththabtet.aJuui awinoeantaaida^Cdloday 
tor an apportrnent! 
521 Leighway Drive 
Richmond, Ky 40475 
623-8993 
Owner Augalyn R. Combs 
Ownthesky. 
To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something 
else. They'll show you the meaning of wings. From the wings of 
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator. 
this is flying at its best And your ticket to fly is 
your college diploma. If you'd like to be up 
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selec- 
tion Officer 1 -800-MARINES. 
Marines 
For more information on the PLC program, meet Capt. Walker 
and SSgt. Freeman at the Powell Building on 
February 1-2, 1994 between 10:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
or call 1 800-858-4086. 
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Sand your suggestions 
tor PEOPLE to Chad 
Williamson or Selena 
Woody at 117 Donovan 
Annex or call 1882. 
After 21 years, fire fighter 
fights books instead of fire 
By Emily Leath 
StaH writer 
At age 40. Richard 
Washbum gave up a 21-year 
career and entered an envi- 
ronment dominated by peers 
half his age. 
After two decades of be- 
ing a Tire fighter and fire ser- 
vice instructor in a smal I Con - 
necticut town. Wash burn 
came to Eastern to study for a 
degree in the field. 
"1 got tired of being part 
of the problem,'' the junior 
fire and safety engineering 
major said. 
The problem Washbum 
noted was the mass of unedu- 
cated professionals. "That 
includes anybody who does 
not have enough knowledge 
to really do their job," he said. 
Washbum chose this uni- 
versity because of the diver- 
sity and field experience of 
the faculty. 
College is not his first for- 
mal training in fire and safety. 
"In my 21 years. I've been to 
the National Fire Academy in 
Maryland several times, as 
well as various academies in 
other states," Washbum said. 
The instruction at the acad- 
emies is very specific and in- 
tensely related to the job, while 
the university studies provide a 
general yet advanced degree of 
information, according to 
Washbum. 
His experience and previ- 
ous training has helped him rise 
to the top as a nontraditional 
student He has a 4.0 GPA, and 
earlier this month was awarded 
die Golden Key National Honor 
Society scholarship. 
Washbum plans to use his 
degree, which he will complete 
in 1995. to open doors to make 
an impact in the field. His "ma- 
jor all-around goal" is to push to 
improve working conditions for 
fire fighters. 
"There's always been a gap 
in what is considered safe," 
Washbum said. "In general, fire 
departments are underfunded, 
undermanned and undertrained, 
and it obviously leads to safety 
problems. 
"The standards are there, but 
hopefully I'll be able to find 
ways to help stations come up 
to meet these standards." 
Washbum said without a 
college education he did not 
feel he could make a differ- 
ence. 
He also said the assets 
he is gaining at Eastern are 
improved communication 
skills and competency with 
modem technology. 
Like many young 
people, Washbum said, he 
did not feel mature enough 
to go to college right after 
high school. "After 12 or 13 
years of it, they need a 
break," he said. "I think it's 
evidenced by the number of 
nontraditional students on 
campus." 
He said he feels Eastern 
needs to improve the ser- 
vices set up for older stu- 
dents to beuc r accommodate 
their specialized needs. One 
suggestion Washbum men- 
tioned was a network for 
finding part-time jobs within 
the community, especially 
for adults who already have 
extensive work skills. 
Being an older student 
has not been all bad though. 
Washbum met his wife at a 
nontraditional student orien- 
tation. He and Sharon Walter 
Progress/EMILY LEATH 
Richard Washbum came back to school to learn 
more about his previous and current hot career. 
were wed in the Meditation 
Chapel on campus. 
While not studying, 
Washbum enjoys freelance 
writing and recording jazz mu- 
sic. He also teaches fire and 
rescue training part time in 
Lexington at Kentucky Tech, 
the training arm of the state's 
fire services. 
Overall, Washbum said 
giving up a long career for an 
education will be worth it. "I 
wasn't content with what I 
was doing. Every time I 
wanted to accomplish some- 
thing, that road block of edu- 
cation would stop me,"he said. 
"Soon I'll have a degree that 
will open doors." 
PEOPLE BRIEFS 
Compiled by Selena Woody 
Three Eastern students 
have received awards for their 
outstanding work in the tech- 
nology dcpartmcniduring the 
1991-1992 academic school 
year. 
The students were honored 
in the Gutenberg Awards 
competition, named for 
Johann Gutenberg who cast 
the first reusable and mov- 
able metal type. His most re- 
nowned accomplishment was 
printing die first edition of 
the Bible. 
Jason Allen, a psychol- 
ogy    major,    and    Jodi 
Edwards, a 1993 mass com- 
munications graduate, received 
a certificate of merit in the area 
of the printing and publishing 
industry known as prepress for 
their one-page newsletter, wh ich 
used word processing and page 
make-up software. 
Shelly Cook, a mass com- 
munications major, was given a 
fourth place award in screen 
printing for her poster in two 
colors. 
Lezlie Calvert, a senior in- 
surance major, has received the 
first Jack C. Keir Insurance 
Studies Scholarship at East- 
em. 
The scholarship is in- 
tended to encourage and sup- 
port the education of full- 
time insurance majors at the 
university. 
Eastern's insurance 
studies program is the only 
progam of its kind in the 
state and has recently been 
recognized for having a 
strong curriculum, as com- 
peted to an elite group of 
institutions, including 
Drake, South Carolina and 
Georgia State. 
The Mountain Association 
forCommunityEconomic De- 
velopment has elected two 
Appalachian experts to its 
board. 
John Stephenson, presi- 
dent of Bcrea College since 
1984, was recently appointed 
as chairman of the Kentucky 
Appalachian Task Force. 
Stephenson is also the au- 
thor of the book "Appalachia 
ia the Sixties: Decade of 
Reawakening." 
Helen Matthews Lewis 
served as a staff associate at 
the Highlander Research and 
Education Center in Tennes- 
see before taking the position 
of director of the Appalachian 
Center at Berea. 
She also serves on the fac- 
ulty of Berea's Appalachian 
Ministries Education Re- 
source Center. 
Lewis is the author of 
"Picking Up the Pieces, 
Women in and out of Work in 
the Rural South." 
Another book by Lewis 
soon to be released is "It 
Comes From the People: Com- 
munity Development and Lo- 
cal Theology." 
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Now get a 10% 
discount on 
all your cleaning 
services 
Proudly announces their newest pick-up location:, 
Pink Flamingo ;t 
Laundry & Tanning Co. 
J* 623-0076     620 B'9 Hill Avenue    623-6244 jt 
PeSTOlARA 
COMING   TO   PHONE 3 
Thurs,  Fri.andSat! 
with Bedlam  Record's 
CRAZY    JANE 
frown Charleston.WV 
Recycle your Progress. 
Buy your Spring Bre;ik 
package for the January price 
annin. 
January Special 
10 visits fc 
r~~$aLo 
; 
624-2414 
1<K 
TUESDAYS 
...And you 
thought you 
couldn't get 
anything GOOD * 
for a dime. 
liiini 
623-7341 
E. Main St 
Richmond 
*'HI & %* 
^J*p     Disc 
COLLEGE 
STUDENTS 
MAJORING IN 
(MCI PATK)SAI.TIIKKAP\ 
iscover a challenging, rewarding future 
that puts you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing opportunities 
for professional development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, complete medical 
and dental care, and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an Air Force health 
professional. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-R00-423-USAF 
& 
16% SflK*HI 
DISCOUNT 
a\\ vyieefc * 
«ii|iMri>u»MMMi 
fun 
•TUESDAY 
TACO A BEER $1 
•WEDNESDAY 
$1.59 
MARGARITAS 
DAY! 
•THURSDAY 
DINNER 
SPECIALS 
•STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
•ON MAIN STREET ACROSS 
THE TRACKS- RICHMOND- 623-3283 
TAYLORS 
DISCOl \T LIQUOR * BEER    WINE 
Reg, or Lite 
v •    MILWAUKEE'S 
/' BEST $3." 
12 pk 
«£ BARTLE A JAMES WINE COOLERS %M $349 
r.'HiH ■ -M"»i 
MILLER LITE.GENUINE DRAFT. 
___ ORDRAFTLITE 
$6; 
12 pk ■ Bottle 
JACK DANIELS 
COUNTRY COCKTAILS 
$4.» 
**£ 
ON THE CONNER OF FIRST AND WATER STREETS 
VMTORMICK \ODK \       JIM BEAM 
99 
SAVE SOME 
BREAD. 
On the corner of Second 
and Water Streets 
SAVE    i|   SAVE 
50* I SI:00 
any 6"    ||    . "g 
sandwich!!   footlong 
sandwich •«pif«j 2/2/«4 
JACK DANIELS 
$12.49 FIFTH 
WILD TURKEY 
*
lDm
   FIFTH 
JL. 
«P*M 2/2*4 
WI   II WI   PI EN n OF KE( IS IN STO( K 
OPI N; MONDAY S.VI I Kl)\1 ftA.M   lo \lll)\l< .11 I 
Offer not valid with any other offer or for delivery 
We Deliver! 
now with extended 
weekend hours 
*■ 
-r 
4an. 30: Annual Phone-a-thon 
begins. 
Feb. 3: Greek Week begins 
on campus. 
Feb. 9: International Film 
series begins 7 p.m. 
Jl I campus! 
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Aerobic mania hits Eastern 
Progr«*a/JAY ANGEL 
Beatty teaches aerobics to students, including Janet Herrtnger. 
By Mary Ann Lawrence 
MMta •d*of 
"Aerobics can bum fat, raise your 
metabolism, make you more ener- 
getic and it can lone and tighten," 
said Krtsti Beatty, aerobic instructor 
for Sullivan Hall and a sophomore 
psychology major. 
Two years ago, the intramurals 
program wanted to provide women 
with a way to improve their physical 
fitness on campus and get women 
invoved with the intramural pro- 
grams. They began an aerobics pro- 
gram in conjuction with the Resi- 
dence Hall Association to be imple- 
mented in the residence halls free of 
charge to Eastern students. 
"Intramurals felt that their money 
would be better spent if they put it 
into something females might en- 
joy," said Melanie Tyner-Wilson, 
RHA adviser. 
The classes are offered on Tues- 
days and Thursdays in Martin Hall 
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. and in Telford 
Hall from 5-6 p.m. and on Mondays 
and Wednesdays in Sullivan Hall 
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. 
"My first semester here, I wanted 
to take an aerobics class at Case Hall, 
but when I called about it, they told 
me that there was no one to teach it," 
said Beatty. "I had taught aerobics to 
my track team in high school, so I 
said I'd leach the class." 
Beatty teaches a low-impact 
aerobics class in the basement of 
Sullivan. 
"I've made a lot of friends through 
it," she said. "It's fun and it keeps me 
fit." 
There are many health benefits to 
doing aerobics, and Beatty said it is a 
great way to meet people. 
"It's a fun way to get to know 
people while you are doing some- 
thing good for your body," said Beatty. 
"My best advice to guis who want 
to start taking aerobics is to stick with 
it," said Beatty. "Just get out there 
and do it; have fun and keep coming 
back." 
Beatty said it was important that, 
once you commit to being there, it 
isn't enough to just go once. 
"One time won't help you much, 
but a whole semester can make a 
difference," she said. 
What kind of difference can you 
expectafter one semester of aerobics? 
"You can possibly lose some 
weight, and you can definitely tighten 
up some areas and have more energy, 
too," said Beatty. 
Since the program began, it has 
become increasingly popular among 
residents. 
"I think students like the idea of 
walking down to their own lobby and 
taking a class," said Tyner-Wilson. 
"Students have begun to look for- 
ward to the program." 
'Stay and Play' with IM sports 
By David Traud 
Staff writer 
Eastern's intramural program of- 
fers a diverse selection of activities for 
students. 
The variety in the intramural pro- 
gram is due in pan to the students, 
according to Dr. Wayne Jennings, di- 
rector of intramurals. 
* "Any program the students want, 
we will help facilitate," he said. 
Let's say you and the guys on the 
floor want to play some basketball. 
There are plenty of opportunities to 
Intramurals 
To participate in the Schtck 
Super Hoops 3 on 3 basketball 
tournament, you must sign up 
before Tuesday, Feb. 1. Call 
the intramurals office at 1244. 
get involved with campus intramurals. 
The Schick 3 on 3 Super Hoops 
contest is juSl One example of those 
opportunities. 
If you're into the trick shots and 
high-speed air time, then maybe the 
Slam Dunk contest and the Three Point 
Shoot-out is the thing. 
Intramurals consist of the com- 
petitive sports programs, recreational 
free play and club sports. For those 
with a more outdoor bent, intramurals 
also rents camping equipment, like 
tents, backpacks and sleeping bags. 
Any full-time student is eligible 
to participate in the competitive pro- 
gram while part-time students can 
enjoy ah y of the available recreational 
facilities on campus but cannot 
participle in the events. 
Intramurals has recently intro- 
duced a new program, "Stay and 
Play," which is designed to give com- 
muters greater access to on-campus 
activities. 
"We are attempting to service 
commuters' needs by offering after- 
noon programs," said Jennings. 
The programs will be primarily 
competitive sports and will be held 
from 2-4 p.m. in the Weaver Build- 
ing. 
"1 like the competition of 
intramurals," said Eric Thompson, a 
20-year-old graphic design major who 
panic ipates in club volleyball. "Most 
people play because it's fun." 
C'^r   /    rV^LaaVt Y&^MY y 
(Brf/o l&jp 
cn;r it ^■^o   h
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true fans A Bp           ^j 
By Mary Ann Lawrence students. 
Activities editor Immediately following that 
game, the men, coming off a huge 
Both the Lady Colonels and the win against Tennessee Tech, will 
Colonels basketball teams will take square off against the Eagles. 
on longtime rival Morehead State At halftime of that game, the 
University in Colonel Country on ever-popular Bud Light Daredev- 
Saturday. ils will perform. 
To add to the momentum. "Basically. the Bud Light Dare- 
Eastern's athletic department will devils were a big hit with the stu- 
present Basketball: Colonel and dents and resulted in the biggest 
Lady Colonel Style, a series of events crowd we had last season," said 
designed to draw a crowd and keep Voorhees. 
them interested in the games. To top off the festivities, the 
"We want people to know that Papa John' s Pizza/Powerade Spirit 
we really do have great teams, com- Contest will award free pizza and 
petitive teams that are fun to watch," powerade to the group that cheers 
said Kyi Voorhees, athletic mar- the loudest and shows the most 
keting assistant and coordinator for spirit. The group, however, must 
the event be baring flags and banners with 
The excitement will begin at 2 their organization's name. 
p.m. when the Lady Colonels face "We hope that many students 
off against the Lady Eagles. At half- will come out to see die excitement 
time of the game,Eastern's women's and to support the teams because 
softball team will stage a fast pitch they are very exciting this year," 
softball exhibition, in which the said Voorhees. "Both teams can 
women will test the skill of some always use the support and enthu- 
special media guests as well as some siasm." 
o«. DM/ID e, cot_ervtAKi 
OPTOME TRIST 
For the eyes you wish you had 
been born with. 
Softcolors Tinted 
Soft Contact Lenses 
Softcolors from CIBA Vision are 
among the most advanced and 
comfortable soft contact lenses 
ever developed. 
Available in four natural-looking 
tints of amber, aqua, green and 
blue. Softcolors can enhance your 
eyes, your fashion, or even your 
moods. 
Come in today and try some on. 
Dr. David B. Coleman 
Eastern By-Pass 
College Park Center 
Richmond, KY 623-6812 
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
TOO*^ 
All Food items 2 for 7 ! 
TUESDAY from 5 p.m. - Close 
old menu favorites and 
TOO/     lower prices too! 
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS! 
COLONEL'S ELECTRIC 
EACH 
12 visits •$239S 
6 visits*   $ll95 
located next to Colonel's Corner on 2nd Street 
Visa &   Master Card Welcome 
624-8773 
The sisters of Delta Zeta would like 
to introduce their newest pledges. 
Angela Burgin Molly Fritz 
Rebecca Carr Lori Ginn 
Celeste Phelps 
SCORE BIG WITH PLASMA ALLIANCE 
Earn Up To $160 per month by donating plasma. Donate 
twice a week to be eligible to win extra money by playing 
Basketball Mania. 
Exciting new Bonus Plans available for 1st lime and 
inactive donors. Visit our center or call for details. 
Business Hours: 
Mon. - Thurs. 
7 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
Friday 
7 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Sat & Sun. 
9 a.m. - S p.m. 
pptasma alliance 
Repeat donors 
can bring in a 
new donor and 
Committed to Being the Best  earn an extra $5. 
2043 Oxford Circle 
Lexington, KY 
(606)254-8047 
aaaaaaBBBSBBSnl 
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Lanny Brannock. Sports aditor 
Jan. 29 Bud Light Daredevils will 
porfdrm during halftime of 
EutMn'x man's home game. 
Jan. 29 Women's and men's 
basketball host Morehead State 
et 2 and 4:15 p.m. 
Fas. & Woman's basketball at 
Kentucky at 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 28 Men's tennis at Western 
Ky. at 10 a.m. and at EvanevWe 
at 3 p.m. 
Jan. 90 Men's tennis at Southern 
Illinois. Edwerdsville at 8:30 a.m. 
Jan 29 9 29 Women's and 
men's track at Louisville at 6 
p.m. and 9 a.m. 
Gods give fans 
Super Bowl 
rematch made 
in Heaven 
You goon love the football 
gods. 
They always seem to give the 
fans something interesting to talk 
about, especially for the week 
leading up to the Super Bowl. 
Last year, the gods gave 
football fanatics Dallas up 
against the Buffalo Bills, who 
had lost two straight Super 
Bowls. 
Could America's team 
complete the turnaround from a 
1-15 team four years earlier to 
World Champions? 
Or could Buffalo Finally win 
a Super Bowl and remove their 
name from those references to 
the Denver Broncos and Minne- 
sota Vikings, who have lost four 
Super Bowls each? 
Only the gods knew. 
Twenty-five years ago, the 
gods did their best work when 
they sent the New York Jets and 
Broadway Joe into Super Bowl 
III in a year that saw the gods 
finally allowing the AFC to beat 
the NFC. 
This being the silver anniver- 
sary of that game, it was apparent 
the gods were planning some- 
thing magical for us this season. 
And they wen*. 
It seemed i. .vitable to me 
that either Joe Montana and the 
Chief" would battle San Fran- 
cisco, or the Dallas Cowboys 
would stomp the Bills in the 
Super Bowl this year. 
It couldn't be any other 
scenario. 
The first offered a chance to 
see Montana vs. the 49ers, and 
Steve Young in the ultimate 
quarterback duel. 
The latter offered a chance to 
see the Cowboys go for a repeat 
and a chance to tie the Pittsburgh 
Sicclcrs and the 49ers for most 
Super Bowl victories with four. 
It also offered a chance to see 
the Bills go for their fourth 
straight Super Bowl loss, I mean 
their first Super Bowl tide. 
I knew it would be one or the 
other; so being a big Dallas fan, I 
watched the Kansas City-Buffalo 
game very intensely. 
When the final gun sounded 
and the Bills had won the game, I 
felt a whole lot better because 
then I knew the 'Boys were 
going to Atlanta. 
Now I am waiting for Sunday 
to see if the gods will come 
through again. 
My prediction: Dallas 45, 
Buffalo 21. 
It has to be this way. The 
gods just won't allow the Bills to 
win a Super Bowl. 
We realized this the first time 
around when Scott Norwood 
missed a 47-yard field goal to 
give the New York Giants the 
Super Bowl tide. 
Yet the gods continue to taunt 
Buffalo 
They give them the red carpet 
treatment through the playoffs 
before pulling the carpet out from 
under them on Super Sunday. 
Dallas is quite die opposite. 
For the most part (try to 
forget the 1989 season if you 
can), the gods have been very 
good to Dallas. 
They have been blessed with 
seven Super Bowl appearances, 
including three — soon to be 
four — Super Bowl titles. 
Basically, the only thing 
Dallas is missing in its resume it 
back-io-back championships, but 
that will be added on Sunday. 
I guess the next thing on the 
list of things to do for the 
Cowboys is a three-peat. 
Will it happen next year? 
If the football gods have 
anything to say about, it will. 
Doss rocks, EKU rolls 
Senior John Allan puts In a 
'regress/ JM QUIGGJNS 
layupagaJnst Middle on Saturday. 
By Lanny Brannock 
Sports editor 
It was a night to remember for 
DeMarcus Doss, the sophomore for- 
ward/ human highlight film who 
dazzled the 3.100 fans at Alumni 
Coliseum who saw him put on the 
performance of his young college 
career Monday 
night 
In the Colo- 
nels' (9-9. 5-3) 
95-84 victory over 
the Tennessee 
Tech Golden 
Eagles (5-13, 1- 
5), Doss bested 
his career high 21 
points in the Colo- 
nels' previous 
game by pumping 
in 34 points and 
grabbing nine re- 
bounds. 
But Doss 
wasn't happy with 
just scoring the 
points. 
He had to put 
an exclamation on 
14 of his points in 
dunks, by ram- 
ming them down 
like he was trying 
to put a hole in the floor with the ball. 
"The press kept him in die open 
court a bunch of times," Colonel 
coach Mike Calhoun said. 
"I felt really good in warm-ups," 
Doss said. 
It had to. Doss one-hand slammeu, 
two-hand slammed, dunked over an 
opponent and, for a grand finale to 
his high wire act. he pulled of fa com- 
plete 360 degree slam that sent the 
entire crowd into a frenzy. 
"I did it one time in high school. 
Dunks give us a big lift. If one of the 
other guys gets one or I get one, it 
Doss started his dunk run 
Saturday against Middle. 
gives everybody a lift." Doss said of 
his 360 slam. 
But Doss was not the only Colo- 
nel who had a big offensive night. 
Senior forward John Allen tossed 
in an impressive 26 points and pulled 
down eight boards on a strained knee 
that didn't allow him the mobility 
that he is accustomed to. 
With a 10- 
point halftime 
lead whittled 
down to a 67-65 
margia with 
11:55 lo go in the 
contest. Dots 
look spass from 
Allen and 
slammed it home. 
But Tech wasn't 
done. 
At that point, 
the Golden Eagles 
pulled within 
three after a 
Maurice Houston 
free throw with 
8:33 left to play, 
but Tech 
wouldn't get any 
closer. 
The Colo- 
nels went on s de- 
cisive 12-2 run 
that put the game 
out of reach late in the second half. 
Two Allen three-pointers and four 
consecutive Will Holmes free throws 
crushed any chances of a comeback 
by a potent of fensive Tennessee Tech 
squad. 
"No matter what the score is with 
these guys, they can explode and put 
a lot of points on the board. And so 
can we," Calhoun said. 
"I thought we gave it a great ef- 
fort except three minutes in the first 
half and three minutes in the second 
half. That's what beat us," Eagle 
coach Frank Harrcll said. 
Saturday, the Colonels pulled off 
another impressive victory over the 
Middle Tennessee Stale Raiders with 
an 88-72 victory. 
Doss scored 21 points, establish- 
ing a new career high, on 9-15 shoot- 
ing. 
Eastern kept the trey -happy Rald- 
ersat bay, holding them »4-13 shoot- 
ing from behind the three-point arc 
for the game and 0-4 in the first half 
of play. 
Holmes had s big game for the 
Colonels, playing against his farmer 
junior college roommate Milton Dean 
by scoring 16 points and grabbing 10 
rebounds. 
**I needed something to get me 
motivated. I had lots of motivation 
and I was excited," Holmes said. 
With the weekend's games com- 
pleted. Eastern has now finished the 
fust half of their conference sched- 
ule. 
The Colonels are alone in fourth 
place in the standings with their 5-3 
mark. 
Murray State sits stone on top of 
the standings with a 6-0 record while 
Austin Peay and Tennessee State fol- 
low with a 4-1 and 3-2 record, respec- 
tively. 
The Colonels will be on the court 
again this Saturday in Richmond as 
thy play host lo in-stale and confer- 
ence rival Morehead Slate, who is 
fifth in the conference with s record 
of 4-3. 
Eastern got the better of Morehead 
earlier this season, beating the Eagles 
90-81 in a game played at Johnson 
Arena in Morehead. 
Allen and Ar Ian do Johnson came 
up big for the Colonels in that contest, 
tossing in 27 and 18 points, respec- 
tively. 
Eastern will have lo contain Jerry 
Fogle who poured in 31 in only 26 
minutes of play the first time the two 
teams hooked up. 
Lady Colonels win 'crucial' game 
By Matt McCarty 
Assistant sports editor 
The Lady Colonels split a pair of 
Ohio Valley Conference home games 
this past weekend, improving thcir 
record lo 10-5 overall and 5-2 in the 
conference. 
Eastern closed out the weekend 
with a "crucial" 78-67 victory over 
Tennessee Tech (7-8,4-2). 
"I think all games at home are 
crucial," head coach Larry Joe Inman 
said. "This was a really big game for 
us." 
The win helped Eastern stay near 
the leaders in the OVC race as they 
are in third place. 
"We had to win this one to still be 
in the conference race," junior guard 
Kim Mays said. 
The Lady Colonels were paced 
by freshman center Kim 
Cunningham, who netted a game high 
28 points and also added eight re- 
bounds, including six offensive 
boards. 
Mays followed Cunningham in 
scoring with 23, and sophomore 
guard Samantha Young tossed in 
seven. 
Eastern was in control for much 
of the contest, trailing only twice in 
the ball game. 
"I felt like we were smart offen- 
sively," Inman said. "I think the of- 
fense kept them a little off-balanced 
trying lo change defenses." 
Eastern connected on 27 of 38 
free throws for the game as it "was 
something we really concentrated on 
today," Mays said. 
The Lady Colonels opened the 
weekend on a tougher note, losing to 
Middle Tennessee State (13-2. 5-1) 
72-66. 
"I feel like we played about as 
poor as we could have against State," 
Inman said. "I still believe we can 
beat them." 
Eastern cut Middle's lead lo 69- 
66 with 2:04 to go, but couldn't capi- 
talize as they missed three 3-point 
attempts before sending the Lady 
Raiders to the line where they fin- 
ished out the scoring for the game. 
Mays led the Lady Colonels in 
scoring with 20. while junior guard 
Maisha Thomas followed with 10. 
Cunningham and freshman forward 
Lisa Fussell tossed in 9 and 7, respec- 
tively. 
Freshman forward Jerilyn 
Gushing pulled down 10 rebounds, 
and Young dished out seven assists in 
the contest 
Next up for Eastern is a home 
conference game against Morehead 
State Saturday before the Lady Colo- 
nels travel north Tuesday to battle 
Kentucky. 
Inman looks for the Morehead 
contest to be another "big game." 
"They will be fired up, and we'll 
have lo be on our toes," he said. 
"We'll have lo play a good game." 
Two Lady Colonels were recog- 
nized for having outstanding perfor- 
mances last week. 
Mays was named OVC Co-Player 
of the Week along with Murray State 
senior Jennifer Parker. 
Mays averaged 26 points and 5.7 
rebounds over three games that saw 
Eastern win two and drop one. 
She had 35 in a win over Austin 
Peay last Monday. 20 in a loss to 
Middle Tennessee Suite and 23 in the 
Tennessee Tech victory. 
The OVC Rookie of the Week 
went lo Lady Colonel Cunningham 
who netted an average of 18 points a 
game while also pulling down eight 
rebounds a contest. 
Cunningham's big game came on 
Sunday when she led all scorers with 
28 points against Tech. 
She also had 17. points and 11 
rebounds against Austin Peay. 
LIzGoswetl 
focuses on the 
ball as she 
returns H back 
over the net m a 
practice on 
MO nasty, 
areas/JM 
QUKX3INS 
Progress/JIM QUK5GINS 
Malsha Thomas goes strong to the hole against MTSU Saturday. 
Tennis begins new set 
By Shannon Conley 
Staff writer 
Another promising season is about 
to start for Eastern's tennis team, as 
they are coming off a 2-1 fall season. 
"We just use the indoor season to 
prepare for die spring," said coach 
Tom Higgins. "Right now. we're re- 
ally getting into the conditioning as- 
pect 
"With a few good practices this 
week, we should be ready far s good 
opening weekend." 
The men open with Western Ken- 
lucky University a 10 am., Friday and 
Evansvillc later that day at 3 p.m. 
The women will travel to Ball State 
to kick off their season. 
Former Eastern Kentucky track run- 
ner Jamie Gorrcll has stepped in to take 
over the assistant coaching position. 
Leading the men will be Jeff 
Hechemy, who is returning as the No. 
1 seed for the thud year in a row. 
Juniors Matt and Andy Smith will 
round out the second and third spots. 
Alfie Cheng, who ranked highly in his 
home country of Malaysia, will also 
add reinforcement to the lineup. 
"Well have to get the best out of 
everybody.'' said Matt Smith. "Wc 
have to work on getting everyone in 
sync and flowing with the same mo- 
men turn. We just want lo have fun and 
try our best.'' 
An Carlson and Kim Weiss will 
lead the women as the No. 1 and 2 spots, 
respectively. 
"It's just real obvious that they are 
the leaders." said Higgins. "They're 
doubles partners and are both really 
tough." 
OU viaNickels and Jenny McGinnis 
will fill out the third and fourth spots on 
the team. 
"I'm really satisfied with where 
we'reat,"said Higgins. "We're no world 
beaters, but we're giving maximum 
effort" 
"Consistency is what is going to 
make or break us," said Higgins. "Be- 
ing able to hit 15-20 shots s point in 
order to make those big shots that we 
see on television is something that we're 
going to have to be able to do to win." 
a/' 
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Scoreboard 
Got a story idea? 
Call the Progress at 622-1872. 
Jan. 24 
T. 
Eastern 
Jan. 22 
Middle T< 
Eastern 
Tach 84 
96 
St. 
88 
72 
Man's 4x400-Matar Relays 
1. Eastam EKU 3:13.02 
8. Eastam EKU 327.61 
Man's 55-Mstara 
I.TimHarden      UK 628 
1.K. Lindsay        UK 628 
7. Dannie Toots    EKU 6.59 
Jan. 23 
Tannassaa Tach 67 
Eastam 78 
Jan. 22 
Middle Tannassaa Stata 
Eastsm 66 
72 
lock 
at Nuttar Hald Houaa 
Eastam Kentucky (EKU). Kentucky 
(UK). Miami (Ohio) Unrvarsiry (MU), 
Indiana Stata Univarsity (tSU). BaJ 
Stata Univafsity (BSU), Louievie* 
(UL). Unattached (UA). 
Woman's H^jh Jump 
I.Raina Turner   UK 
EKU 
EKU 
UK 
EKU 
EKU 
5-10 
5-06.25 
52-0025 
51-10 
49 01.5 
2601 
46 02.5 
404)2.75 
182729 
18:34.57 
7.75 
7.83 
8.00 
2.T.Maylield 
Man's Shot Put 
I. D. Armentrout 
2.ChadPaara 
3. Brian Johnson 
II. D. Kannady 
Women e Snot Put 
1. Gloria Harris     UK 
9. Coaan Baatty EKU 
Woman's 5000-Matars 
I.AmyLathrop    ISU 
2. Amy Clements UA 
Man's 88 Mater Hurdles 
I.W.Adams        UK 
2. Jesse Whitaa EKU 
8. T. Anthony EKU 
Women's 55-Meter Hurdles 
I. Raina Turner    UK 8.12 
4. Danielle Gilas  EKU      920 
Women's 3000-Maters 
I.M. Borgert        UA 9:4273 
6. Robin Lawhom EKU       10:39.61 
II. K Edwards    EKU       12:53.55 
Man's 3000-Mstars 
1.B. Mclntosh      UA 821.40 
3. Tim Nenoher   EKU       8:33.78 
5. Julio Moreno    EKU       8:38.78 
10. KenO'Shea EKU 85228 
11.JoshCoMn EKU 855.80 
Woman's 4«400 Mater Relays 
I.Kentucky UK 35528 
5. Eastern EKU 44)7.87 
8. Eastern            EKU      4:1821 
LHoHHyoha       ISU 
3. Nicole Embry EKU 
4C*ndlEstae EKU 
Mans 5000-Mstsrs 
I.John Nganga    EKU 
Woman's Mas Run 
1. Maureen Egan UK 
6. S Wilson EKU 
10. 8. Chaney EKU 
12. M. Price EKU 
16. A Hathaway   EKU 
17. Sonja Smith   EKU 
Man's Mas Run 
I.TbnNanohar    EKU 
5. Jamie West     EKU 
Man's 400 Maters 
1. Arnold Payne   EKU 
4. LeonPuUen EKU 
9. Lloyd Hsskstt   EKU 
19. Keens Bryant EKU 
20. D. Gamer       EKU 
Woman's 400 Metera 
1. Omagia Kaeys ISU 
7T.Mayfield        EKU 
19. Elana GJimoreEKU 
1.M. Egan 
8. M. Price 
9. S.Wilson 
12. S. Chaney 
18. A. Hathaway 
20. Sonja Smith 
UK 
EKU 
EKU 
EKU 
EKU 
EKU 
I.Brian Lucas     EKU 
2. Scott Fancher EKU 
8. Jamie West      EKU 
10. M. Henderson EKU 
*NuOsrHsM 
Women's 200 Meters 
1Hc*Hyche       ISU 
3. Nicole Embry   EKU 
6. Candi Estes     EKU 
9. Lorraine Dunn EKU 
16. Elana GilmoreEKU 
Man's 200 Meters 
1.C Rudolph UK 
8. Jssae White EKU 
U.S. McKWop EKU 
13. Lloyd Haskett EKU 
22. T. Anthony     EKU 
SOFT Shoe, Inc. 
JCPENNEY STYLING SALON 
47.31 
48.34 
50.59 
54.11 
55.01 
5629 
89.66 
14)6.95 
2:1725 
2:19.66 
220.02 
222 
228.16 
22554 
152.52' 
153.42 
158.65 
159.03 
Prograee/ JIM QUIGGINS 
John Nganga looks tor aoma running room In the men's 5000 
matar race Saturday at the Nuttar Field Houss on UK's campus. 
23.2 
24.97 
25.21 
26 53 
28.83 
2124 
2232 
22.49 
23.01 
2458 
Women's Results Man's Results 
Miami (Onto) 
Eastam 
Eastern 
LouisvHIa 
Miami (Ohio) 
LouisviUs 
77 
31 
61 
21 
89 
15 
Eastam 
Miami (Ohio) 
Eastern 
Louisvilla 
Miami (Ohio) 
Louisvilla 
67 
50 
76 
14 
75 
42 
Qst more of what you want - 
greet looks, easy care, names 
you trust - for least Save on 
perma and rstaxera during our 
SEMI-ANNUAL PERM SALE. 
Price includes shampoo, haircut, 
andatyle. 
For the salon nearest you, 
oaS 1-800-842-8666. 
"sswas—)awwa—i asasajnaajMiai 
t*» or man. Lang hair and dnlon amp* a<tr« 
oUaraa- OHoi natn January MX ISU. 
A  WHOLE   NEW   LOOK 
624-3501 Richmond Mall 
EKU Colonels and Lady Colonels Vs. Morehead State University 
2 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. 
McBrayer Arena 
January 29 
Old South'Distributing presents the world famous 
Student groups 
should make 
banners and .show their 
spirit during both the 
Women's and Men's 
games; all groups should 
register in the front 
concourse of Alumni 
Coliseum before the 
games; prizes are free 
pizza and Powerade 
delivered to the winners 
in the stands. 
&* 
Daredevils 
performing 
at half-time 
of the 
Men's game 
EKU Women's Softball Pitching Exhibition at half-time of the Women's game. 
Watch area celebrities and students try to hit a fast-pitch Softball. 
Humana Health Care Plans/Bell South Mobility EKU Employee Appreciation Day 
A drawing for a free Bell South Phone will be held during the 2nd half of the Men's game. 
•      ......      r 
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Pollio follows dad's tracks to Eastern 
By Stacy Battle* 
SUM writer 
He may not be quite at vocal a* his 
counterpart! on the sidelines, but when 
men's basketball graduate assistant 
coach Marty Pollio speaks up, the learn 
knows he means business. 
Pollio is quickly coming into his 
own after recently graduating from 
Indiana University in 1993, where he 
served as the team's student manager 
from 1989-1993 under basketball god 
Bobby Knight 
MI had a lot of great tanes at Indi- 
ana," Pollio said. "There were some 
lough times, especially working under 
Coach Knight, but I think it made me 
a better person." 
Pollio went to Indiana with ambi- 
tions of becoming the team's man- 
ager. His enthusiasm and dedication to 
the game gained him the attention he 
needed from Knight and he landed the 
position. 
"I know most people around Ken- 
tucky aren't big fans of Bobby Knight, 
but you won't find another coach who 
works harder to be successful and who 
cares more for his players and those 
who work around him," Pollio said. 
Pollio obviously made qui lea tran- 
sition leaving the larger program at 
Indiana and coming to Eastern, but 
Indiana's revenue and television ex- 
posure doesn't sway Pollio's devotion 
to his new team. 
That doesn't mean that Eastern 
doesn't work at hard," Pollio said. 
"We proved that we could play with 
them this year." 
Some might say Pollio is follow- 
ing in his father's footsteps by taking 
a coaching job at Eastern. 
Former Eastern coach Mike Pollio, 
who holds the position of assistant 
athletic director at the University of 
Louisville, was the Colonel's head 
coach from 1989-92. 
"I came to Eastern because I knew 
about it, because of my father," Pollio 
said. "I also knew what kind of coach 
Mike Calhoun was and how he was 
dedicated to winning and dedicated to 
his players. 
"I knew that Calhoun was the kind 
of person I wanted to work for, and 
when he gave me the chance to come, 
• jumped at the opportunity «o coach at 
Clip and save with coupons from the Progress, 
CLEAN STOHEKXEAN CLOTHESQ 
FREE     I 
WASH 
Mother's < "oin 
Launcln 
Present Coupon for 
1 Free Wash 
Shoppers Village 
I EKU Bypass 
623-5014 | 
expires 2-3-94 
\ — ssan i —siEMii-paM I 
I CLEAN STORE-CLEAN CLOTHESw 
THREE OCEANFRONT HOTELS     ONE LOW RATE! $19.94" 
BtACHCOMf 6 0CEANFR0M INN * MAVAN INN *TREASUR£ ISIANO INN 
C..II 1-800-874-7420 
Prograss/ JIM QUK5GINS 
Marty Pollio (right) listens to Mike Calhoun during a timeout. 
Leading Edge 486 
Richmond's Oldest 
Computer Store $820.00 
Monitor Optional 
t»\ 
90 Days 
Same As Cash 
Eastern,'' Pollio said. 
Calhoun has an equal amount of 
respect for Pollio. He describes Pollio 
as having "an enormous amount of 
spirit, enthusiasm and knowledge." 
"It's one thing to have a tremen- 
dous work ethic, but he puts a lot of 
productivity with it," Calhoun said. 
"He certainly knows when to say and 
do the right things at the right time.'' 
The players share a similar regard 
for their graduate assistant coach. 
"He's really enthusiastic during 
practice and games,'' sophomore guard 
Kevin Maggard said. "He always has 
a way of psyching us up before a 
game." 
"He knows what it's like to win 
and that's what he wants for us," sopho- 
more forward DcMarcus Doss said. 
Off the court Pollio enjoys bicy- 
cling, reading and musk. "Most of my 
life revolves around basketball." he 
said. 
Pollio credits his love for coaching 
and the game to observing his father 
over the years. 
As a child, Pollio traveled with his 
father and the various teams to games. 
"I was like the 'full-time ball boy,'" 
Pollio said. 
"Ever since I was a little kid, I've 
always wanted to first be a basketball 
player, but mainly a basketball coach." 
486SLC-33,4MB RAM, 170MB Hard Drive, 1.44 Floppy Drive 
101 Keyboard, SVGA Card 512k, 2 Serial/1 Parallel Port 
Serial Mouse, MS DOS 6.2, MS Windows 3.1, MS Works for Win 
MS Money, MS Productivity Pack and MS Entertainment Pack. 
One Year On Site or Two Year Carry-in Warranty. 
Call Store for Details. Supplies are Limited. 
Okidata OL400e User 
4 Pages Per Minute 
HPIIp- I mulalum 
RISC lined Micropruceaur 
513k RAM »iih Ijihaneed Memoc, 
IPX Knerg> SIM Compliant 
$549. 
a 
Monitors 
14" SVGA 1024x768 .39 S249. 
14" SVGA 1024x768 28 S289. 
14" SVGA 1024x768 28(M) $309 
15" SVGA 1024x768 28(NI) S429 
MS-DOS 6.2 1 pgrade 
MS-DOS 6 2 Slep-lp kil 
S49.' 
S9." 
Bubble Jet Printer* 
Canon BJ-IOex_S279. 
Canon BJ-200__S339. 
Canon HJC-SINiJM«». 
PC Systems of Kentucky 
638 Eastern By-Pass. University Center • Richmond. KY 
60< -S24-5O00 Hours.9am-6pm Mon-Fri. I0am-4pm Sat « 
Coming To Campus Soon! 
SUPBI HOOPS, 
SUPER SHAVE 
S0PEH DEAL! 
'2J 
THE BEST 3-0N-3 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
SCHICK ST: 
THE BEST SHAVE* 
•Closest Disposable Shave7 
One-Push Cleaning for 
-Free Shaving 
/•une-rusn
Easy, Clog 
|  MAiaJMCTUBEre COUPON |   EXPIRES 4/3/94 
Schick 
TMl MCf Of 
RBJ   Smaokua 
WJ  tnmmm Run M MB ***■•* Ca 
'Rated the best and closest versus the three leading disposable razors 
Versus Gillette Good News* Regular. Be* Regular, and Bic* tor Sensitive Skin 
On 1 package of Schick0 
ST™ or Personal Touch0 
Slim 5's (or larger) disposable razors 
' We w* tax you lor me act atue plus 8< ptowKO you am) consume! n«e 
note VoaJa»wtprofab«K). BaW ex resnasl oy U» Cadi oka 
WOOc Consume pays any saks a* lames proving, product purcnjse lo cow 
coupons must be MUM I ana one coupon per purtfBse MM coupons U CMS 
Depl I254BI FaM Dr. Del r*o . TX 7SM0 ■?■? fVYX 
MtauKMftaaaToars 
Which razor otters    i    I Schick 
clog-free shaving?   '—' ST/PT 
MMST 
arr 
SIAW 
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Sunshine on your mind? 
Page Index 
PowerAde 3 
Daytona Beach  < 
Daytona Beach  5 ] 
Daytona Beach  6 
Daytona Beach   i 
Daytona Beach  8 
Daytona Beach  9 
Key West 10 | 
National Bui 11 
Water Mania 121 
Hooter's 13 
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South Padre Island 19 
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South Padre Island 221 
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PUBLISHERS BOX 
1904 Coca-Cola Spring Break 
GukJo i* published by Campus 
Publications, main business office 
at 428 Lao Drive. Hamilton, Ohio 
45013. Telephone "£513-867- 
0046. Distributed free to sleeted 
college campuses In Kentucky. 
Indiana. Michigan. Ohio, and 
Texas via school newspapers, 
fraternities, sororities and night 
clubs. Copyright Campus Pub- 
lications 1884. Reproductions 
without written permission 
prohibited. Volume 2, Number 1. 
Doug DeBord. Pubisher 
J.t's Spring and you've made it 
through the first two-thirds of a 
grueling school year - cranking 
out papers, cramming for exams, 
trying to digest hundreds of pages 
of psych or econ or marketing so 
you can make something resem- 
bling an insightful comment at 
your 8 a.m. class - and the strain 
is starting to take its toll. 
You need to head south! 
In the pages that follow, you'll 
find the kind of information you 
need to make the most of your 
Spring Break: places to go; things 
to do; bargains on accommoda- 
tions, transportation, entertain- 
ment, vacation supplies - every- 
thing you need to have the kind 
of vacation you've been pining 
for since the first day of classes. 
A lot of you are probably say- 
ing, "Nice idea, but how am I 
supposed to afford a vacation 
when I can barely keep myself in 
pizza and Coke, and dollars for 
the movie rentals?' 
Well, that's the other great 
thing about the Coca-Cola Spring 
Break Guide. It gives you all the 
options, presenting a variety of 
travel alternatives that can fit with- 
in the budget you've set for your- 
self. So if you're headed to Florida 
or Texas the Guide has options for 
ways that you can make the most 
out of your break without going 
broke in the process. 
We give you the alternatives. 
In the Guide, you'll find activi- 
ties, points of interest, concerts, 
parties and a whole lot more. 
That's the goal of the Guide: to 
present all of the choices from 
reckless abandon to rest and re- 
flection. It's all out there, and we 
want to help you find it 
The Coca-Cola Spring Break 
Guide wants to make the cumber- 
some details of planning a trip 
easier to handle by giving you the 
inside information. 
We also have bargains to spare 
on everything from hotels to 
beachwear to restaurants. 
So take a look inside and use 
the Guide to make your dream 
vacation a sunny reality. 
Always Fun. Always There. 
Always Coca-Cola. 
COCA-COLA 5PRiHo BRt^u UJIUL ,994 
What marathoners 
weight lifters 
and stark-raving 
lunatic pa t rty irstfor. animals th  
No matter how you get dehydrated, PowerAde™ puts it back. 
And during Spring Break, PowerAde will be at South Padre Island, Daytona 
Beach and Panama City. For all of your cross-training activities. 
TOYA. 
V. 
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TheS 
BEACH MOT 
357 S. Atlantic Avenue 
Daytona Beach, FL 32 f 18 
1-800-432-7*90 
(5.is<•<( on <|u.Ki 
■MAK CAPITOL of The World! 
■Rooms & 
Kitchenettes 
■Color Cable TV 
■Large Pool 
■Pool Bar & 
Entertainment 
■Keg Parties 
•Lookouts 
•Snack Bar 
•Launch/ Facilities 
•Short Walk To All 
The Hottest Night Life 
*15 Per Person Per Night* 
,in<l   . t v. I il. iluli t y 
Directly on "The World's Moat Famous Beach" 
I Block S. of Boardwalk & Pier • Walk To Niteclubs 
Large. Clean Rooms-Healed Pool-Phones $*T09£ 
Color/Cable TV-Decks-Balconies-Music fnw-     ^>T 
BEST LOCATION-BEST RATES        1-4 person 
S  ( Iccail \\o    \\ 
*m 
N • 1-800-251-1673 
I   \tru 
Family Owned • Owners on Premises 
•Pool • Walking Distance to Restaurants^ 
•Giftshops • Game Rooms 
1-800-767-9738 • 1-904-767-28211 
TmETWrlWN 
I  W{J-".4K..     ■ 
We Cater To Spring Breakers! t 
WeHaveTheWorid's 
Largest Outdoor 
Swimming Pool. 
♦Live Entertainment 
Daily On Pool Deck 
♦Olympic Size Pool 
♦Pool Bar ♦Restaurant 
♦Go Down Under To The 
Famous Hole Lounge $78 00 
Okay, It's The Ocean. 
301 S. AUaatic Are., Dayton Beach FL 
Heart Of Dayiona-Walk To Everything 
'SHhjtainmvadmMUy 
Coca-Cola Jam Fest 
at Daytona Beach 
VIP Club Cards, interactive sporting events, 
prizes, and entertainment for Spring Break. 
The Coca-Cola Road Trip will be taking 
an extended break from its nationwide 
tour to spend Spring Break with the hun- 
dreds of thousands of students who 
migrate to Daytona Beach. 
The Coca-Cola Road Trip will make 
The Park, just outside the "campus cross- 
roads" at the Daytona Marriott, its home 
from March 13-27. This multi-event party 
station will offer Spring Break goers the 
latest in interactive entertainment. 
The party complex will offer music 
(including live entertainment), interactive 
Sega video games, sports games, prizes, 
lots of specialty Coca-Cola retail items, 
and refreshments to all who visit 
Coca-Cola is the official drink of Major 
League Baseball, the NBA, the NFL, and 
World Cup Soccer. The Cocal-Cola 
Road Trip has some unusual twists to 
these sports planned for Daytona.    The 
sports games will include: Coke Shot 
Basketball, Football Challenge. Fast 
Pitch Baseball. Inline Skating, and World 
Cup Challenge Soccer. Prizes will be 
given for exceptional performances in the 
sporting events. 
Participation with the Coca-Cola Road 
Trip is completely free. In addition (o all 
the free entertainment, the Coca-Cola 
Road Trip offers beach-goers a true pass- 
port to excitement with the Coca-Cola 
Cub Card 
The Coca-Cola Club Card is a VIP cre- 
dential that entitles students to the inside 
track on winning beach gear, offers pre- 
mium conceit seating, allows discounts 
on Spring Break merchandise, and pro- 
vides discounts on Coca-Cola beverages 
and food at participating restaurants and 
food stores that surround the Daytona 
Beach Strip. 
OCEAN FRONT 
RPunl isunl 
Plenty of Pool Dock Action 
Prizes • Contests 
D.J. -PoolBar 
CHECKERS CAW 
SPECIAL RATE* 
1-4 From 
<*<& 
1 Block from Boardwalk and Bandsheli 
*&$& 
210 S ATLANTIC AVE ■ DAYTONA BEACH, FL 321 IS 
King's £010 Motel 
1014 North Atlantic Am. 
°»Vton» Beach, Florida 32118-1- 
-904-255-2S78 
1-800-487-9583 
•Color. Cable. Remote TV', -Heated Pool AY IW^ 
•N«Hy lUnsottahrf., block h!Z£iZ££f 
 °T. Tannts and SKrfm.—i 
> Pat 
ion inns' 
( all '•" 
S/x i HI/ 
A A   il 
HOWARD 
JOHNSON. 
fiAm^lFAffligEAWmOWT VACATION! 
~T £T $69°° 
1-800-272-2683 
l"-A*MNr10raMt(lrta*)-<i«4)JV-am 
R3W7 
'•Jttt + r.'*/.' ••»•-•» 
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With lens of thousands of Club Cards 
available, anyone attending the Coca- 
Cola Road Trip can win one. At anytime, 
day or night, the Club Card could be the 
passport for special prizes and informa- 
tion on Spring Break activities. 
Locating this mammoth of Spring Break 
entertainment will not be difficult. Just 
look for the two large Coca-Cola Bottles, 
the incredible stage, or the towering 
scoreboard, or the sounds of a Coca-Cola 
Spring Break. 
The scoreboard will keep track of all the 
sporting event scores, Sega video game 
competition scores, and trivia quizzes. 
Club Cards can be won by participation 
in any of these events. 
In addition to the Coca-Cola Club Card, 
guests can win special Coca-Cola Spring 
Break prizes including baseball caps, 
beach towels, T-shirts, squeeze bottles, 
flip-flops, and the grand prize Jet Skis . . 
Lucky cardholders will also be eligible 
to receive four-day passes to Walt Disney 
World, near Orlando, Florida and many 
other premium items. 
Look for the free commemorative 
Spring Break '94 can of Coca-Cola avail- 
able at the Coca-Cola Road Trip. In addi- 
tion, 32-ounce Spring Break cups will be 
available at participating fountain outlets. 
During the three-week party, look for 
the special Coca-Cola Silver Dollars 
("wooden nickels"). These tokens are 
good for free Coca-Cola soft drinks at 
participating Daytona Beach merchants. 
On the famous Daytona Beach at the pier and 
boardwalk. 2 blocks from Ocean Center and only 10 
minutes from Daytona International Speedway. 
101 S. Ocean Avenue » Daytona Beach, FL »(904) 238-6440 
Dircctlv (hi The \\<>rlil\ Mini Famous Hutch 
Motel rooms and efficiencies ... connected if desired. 
Air-conditioned, cable TV, gas grills, electric kitchens, laundry 
facilities, large heated pool and patio facing the ocean. A few steps 
to Boardwalk, Fishing Pier, Restaurants and Night Life. 
In the Heart of EverythinpNear The Ocean Center! I 
BREAKERS BEACH MOTE!g 
. ••; MiSdJ 
OCEAN FRONT 
RPunl 9PMBM 
NIGHTLIFE 
CENTER OF SEABREEZE 
ENTERTAINMENT AREA 
BFACH    ic 
HAVEN 
iTIOTEL 
CAPITOL OF1 
per night 
SPECIAL RATES   > 
1-4 FROM $85 
CALL EARLY 
TIME DATTCNA INNS 
730 N. ATLANTIC AVE- DAYTONA BEACH. FL 32118 
■ViiiiilCaluHaUa 
MOTEL   ojiubtanM 
1-9O4-7S8-7107        MOaaMattbttMO 
32218ouf»A*rtlc/wa.       **»B»ai'Ti%8B*a 
Daytona Baach Shores, R.      F—ftrtQaju 
iAK...FIJNINSUN! 
-^ .p. .       •ColorCaMeTV -Phone        | 
^rar%l»\aJL    ' I"      .FREE HBO •Laundry 
1903 S. Atlantic Ave, DtytDBJi Beach R, 32118 .Efficiencies Available 
directly on world famous beach . 
FOBKESV. 1-800-881-8085 \ 
(•04)253-4556 | 
V 
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN 
1 -800  647  3448 
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CABANA MOTEL 
O c c a 31 f r o a 1 
SI6 N. Atlantic Aveaa* • Dfxmt Beach ■ 
/» t*« JVto Ota* /irtfcit Zo*« 
Wftjr A* jfer* For lM»H 
All Rate* Baftd On Up to 4 Ffjopje 
No Adults Allowed Al This Time   * 
Motel Room* A 2 Room efficiencies' 
Healed Pool • Basketball • Bartieque 
TOLL FREE t*800*327*1481 
1 -800- 
535-2036 
. 0' > .mfront 
DAYTONAS HOTTEST LOCATION 
WALK THE SHORTEST DISTANCE IN ANY DIRECTION TO 
NIGHT CLUBS, DECK PARTIES, M.T.V. & BREAK EVENTS 
-DIRECTLY ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH- 
100% STUDENTS ONLYI 
•REDECOTATED       -HEATED POOL 
•REFRIGERATORS   -FREE H.B.O. 
ALL DAY - ALL NIGHT 
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE 
AND RESERVATIONS  
PARTY 
800-535-3601 »N»A 
ESQUIRE BEACH M0TELiU2N ATLAVE ,DAYTONA,FL32118 
Wm<z\h ifocp © 
Ms 
0, ©msrs 
oreads 
The Hot Country Van From 98* FROG Is packed With 
Prizes • Games And Sprins Break Souvenirs 
Tune to 98.1 FM 
OAYTOHAS HOT COUNTRY fM 
0   0 
Hot Country Favorites 
Of Yesterday & Today 
COCA-COLA SPRING BREAK GUIDE 1994 
m   f 
m I 
. Is   -1 
^V PUT YOUR BOOKS 
AWAY, COME TO 
THI BEACH"! 
starting at 
*65 
DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 94 
SPRING BREAK CAPITOL 
Party-Play-Fan-Fun!!! 
• 10 MINUTES WALK TO SEABREEZE ENTERTAINMENT 
AREA DANCE CLUBS AND BARS. 
•POOL BAR & RESTAURANT -POOL PARTIES 
•ROOMS, EFR TWO BEDROOM APTS & PENTHOUSES 
•BALCONIES -INDOOR HEATED POOL 
■OCEANFRONT POOL • COLOR CABLE TV-ON SITE LAUNDRY 
E at MINIMUM   PRICES! 
DAYTONA BEACH 
HOT E I 
1024 N. Atlantic Ave. -Daytona Beach. FL 904-255-1 
1 -800-543-2923 V 
^ 
.   '■* ' **"»i 
9U0 N. Atlantic Ave 
Day! ich, FL 
•Live Free Concerts on Pool Deck 
•Deluxe Rooms up to 5 People 
• Color Cable TV -First Run Movies 
•Some in room Jacuzzis 
•Contests Daily 
•Sunning on a deck 700 feet long 
•Olympic size pools 
•Poolside lounge 
•Full service restaurant 
►Health club with Nautilus, sauna and more 
•Dancing & Free admission to "Club Mirage" 
•$B8 
•fSiSS, 
,S5Sff 
'Person, 
mrt of Daytona Boach - Directly on the Ocean1' 
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DIRKTlYOHTHEOCm! 
UVE tSUNP REGGAE NI6NW! 
OYSTERS CRABS CLAMS SHRIMP 
mrOMA'S UHDMAM OK THE BUCK AM 40 YEUB! 
<*E»MEHALF BLOCK SOUIH Of IKE «A«SraEETPiainS.OCE«(»Vt CAU2SW2J4 
While your staying on the beach 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
255-8000 
625 N. Oleander • Daytona Beach 
2 LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS 
ANY 1 TOPPING 
$109 plus tax >00 
WFVE GOT YOU COVERED 
AT THE OCEAN DECKS All HEW, 
TAKE HO* A TOUCH OF THE BUNOM 
VST THE OCEAN DECKS All MEW REGGAE 
REWBUC BUND WEAR MOP. FEATURING 
ONLY THE ONEST* REGGAE AND SLAND 
T*MT$AND«K»TSWEAR F1US, ORIGINAL 
OCEANDECK MRTS AND ACCESSOR*! 
Ml ATLANTIC AVE.DJ. 
Wi 
MSrhte, 
REGGAE REPUBLIC 
10% OFF ALL CLOTHING  *$* 
Ocean Deck T-shirts &. Sweats, 
Environmental Wear, Reggae Wear, 
Volley Shorts & Shirts, Island Wear. 
REfifiAEREPUBLKJ Must present this coupon for discount 
for more info call 257-3200 
136 S Atlantic Ave. Daytona Bch., FL 32118 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBOBBBBBBBflBflflBDflBGI® 
MM 
g 
A Daytona Tradition That1s Gotten Evet Better! 
HAPPY HOUR r&STEJD 
4-7 DAILY iMI 
'Specially Priced DRINKS £>    ^6 fifev   ^Q 
•Specially Priced PITCHERS    4^rjA ^S 1^5^ 
*25« OYSTERS «3* ^B^a^l VttV V^ 
Steamed or Raw        J^^ A ^J SA Wg 
MIDNIGHT     *^ ll™11 I mtjr^ \ef 
OYSTER HOUR: 
12 Midnight 111 Close 
25$ OYSTERS 
Served Up Steamed Or Raw 
ALL THE 
SPORTS ACTION 
ALL THE TIME! 
21 TV SCREENS 
'Catch Your 
Favorite Teams! 
*AII The NBA Action 
GAME ROOM 
5 POOL TABLES 
m 
1 I 
| 
m 
FULL MENU 
Great Food & Drink! 
Fast Friendly Service! 
■ 
DAYTONA BEAC 
COCA-COLA SPRING BREAK GUIDE 1994 
> ^N0TTE$Jk 
NIGHTCLUB 
N DAYTONA BEACH 
• HUGE DANCE FLOOR 
• UNBELIEVABLE LIGHT SHOW 
•THE MOST OUTRAGEOUS 
PARTY ON THE BEACH 
• CONTESTS NIGHTLY 
OPEN TIL 
3 AM 
Beachside & A1A 
257-6236 
611 Seabreeze Blvd 
V 
- 
_ 
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Key West 
Spring Break 1994! 
KEY WEST. FL. "Key West or Bust- 
signs will grace many student vehicles 
across the nation in the next few weeks as 
the self-proclaimed American Caribbean 
Island gears up for that traditional rite 
called "Spring Break". The best news is 
that this Caribbean island city is accessi- 
ble by car from anywhere in North 
America! In fact, just ahead south until 
you can drive no further on US Highway 
#1 (Atlantic Coast) and you'll arrive at 
the southernmost city in the United 
States:  Key West. Florida. 
Parrot-heads unite. Key West is beckon- 
ing you to visit the land of Jimmy Buffet, 
Margariiaville and that tropical aloe tan. 
Indeed, Key West is a first-class world- 
wide reputation for its Caribbean climate, 
beaches, and offshore treasure-hunting. 
Onshore in Key West, there are many 
landlocked treasures to be found in the 
multitude of curio shops and restaurants 
that line Duval and Front Streets in "Old 
Town". Accommodations in Key West 
are as upscale as your budget allows, 
from S-Star Hotels on the Waterfront to 
motels,  motor  inns  and even  a  local 
campground. 
A diversity of lifestyles are found in Key 
West that make San Francisco and 
Provincetown look tame. Key West sim- 
ply is ... like no other Spring Break des- 
tination in the continental U.S. 
The Key West Spring Break daytime 
action is generally found on the water, at 
the beach, or shopping on historic Duval 
Street. There are literally hundreds of 
charter boat operators on the Isle of Key 
West ready to take you on snorkeling, 
fishing, sailing or private "do-it-all" trips 
to the only shallow water reef in North 
America, just six miles from Key West! 
Smathers Beach, Key West's landlubbers 
playground, is roughly a mile long stretch 
of sandy paradise with volleyball courts, 
placid Atlantic waters and hot pizza 
stands. It's all HOT. HOT, HOT on Key 
West beaches this time of year, whether 
you are sampling the hot lunch licks, or 
the hot water fun - sailboarding, para- 
sailing, catamaran sailing, jet-skiing - 
it's all available in Key West! And there 
* BaMd on quad occupancy 
/ 
• FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST 
• SPACIOUS ROOMS 
• SHOPPING / RESTAURANTS 
Volleyball   • Bicycles 
Jet Skis       • Private Parties 
Mopeds       • Pool    Jacuzzi    Bar 
1 -tM-UB 1114 » 2M1 H. mtuwslt lltl. Msy Wttt. Fl 
KEY WEST        KEY WEST        KEY WEST        KEY WEST 
Cs cSyPSY/tp'/3f&x£ **,/ |fm. 1HV..I... fc n«y wester Resort Inn      'f 
93 Rooms on 9 Acres of Tropical Paradise with 
Olympic Pool. Tennis Courts, >/2 Mile to Beach, 
2 '/2 Miles to Downtown. CALL FOR RESERVATIONS: 
1-800-477-8888 
KEY WEST       KEY WEST       KEY WEST       KEY WEST 
k 
KEY WES 
are all sorts of contests and games orga- 
nized by the local radio stations, who 
broadcast at the beach daily. When away 
from the beach and water, the shopping in 
Old Town Key West can be entertaining 
to say the least! Duval and Front Street 
shops offer a myriad of specialty cloth- 
ing, gifts, bars and restaurants It will 
take you all week to discover them all! 
After a "tough day" frolicking on the 
beach, the water, or "shopping till you 
drop" the evening usually begins with the 
gala island sunset festival at Mallory 
Square, followed by dinner at one of the 
scores of great restaurants on the island 
and cruising the Duval Street nightclubs. 
Entertainment and dancing in the clubs 
ranges from island music to reggae, 
calypso and soca music, to rock and roll, 
blues and piano-jazz. Many of the acts 
can be seen and heard from the sidewalk 
of Duval Street as you stroll by in the 
balmy night air of Key West. 
Key West is easy to find on a map, just 
find Florida and look for the Florida 
Keys, south of Miami. If you have an 
aversion to using "geographical aids" the 
way I do, then take along a compass that 
points south or just follow the signs to 
Miami, via Interstate 95, Interstate 75 or 
the Florida Turnpike. For the deep-pock- 
eted. Key West does have an airport that 
is serviced by American, Delta, and US 
Air, and all the major rental car agencies. 
Once you reach the Florida Keys tune 
into the official Spring Break radio sta- 
tions. WEOW 92.5 FM, and WOZN 98.7 
FM. They II have the scoop on all the hot 
deals, and they'll be giving away lots of 
great prizes at the beach and "on air". 
If you need transportation around the I 
island and don't have a car, be sure to rent 
a motor scooter.   Scooters are the pre- ] 
ferred method of getting around the nar- 
row island streets, and there are literally I 
hundreds (maybe thousands) of scooters 
to choose from for as little as $20 a day 
($15 if you're lucky).    Do yourself i| 
favor though.   Find out about the local 
traffic laws from the scooter rental peo- 
ple, before you set out It could save you 
the price of a $100 traffic ticket or a night 
in jail. 
Motels or condos are the preferred lodg- 
ing, as campgrounds are scarce. Expect 
to pay at least $40 per person, per night. 
(average room rate is $100-$I50 per 
night). For information on Key West 
lodging alternatives call toll free. I -800- 
FLA KafffS, Or 1-800-352-5397. 
As a final note, the local authorities 
always get a little nervous about the 
"Break of Spring'* and they are generally 
serious about enforcing their statutes. A 
few words to the wise: 
♦ DO NOT DRINK AND DRIVE, 
ALWAYS FIND A "DESIGNATED 
DRIVER". 
* If you are not yet 21, avoid the spir- 
ited or you may be involuntarily escorted. 
* Obey the local parking laws, or you 
will be booted or towed. 
* Do not partake in physical discrim- 
ination of any kind, as KEY WEST is 
home to a variety of lifestyles and "bash- 
ing" is taboo, and very uncool. 
* Take care of yourself and the envi- 
ronment, don't get trashed or trash the 
beautiful Florida Keys! 
Sprins Break Headquarters! 
Econo Lodge 
3820 N. Roosevelt Blvd. 
On the Gulf of Mexico 
(305)294-5511 
Reservations (M0) 999-7277 
I  .      . . 
If  You  Dont Subscribe To Beach Bull  You re Just Plain Stupid! 
iWTmf 
*«> *ook like 
Choir 
.Roys. 
JM', 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE WORST 
NEWSPAPER IN AMERICA! 
AND GET THE OFFKIAL SPRING BREAK 94 I. 
WHAT IS BEACH BULL? 
ABSOLUTELY;* 
f— 
Andl 
PISCES 
Ftb.20-Mvch.2t 
Tha moon and ttw stare am algnad 
Thought Of The Month 
How con a pregnant fish tell 
*nen her woter Breaks1 
\i 
SAMPLES Of WHAT YW MAY 
WHAT'S THIS. 
Spider*, flies, as**. mosquito*, beetle*. 
A trot•» Kle. of deluxe pim "W*' 
IN THE BUT 
Bull Factoid 
mad* in low *•> an alr-ojitffcntng 
out of tr* ordawy oonakMng you i 
■lamp coaedion and you onca i 
You are too «■« lor ma. Plaaae 
I tool ol younal Ml wankig.) 
I marriaga lo a i 
I Swear 
Eod/r 
put thai papar down and go away. 
UAH CONTEST WMNEM 
I M kakaj ml ■> aa •» a* M 1 kaM 
MBiakMlankaatarfaakaiav ■daMwu-a* 
talM^nr.KTil—TtfiB-1 
'KM* 
Discount Spring Break Packages 
America's #7 Spri/tg Brga^ Destination 
|»\\\M.\CITV M   \( H. ri.()KII)\ 
From $129 per person per week j 
5 FREE parties with FREE beverages 
Your choice of premiere properties: Holiday Inn Beach Resort, Best 
Western Casa Loma, Ramada Inn Beach, Days Inn Beach, 
Hampton Inn, Pier 99, Barefoot Inn, and Summit Condos. 
Organize a group - earn FREE trips andtop cormmssions! 
,i,i,fl,K'fl,i,i'. 
I Enc»Me<)Brr^cr^(xMor^OruWr«y«l*>0' 
BEACH BULL 
P.O.Box 41*1 
|   Panama Crly.FL 32401 
| ThrMa|iiaaia*i*n^art»«*a» saw ■^Ma- 
ll ANNUALSUBSCHPTtON 
Name:_ 
Address. 
Zip:_ 
 $1900 
Check One: I do _ Do not want a 
FREET-Shirt sent with this order. 
I 
Postage IHar^taMtfLttoraaJd. J 150    Oieck T-Shirt size: M_ L XL  
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DAYTONA 
Spring Break Festival. . . 
A new Wave of Fun   » 
Daytona Beach Spring Break Festival 
Fact Sheet 
WHERE? Daytona Beach is located on 
the Central East coast of Florida. It is 
88 miles south of Jacksonville and 60 
miles northeast of Orlando. 
WHEN IS SPRING BREAK? Because 
of Easter, the dates of Spring Break vary 
each year. The peak dates for 1994 are 
March 14th through April 3rd. 
HOW MANY STUDENTS ATTEND? 
Our visitors come from the eastern 
United States and Canada. They range in 
age from 18 to 24 and stay one week. 
Mid-Florida Marketing and Research, 
Inc. estimates that over 200,000 students 
come to Daytona Beach for Spring Break 
during the peak weeks. 
WHICH COMPANIES SPONSOR 
EVENTS? Daytona Beach is proud of its 
national corporate sponsors who yearly 
invest millions of dollars into Spring 
Break to reach their target market. These 
products range from automobiles to per- 
sonal care. Public relations firms and 
independent promotional companies 
transform Daytona Beach into a youth 
festival. 
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED? There 
are a variety of ways a company can par- 
ticipate in Spring Break at Daytona 
Beach. Our beach is 23 miles of hard- 
packed sand - perfect for sports or inter- 
active games and product sampling. The 
Bandshell. Ocean Center, and Peabody 
Auditorium can be utilized for live enter- 
tainment such as concerts or comedy 
shows. In addition, there are scores of 
hotels with pool decks that offer promo- 
tional opportunities. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
CONTACT: 
Suzanne Heddy 
Director. Spring Break Festival Task 
Force 
P. O. Box 2475 
Daytona Beach, FL 32115-2475 
904-2554)981 FAX 258-5104 
r 
^   - 
* 
WATER  MANIA 
IT'S' 
FSM-TASTIC/ 
Fam-taetlc meana we've got the best In water fun for the entire tarnay. 
Water Mania has awesome kiddie pools including a giant Pirate ehlpfor 
kids, thrill rtdee Ilka The Wipe Out and The Abyse for teens, and relaxing 
rides and plenty of epace for Mom and Dad. Its so much fun for the 
•ntire family rnat we ruxl to create a wtK>le new wort to dse^ 
WATER MANIA...ITS FAM-TASTIC! 
^ WATER MANIACS 
# MORE ROOM, MORE FUN! ^*% 
6073 W. Highway 192  Kleelmmee. FL 34747 
(407)396-2626 Just off 1-4 at Extt #25A 
■   ' 
— 
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Wings, Seafood, Sandwiches, 
Salads and fun, fun, fun, 'til 
your daddy takes your surfboard away! 
&iem 
Panama City Beach 
$r»00 2" Off 
On Shirts 
White & Black Tees, Ladies Tanks, 
Men's Tanks, Half Shirts, University 
Shirts & Specialty Shirts 
Lam One (1) coupon per person. 
Oder Expns A***. IS. 199* 
Good At 
HOOTERS 
Panama CityBeach Only__ j 
12709 Front Beach Rd. 
Panama City Beach, FL 
Buy Any Entree 
And Get A 
FREE Bowl Of 
Curly Fries 
Offer Expires April. 15. 1994 
Good At 
HOOTERS 
Daytona Beach Only 
2100 Volusia Avenue 
Daytona Beach, FL 
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Welcome 1994 Spring Breakers! 
the 
H?ART 
of 
PANAMA 
CITY 
BEACH 
Florida 
•Kitchenettes 
•Telephones 
•Wake Up Service 
•Patio Pool Bar 
•Game Room 
•Snack Bar ■m 
rWJwVWwww    WWWWWWww 
RESORT MOTEL 
11001 Front Back Road, Paaann OMBaach, H. 32407 
RESERVATIONS 
1-300-451-5307 or (»Q4> 234-3391 
17101 Front 
By The Sea 
Directly on Gulf. Opmn All Ymar 
•SinglM/DouMM >1.2.3 BR apt*. 
•Ftafrigerator ft Phonos In all rooma 
1-8004484681 
Cit» Beach, PL 33413 • 904-234*681 
ON THE GULF AT THE WATERS EDGE!! 
Call For The Best Room Selection!!.' 
52 UNITS • EFFICIENCIES & ROOMS 
Kitchenettes & Private Balconies or Patios 
Are Available -Cable TV -Large Pool 
INK 1   800-874 2410 
15505 Front Beach Rd, Panama City Beach, FL ■ I -904-234-3315 
itwi 
MOTEL 
1 800-654-3354 or (904) 234-3354 
Panama City Beach. Ftortda 32407 
HolidayJTfiirraW 
•Large Pool -Wave Runner •Parasails 
•Rental Chairs *Sail Boats • Kitchenettes ■Acroufrom MirmcU Strip Amuu 
Next lb New Arcade 
11 S31 Fro- Beach ROM • haaaa Qljr Bock, Ron*) 32«J7 
(f§4) 234-33t2 mr (f4) 234-1341 
»••>»«■♦♦»»«♦♦♦•••••♦♦»♦»»•»♦»»♦«»♦»♦»♦ 
WELCOME BREAKERS! 
40 UNITS AIL ON THE GULF 
1 & 2 Room Effctendes •Cable TV. 
"fg fikv -Large Pool AndPatloOn The Beach 
^    1-800-441-5522 
*      CALL FOB! 
>♦♦♦♦♦♦»■;»♦' 
Welcome to Panama 
City Beach, Florida! 
The World's Most Beautiful Beaches 
SPRING BREAK 1994 
Things to Remember 
1. Florida State Law requires that YOU 
MUST BE 21 TO PURCHASE, CON- 
SUME OR POSSESS alcoholic bever- 
ages. Open alcoholic containers on pub- 
lic property, including streets, sidewalks, 
or inside a vehicle is prohibited. A per- 
son of legal age cannot sell or provide 
alcoholic beverages to any person under 
age. 
2. Do not drink and drive.   Appoint a 
designated driver, or pay the dollar per 
person for a taxi, but DO NOT driak and 
drive. 
3. It is against the law to take ANY glass 
container on the beach. 
4. TAMPERING WITH ANY FIRE 
SAFETY DEVICE IS A FELONY under 
Florida Statutes and will result in eviction 
from your accommodations, arrest and 
prosecution. 
5. Occupancy of guest rooms is strictly 
limited to the number of persons desig- 
SPECIAL SPRING BREAK 
s69 PER NIGHT 2PEOPU 
Exit.i Person Only S7 50 
PAY  FOR G GET  7TH  NIGHT  FREE 
BEACHFRONT 
1-800 874-6657 
The SANDPIPER-BEACON 
•630* Oalf Beach Frontage 
•2 Outdoor S winning Pooh 
•I Indoor healed Pool 
•Restaurant • 2 A 3 Room Suites 
•Tiki Beach Bar • Volleyball 
•Karaoke Beach Party 
•Saifcoau. Jetskis A Parasails 
•Beach Night Bon Plres 
•Shell Island Party Cruises 
•Area Discount Coupons 
(Based On Quad Occupancy) •—> 
>orado Travel Inn 
'Your SPRING BREAK HEADQUARTERS' 
3 Poola-Beoch Volleyball 
2
 
R
**%!£? "*■ * Sub sh°P °" Promtae* Within walking distance to 2 
Worid Famous Bmmch Clubs I 
10B1 1 Front laaah Rood 
• City taach, Florida 32407 
'.9041 234-2811 
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PANAMA CITY BEACH 
L       O       R      I       D      A 
natcd by the Management in accordance 
with local fire codes. Violators will be 
subject to possible forfeiture of paid 
monies and eviction. 
6. Excessive noise or music is prohibit- 
ed. Loud and noisy parties or behavior 
will not be condoned at any time. 
7. No open fires of any type are permit- 
ted on the beach. 
8. Please dispose of any litter or trash in 
the receptacles provided. 
9. When swimming be aware of the 
beach flag warning system: 
RED - Danger Undertow 
YELLOW - Beware of Undertow 
BLUE - Calm Seas. 
The absence of flags does not denote 
safe seas. 
Our wows have a spectaculat gulf ftont view1. 
THRBT 
1)011 WHIM*** MA 
Floriai3M*7 
(904)234-3396 
'Walking distance 
to Restaurant*, 
Shops, and 
Night Ufa! 
It**"!- 
7 DAY PKG 
•216 feat ot baacr. frontaoa 
•\toHevt»H.P»r»«*l» *J*Stal 
.ICfctMnatto AraH. •G«*S«•£°«>, 
•PtMfiM 'laundry On PiiinfeM ■Group Rooms - 6 or mow 
(904)  233-7807 
li«i17S Front Baach Road. PC Baach, FL 32413| 
'Singh, one room, 
one double bed 
•Double, one room, 
two double beds 
•One room efficiency, 
twodoublebeds 
•Two room amctoncy, 
twodoublebeds 
•Two room efficiency. 
three double beds 
i HBJNT ROAD JWIAMA CTTY 86ACH. ft. 
CAaFORWSSIWMlONS 
1-800-833-1415 
(904,283-1000 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
B   Spring Break Package 
BOOK NOW H I THE BEACH! 
7 DAY PACKAGES FROM 
101 GULF-FRONT ROOMS IN THE HEART OF 
PANAMA CITY BEACH. WORLD-CLASS NIGHT CLuSe^nuSnoHO AND RESTAURANTS NEAJWY. 
BEACH ACTIVITIES ON THE PREMISES. CALL TOOAYI 
CHATEAU 12626 Front Baach Roaal 
fkMM CK» Banea, FferUa S2407 
Ifcr paraon. auaa occupancy. 4.6 ana 6^aay packaaa. Mh JliTKS^Li 
aa\n>nc« aapoaltreaiHra. (rwrnrfundaH.). Room .amaa. aspoart roa^r*. r^t^ ao not 
™_ (HrhnanM an. W«M avaHaMe at a**Wonal enaras. rowrriutc Biwtta. auKa. wat a aaltt ch ra*
&^ 
•C-1 
800-224-GULF 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FLORIDA 
F 
r 
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ABSOLUTE 
*u6Gc of tMesca&to's 
BREAKS 
FREE EVERYDAY 
$1.00 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
>FF ADMISSION wrm AD 
233-8000 
SHOPPES AT EDGEWATER • PANAMA BEACH 
Coca-Cola Beach Jam Provides 
Entertainment for Panama City 
Live Entertainment, Competitions, and Free Cold Coca-Cola 
available on the Beachfront of the Ramada-Days Inn 
Coca-Cola will liven up the Panama 
City Spring Break beaches with the 
Coca-Cola Beach Jam. From March 5- 
27 this will be one Beach Jam that does 
not leave you thirsting for more. 
The Coca-Cola Beach Jam can be 
found on the beach front just behind the 
Giant Volcano at the Ramada-Days Inn. 
The focal point of the Beach Jam com- 
plex will be the 20' x 30' stage. In front 
of the 30' backdrop, the stage will be 
manned by a live emcee/DJ. The emcee 
will hold wacky contests for prizes, play 
music, and announce Spring Break 
activities that all beach-goers will want 
to know about. 
Live performances by area bands and 
radio remotes will also be positioned 
from the Beach Jam stage. 
Just beyond the stage stands the Coca- 
Cola Oasis. This domed inflatable hut 
will offer free Coca-Cola refreshments, 
have Coca-Cola Spring Break merchan- 
dise available, and provide a shaded 
seating area to enjoy a break from the 
heat. The Oasis will have palm trees and 
graphics on all sides to distinguish it. 
The Coca-Cola Beach Jam is not just 
an oasis of beverage and music. 
Interactive games will be available. 
Competitions will be held for premium 
prizes. 
See Beach Jam Page 18 
The Party Is At 
L3Af^ & <3J?M.L 
9900 5. Thomas L>„ Panama City Beach, FL 
1200 FEET OF BEACH 
1-800-874-7101 
1 » 
* 
>§M~*r **tlR« 
mow 
Acids L,»rg 
T.lil 14 
. • — 
Quality Inn Beachfront 
7 Nights $199 p«r P— 
5 NIghtS $159 P«P«o. 
TOEE Cooiineoul Bee**"*" 
Indoor Heated Pool 
runners'ParASAili 
Volleyball'Baiiictball 
Football'Lighted ' 
■ Steam Room 
15285 Front Beach Rd. 
Panama city Beach  Fl 3241/ 
MABZ&toJS 
7
"U*$149„ 
5
 "Jg* $119 
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i^S   onLy pN 
DAYS INN 
DAYS INN BEACH 
RAM AD A) 
RAMADA INN BEACH 
home of the 
f*i***5ow>j OG 
s^yi 
Reserve your party accommodations  at   the Days  Inn'Beach  or 
Ramada   Inn  Beach  Hotels,   featuring 335  oceanfront  deluxe 
affordable  accommodations  -right  on  the water-  overlooking 
sugar  white  hOT sands  &  emerald CoOi   green  gulf waters- 
Call   1-800-633-0266  and mention   the  Jam  Fest 
for your special   Spring Break  rate!      ^ 
eak 
Headquarters 
■■ 
•*•*■ ■   I I -■ '!'■»> 
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ll 
>on*l" miss the best part of 
spring break... eating at 
'anarna City Beach's best] ►staurant, the Boar's Hea< 
foronly 
11 
5TEAK*5HRIMP 
DINNERS 
plus lots of other stuff BKe ffch, 
shrimp & pasta and awesome prime rib,J 
for 6 bucks. You can charge it too. 
Real casual, real coot. Open U50, 
closed Monday .5ee yal 
<_y)/£si\\\ 
90U-23U-6628 
On the west end 
Front Beach Road, j ust west of 
Hwy 79 (across from the O-turn 
Sunburn Saloon) 
Panama City Beach, FL 
is at the Top of the List 
for Spring Break '94 
Panama City Beach, Florida -- There is 
no other place tobe! In 1993. Panama 
City Beach was one of the most popular 
spring break destinations for college stu- 
dents — a place where over an estimated 
550,000 spring breakers from around the 
United States and Canada traveled for 
their spring break vacation. 
Tom Cason, director of the Panama City 
Beach Convention and Visitors Bureau, 
stated. The decision to make Panama 
City Beach their spring break destination 
for many college students in 1993 was an 
easy one. When most students are look- 
ing for a beach destination and value for 
their limited funds, Panama City Beach is 
at the top of the list" For many colleges 
and universities, Panama City Beach is 
the closest beach that offers affordable to 
them. 
Of course, the prime attractions for any 
visitor to Panama City Beach are the 
snow white sands and emerald green 
waters along the Gulf of Mexico. The 
beaches in Panama City Beach have 
earned the reputation as the "world's 
most beautiful beaches." The breaker's 
spring vacation to Panama City Beach 
can be occupied in a variety of ways, 
including water sports such as windsurf- 
ing, parasailing, or cruising up and down 
the shore on a wave runner. Working on 
that golden Florida tan or spending an 
afternoon around a busy pool is just the 
thing for others. Many breakers even hit 
the beach for a competitive game or two 
of beach volleyball. And. if you're seek- 
ing a change of pace, take a scenic boat 
cruise to uninhabited Shell bland where 
you might enjoy the wonderful snorkel- 
ing, diving, or fishing experiences. 
After a day of fun and sun on the beach, 
a night on Panama City Beach can please 
any college crowd. There are beach clubs 
where you can listen and dance to some 
of the top bands around. 
There are over 16,000 accommodations 
options at the most reasonable prices, 
most offering an excellent vantage point 
for beach watching. Restaurants offer 
cuisine to suit all tastes — from a plentiful 
breakfast buffet, a standard beachgoer's 
mainstay of burgers and fries, to the best 
seafood the Gulf of Mexico has to offer. 
With twenty-seven miles of the world's 
most beautiful white sands and emerald 
green waters, the Gulf Coast beach can 
put any spring breaker on the beach at 
least one day earlier, turning the extra 
travel time toother Florida beach destina- 
tions into valuable fun and sun time on 
the beach. And be assured, Panama City 
Beach is the place for an action packed 
and safe spring break that won't be for- 
gotten. 
For more information, write the Panama 
City Beach Convention and Visitors 
Bureau, Post Office Box 9473. Panama 
City Beach. Florida. 32417. or call 1-800- 
PCBEACH (US) or 1-800-553-1330 
(Canada). 
Beach Jam 
Continued from page 16 
The Beach Jam's Beach Bowling and 
Stick Ball, offer new twists sporting 
competitions. In Beach Bowling, contes- 
tants will hurl a 22-pound medicine ball 
at large Coca-Cola bottles. Stick Ball is 
the chance to swing away for homers 
with a Velcro wall in front of the partici- 
pants. 
The Beach Jam Mud Dive will take 
place in a 20'xl2' inflatable cage. One 
dive into the mud. and it's off to the surf 
to clean up. What a good excuse for get- 
ting in the water. Just as unique as the 
mud pit. Coca-Cola Beach Jam brings 
Panama City a specially designed obsta- 
cle course. 
Prizes will be awarded in all activities, 
and participation is free. But the frue 
passport to excitement is the Coca-Cola 
Club Card. This VIP credential entitles 
beach-goers the inside track on winning 
beach gear, information on Spring Break 
activities and discounts on Coca-Cola 
products and food at participating 
restaurants. 
With thousands of these cards avail- 
able, almost anyone attending the Coca- 
Cola Beach Jam can win special prizes 
ami VIP treatment. 
AD across the hotels of Panama City. 
Coca-Cola Spring Break 94 cotnmerno- 
rative cans will be available. These spe- 
cial hems will only be offered during the 
Spring Break period. 
PowerAde will be on hand within the 
Beach Jam complex offering its World 
Cup Soccer Kick-on-Goal competition. 
Free samples of Power Ade will be given 
away at the soccer event. 
The Coca-Cola Beach Jam is the head- 
quarters for Panama City Spring Break 
excitement. With updates on the beach 
events, music, games, and free Coca- 
Cola, the Beach Jam will be the central 
party location. Just look beyond the 
giant volcano for the two khuge Coca- 
Cola bottles or listen to the sounds of a 
Coca-Cola Spring Break to find the most 
interactive Beach Jam on the janda.„ 
^ 
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Coca-Cola Spring 
Break Jam Fest 
VIP Club Cards Key to Inside Track 
on Games, Prizes, and Entertainment 
The Coca-Cola "Spring Break Jam Feat" 
will be the multi-event party headquarters 
awaiting the hundreds or fifty thousand 
plus students who will descend upon 
South Padre bland for Spring Break 
1994. The Jam Pest will take place from 
Mach 6 through March 26 at the Radisson 
Retort Hotel, right on the beach. 
The event will feature DJ's on the beach, 
three on three basketball tournaments, 
free throw contests, outdoor concerts, 
Coca-Cola prize give-aways, sports 
games, celebrity appearances, and 
refreshments. The real passport to island 
adventure is the Coca-Cola Club Card, a 
VIP credential which gives students the 
inside track on winning beach gear, par- 
ticipating in on-site stage activities, extra 
discounts on merchandise, and special 
deals on food and Coca-Cola at partici- 
pating restaurants and food stores 
throughout South padre Island. 
Anyone can win a Coca-Cola Club Card 
by participating in the Coca-Cola Spring 
Break Jam Fest events. There are tens of 
thousands to give away and at any time 
the Club Card could be the ticket for 
unannounced prizes, special contests, and 
special VIP treatment 
Along with the Coca-Cola Club Card, 
visitors can win special Coca-Cola 
Spring Break prizes including T-shirts, 
baseball caps, watches, squeeze bottles, 
and koozies. 
Coca-Cola has also produced a limited 
edition commemorative can for Spring 
Break 1994 in South Padre Island. This 
very cool can may be purchased in stores 
only on the island and will be available 
for the three weeks of Spring Break. 
So for fun and excitement, grab a Coke 
and head to the Coca-Cola Jam Fest on 
the beach at the Radisson Hotel. T-shirts, 
prizes, celebrities, basketball, wacky 
games, and music is all part of the fun. 
Always Cool. Always Coca-Cola. 
TEN ACRES BEACHFRONT RESORT 
'    ■   . 
-.:■■,■■'■ ■-■ 
-        . 
*•'   * 
■°o° •—> \ VPo. 
. 
p°^ 
co 
RJS^Swimmim 
•Four Lighted Tennis Courts • 
Watersports/Beach Volleyball 
• Quarterdeck Lounge • 
•Hammerhead Deck • 
•Whiskey Shack 
*.   «^U/ •Windjammer's Beachfront Cafe • 
£*B ISI^/ CONTESTS! PRIZES! UVE ENTERTAINMENT!^ 
•••» *•*.' •'•/     •"/   • I* •*: ■> ■> ft 
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500' GUIF OF MEXICO BEACH for 
Bad. swimming & other Beach Sports 
2 fresh water pools. . ON SITE 
SECURfTY Travel Agency in lobby for 
day trips to Mexico and other 
destinations Kitchenettes Available • Ful 
Water Sports. Wave Runners. Parasail & 
Banana Boats 
Prices Beginning At 
per night for four persons 
March 4-19 
f flOO tor 4 
February 12- March 3 & 
March 20-April 2 
$90 for4 
S10 Additional for kitchenettes 
f-MMIM 
1-210-761-1100 
P.O. Box 2100 
S. Padre Island. TX 78597 
Tanning Tips 
Many visitors don't realize just how 
strong the sun's rays can be in Florida. 
After only one day of fun in the sun, they 
have a painful sunburn that may ruin the 
rest of their trip - and their skin. 
Don't let this happen to you. A conser- 
vative approach to sunning will assure 
you that your remaining vacation days 
will be as pleasant as the first. And you 
can go back home with a healthy glow 
instead of an itchy peel. 
Because Florida is closer to the equator 
than many northern states, the ultraviolet 
rays are four times stronger. This can 
mean you tan four times faster or bum 
four times faster, depending on your "sun 
sense". Local skin specialists, lifeguards 
and sun lotion manufacturers recommend 
the following guidelines for beachgoers: 
Day 1 - Use Sun Protection Factor 
(SPF) IS or higher everywhere skin is 
exposed, especially on face and delicate 
areas where skin is thinnest and more 
sun-sensitive. 
Day 2 — Continue with the same SPF 
you used yesterday. 
Day 3 - If you started with an SPF high- 
er than 15, drop down to 15. If you start- 
ed with 15, stay there one more day. 
Day 4 - Depending on your natural skin 
tone and the color of your Florida base 
tan, you may move down the SPF ladder 
as follows: 
Very fair to fair -- Stay with SPF 15 
Fair to medium — Drop down to SPF 
10 
Medium to light tan — Try SPF 10 or 
8 
Tan to olive skin - Should be safe with 
SPF 8 or 6 
Deep to dark skin - Use SPF 4 
Day 5 and beyond - Follow Day 4's 
advice for the rest of your stay. As your 
tan increases, drop your SPF gradually so 
that you maintain a beautiful tan with no 
burning or peeling. 
Always keep a higher number SPF on 
your face. This avoids wrinkling. 
r I 
• 12-Stor d With Room* 
ttes, Suites 
•2 & 3 Bedroom Condominiums 
•2 Swhnmmg Pools, 
2 Lighted Tennis Courts 
•Restaurant, Night Club 
•Texas-Sized Hot Tub 
•15 Lush Tropical Acres 
THIS SPRING BREAK '94 
Come Play In Our Backyard! 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND'S O,               •       1     T* 
LARGEST INDOOR, OpCCial    KtltCS 
AIR CONDITIONED * 
NIGHT CLUB - OPEN FROM \ f rfrtlW a*T     A + 
7P.M.TO4AM. starting i\.z 
•Live Music Weekly 
•$1500 Weekly Cash & Prizes 
•Smallest Bikini contest 
•Best Buns Contest 
•Best Chest Contest 
•Wet T-Shirt Contest qg    W    fg     W   phis tax 
•Tan Line Contest 
RfSORI f    BAHIA MAR BEACH 
6300 Padre Blvd.«8outh Padre Island, Texas 7897 
1 800292 7502 
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Getting Ready For 
Spring Break '94 -TO 
South Padre Island, a treasure on the 
tropical tip of Texas, juat twenty-five 
minutes from the Mexican border, is an 
annual party destination for zealous col- 
lege students from the United States, 
Canada and Mexico. 
South Padre Island is the host to more 
than 100,000 college students in March, 
and is notorious with and fun, frolic, and 
flash. With its miles of beaches and sub- 
tropical climate. South Padre Island, 
Texas is synonymous with the ultimate 
Spring Break adventure and is unrivaled 
by any other destination! 
Corporations also visit South Padre 
Island during Spring Break to market 
their products through beach activities. 
This celebration is held all along the 
beach and gives an opportunity for busi- 
ness to capitalize on premium exposure 
and in return gives the students things to 
do. There are 30 to 40 corporate sponsors 
that are involved with Spring Break and 
provide a variety of non-alcoholic, exhil- 
arating events. 
The town of South Padre Island also has 
some special events planned for Spring 
Break '94. During Texas Week (Spring 
Break for Texas colleges), the Country 
Music Association and the South Padre 
Island Convention A Visitors Bureau will 
nationally televise country musk con- 
certs on South Padre Island, Texas. 
CMA and the South Padre Island 
C invention & Visitors Bureau will also 
be on location to capture popular college 
activities such as jet-skiing, the "Wall 
Climb" (a two-story wall which resem- 
bles a mountain), the "Human Pyramid, 
and "Celebrity Volleyball." 
To add some more "spike" to the sunny 
days of Spring Break, the entire month of 
March, South Padre Island is the host to 
today's hottest sport; beach volleyball. 
The first ever National Collegiate Beach 
Volleyball Championships will invade 
the frenzied beaches of South Padre 
Island and attract attention from volley- 
ball experts to novices alike. 
Volleyball Association members from 
across the country (UCLA, U. of Texas, 
Florida, Kentucky, etc.) will compete in 
the largest beach and first national vol- 
leyball tournament. There will be four 
1
 i 
*,# 
Avswt 
separate tournaments for each week in 
March. The top four finalists from each 
week will qualify to the "Sweet Sixteen". 
Find a treasure chest of excitement and 
fan at South Padre Spring Break *94. For 
mor information on South Padre Island, 
Texas and Spring Break '94 call the 
South Padre Island Convention and 
Visitors Bureau at 1-800-343-2368. 
Discover what the pirates of yesteryear 
knew and seek the wealth of thrill on the 
beaches of South Padre Island, Texas 
during Spring Break '94. 
Sprlnf Breakers 
Welcome To fe/hrtn's 
Dinner Special 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Make your own Burritos. Enchiladas, Flautas, Tacos 
Rice. Beans, Pico de Gallo & Much more 
All YOU Can Eat |No doggie Bags please) 
Everyday Except Tuesday 
Brisket Fajitas, Chicken, AJ| under $500 
  Breakfast Served All Day 
Coca-Cola 
Spring Break 
Schedule 
of Events 
Join us on South 
Padre Island Texas 
• Visit the Coca-Cola Spring Break Jam 
Fest at the Rsdisson Resort Hotel for 
three-on-three basketball tournaments, 
wacky games, fun and T-shirts. 
* Pick up your South Padre Island 
Spring Break commemorative can of 
Coca-Cola Classic in participating retail 
• Get your Coca-Cola Club Card at the 
Coca-Cola Jam Fest for exciting prizes 
and premiums. The Coca-Cola Club 
Card is your passport for fun. excitement. 
and exclusive discounts throughout South 
Padre Island. 
>u4l/.   BAKERY & 
VVflrl & RESTAURANT 
South Padre Island, Texas 78597 (SI2) 7*1-4972 
ISLAND 
WATER SPORTS 
- -   Sf>"nf Break Special 
;iNTRODUCTORf RIDE " 
|I5 Minutes for 
coupon 
LocatedAt 
TEQUILA SUNSET 
Corner of Pike&Laguna 
On The Bay « South Padre Island TX 
!■■■■> »«...< i.«-mu» n «■'  i 1 ■«■ "y-'.'.t.f|if<"",'T'^ 
LIVE CONCERTS    SPRING BREAK 1994 
THE RAGE OF 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
CHARLIE'S CHARLIE'S CHARLIE'S 
IPRING BREAK 1994   CHARLIE'S PARADISE OR 
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RESERVATION PROCEDURES 
FOLLOW THESE THREE EASY STEPS X) ANOTHER FANTASTIC SUNCHASE COLLEGIATE SPRING BEACH 
STEP 1. From the guaranteed pricing charts on the right: a). select your favorite beach or ski destination, b). 
locate the dates you wish to break and length of stay. e). select bom the 
lodging choices. Our guaranteed price listed where your selections 
intersect is what each trip participant, based upon maximum unit 
occupancy, pays tor their spring break trip package. All tnp package pricing 
is per person for the entire length of stay (not per night) and includes 
sales tax. 
If you do not have enough trip participants in your party to fill a 
condominium or hotel unit to maximum occupancy, you may select on 
the Reservation Application the Optional Share Supplement. For an 
additional $20.00 per person, we will assign you with other trip participants 
of the same sex to maximum unit occupancy. If this option is selected, 
we can not guarantee what size of unit you will be assigned. If your party 
desires less than maximum unit occupancy, please call us for special 
pricing. Share Supplement may not be available at each complex. 
LODGING CHOICE 
STEP 2. A $50.00 per person non-refundable deposit is required for all trip packages. Sunchase offers three 
trip payment options: a.) mail in your completed Reservation Application 
(one per trip participant) with your deposit or full payment by enclosing 
bank certified check, money order, personal check or complete the credit 
card payment information box on the Application and mail it to: Sunchase 
Tours Inc.. 135 West Swallow Road. Fort Collins. Colorado 60525: bv) call 
toll free 1 800-SUNCHASE and place your deposit or full payment on your 
credit card; c.J FAX (303) 225 1514 your completed Reservation Application 
with the credit card payment information box filled in. d.) purchase any 
of our trip packages from one of our local Campus Representatives or 
your favorite Travel Agency. 
LODGING CHOICES 
r-Sf—■ 
STEP 3. You will be sent a written confirmation indicating the balance due date and amount along with final check 
in information upon receipt of your deposited reservation. Balance due 
payment* ore due 35 days prior to your HelectiKl trip package arrival date. 
Balance due payments must be made by bank certified check, money 
order, or personal check. New reservations are accepted within 35 days 
of any trip package arrival date subfsct to space availability. 
LODGING CHOICES 
•SI 
PHONE RESERVATION HOURS 
1-800-SUNCHASE 
(1-800-786-2427) 
7AM - 7PM Mondays - Thursday* 
7AM - 5PM Friday* • 9AM - 5PM Saturdays 
Mountain Time 
FAX RESERVATION HOURS 
(303) 225-1514 
24 Hours Daily • 7 Days a Week 
WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS 
LODGING CHOICES 
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THE FINE PRINT 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ALL SUNCHASE TRIP PACKAGES 
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(III VC  f±      You're beard aaeerH.YM'rerwdeeeit It. 
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Ml Nil«me c*«ee spring break 
destination for hundred of thousands of 
HMM armually. And this coning year 
l to be tin best yeH Connected to rnemlend Texas 
by 121/2 mile bridge, this 5 mile long bg 1/2 MM wide island paradise Iw tte eana tropical (>«* of Meafco eaterc a* w^ 
beeches on OM tide and the UgoM Medre Bog perfect for jtt skiing and t« bottir* w tM otto - rtf to merrtio» rte ondkt* 
wmoer of rettaurarrto and najrrKliiU in behroen. Ttere t^ 
bar that Memo rs onkj a short 20 minutes away with night Ufa, markets and bargain on every cornari 
OafrSenchaseofferecoBogionstM widest selection of todgrr^ cowrjlem. On tw wrth eiid IM 6 acre hii^ l^ayad 
Mh Mar Raeert gad Iflafi lew, mid-bland Padre Sm*«****<i*Nm.Mimtm9m*»mrtm4amm 
HMh Resort. Economy lodging is ako available at teammmimmto-hcMjmttwlmtmtnmHmtoirUmiim 
WHAT EACH COMPUX HAS chart on reverse tide for complete krfgiraj descriptions. 
Included in gourtajaj ffaji Mm! spring beach break is hotel or LUIIJIIIIIIIIIIII ladglnt far fire or wt.Mr<|nKdiloa^ 
hm daily conies* at h» Sheraton arrflWId^ 
srvekj for alSenchaeert hosted * CkmV% Pmi* tmm4<>m* 0+folrttst^b** cU, on topi*** 
OinniPl. IIBMI • r«MM-trip ah*M rictieH to 
shuttle • Grow round trip chartor bus transportation • Meeko boarder shuttles • Trip cenceeetien and irnerraptmn ieserance. 
ras*'* b« 
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If gear Idea of the perfect spring break is non -stop party 
Lection. 23 miles of beach, pool deck parties and a beach front 
hotel room or kitchenette overlooking the Atlantic... then 
_ Oagtona Beach is rrl Everything you've heard about DagtoM 
Beach is tree. Warm sand and surf, nightclub after nightclub, | 
. — end enough beach to accommodate your closest hundred 
FLORIDA! '    VI thousand friends! If you ve been to OagtoM (tack before, you 
I already know where you're going back to for 1994. If you've get to eiperleaco aware'spring break'oripJMtol.. ^ 
I your Wei 
Only Sunchese offers collegians the iridest selection of quality lodging ccmpleiies. Select freffl rfltel or kitcr«r«tte KccmmjcUtions I 
at the See* Beach Raeert Iformerhj the Texenl located at 701 South Atlantic Averweandalsoh(irnetoDjo1t>M's/MSTfa«M«iinvf>fcfc6| 
^8mm,i%ttml9Miim^^m^mmtmMi^Mm^kmim^mttkamtmmWM>ttklk 
indoor and outdoor pooh located at 1024 North Atlantk Avenue; the Remade Ltd. Hotel at 1000 North Atlantic Avenue: the Desert km 
'RMertllehd also wrlh indoor and outdoor r»rjs at 9^ 
| Avenue. Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for ccmpleto loerjmg oescrirrtons. 
Included hr goer OoajISM teach spring beach break is hotel or kitchenette lodging for five or seven nights, a*, lodging ta»es, Welcome I 
I Saachasers party «rith free admission and beverages at Weelereiidrion-stop pool ecttvitiM apart 
OPTOML tTEMGi • Reaad trip ertne tickets to DajtoM Beach wnearbgCettndo-Round trip airport^ 
Group round trip charter bet liensporloliun ■ Trip cancellation and mteriuption Insurance. 
^ 
A   -\ 
•    * 
%mb/w 
FLORIDA! 
Nicknamed The World's Meet Betuhful Beaches' \ 
'you simply won't believe it until you see rrl The 
beaches of Panama Cfty Beach have the whitest sand 
' you II ever experience. It's soft, ■arm and clean. And 
k just wart until you see that emerald green and blue Gulf of 
k Mexico water and your first sunset on the beach. Youll 
i Mrarwant to leave Panama Chy Beech! 
Located in what's termed the 'panhandle' of Florida, one hour east of Fort 
Walton Beach and Destin and just recently discovered by hundreds of thousands of collegians from coast to coast, Panama CMaj 
Seech extends some 27 miles from east to west. And let's not forget to mention the hundreds of restaurants, nightclubs, shops, end- | 
less water sports appertonrries and the two beach front super clubs that keep spring breakers corning back to PeaasI OH last* 
year after year, 'Cteb La Vela' and 'Spinnaker'. 
Combine all this with unbeatable beach front five or seven njgM liotel or Ufclienetto lodgi% at T^ 
Beech Road built on 535 feet of white gulf beach just outside your door, or TM Rtrf - 12011 Front Beach Road located right 
acres* the street from Hie Miracle Strip Amusement Park. Both complexes are near all the Beech action and near nightclubs, 
t-shirt shops and restaurants. Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse siae for cornpleto lodging descriptions. 
Included in your PeMM CMsj BMch spring beech break is hotel or lurclwr*tto l«lo>* for tW or sewn m 
andHdeckpertiesrhiougheetth<27teiMefr%MMC%tMrJl 
OrTICmVUITSMSt' Groep round trip chartor tass transportation • Trip cenceaetk* aM meerraavion irswence. 
Think you might get a little bored laying around on a 
•beach for a week? Consider a spring ski break to CoBege 
SkiTtmUSA- ffhmesSOa'Ni ■ been skiing but your 
l friends think you should try? M> proWem- Sgndiase w» set joa ep with 
minDAnni      \W      VI    ""4"*1 MJ beginiier lesson for avy«5.00.Tra*ftetywwon'tp»ta 
CULUKAUUl V tan? Keep in mind that you re gong to be 10,000 feet above beach 
| level and that the sun reflects a whole lot more off sr«w than a beech towel 
Located just 31/2 hours northwest of Oeiwer is one of the Mtion'sprernw destination ski resorn-Cha»i<, And who e^ 
I with than Sunchese? NO OK as Sunchese is Steamboat's largest slutoiw operator for ttemrtconsec^ 
Ion the leaf el inclusive ski trip packages ajpJpJM 
Hot tobbnj under the stars. 2500 skiable acres served tjy 20 kfls indudlng the fulg enclosed 8 passenger £*w 
Iresteurants, bars, snowmotahg and ice skating, hVnw-dwti^ wish spring break lasted toe weeks? 
Select from Ma* hotel lodging at the Cwhek Lee* orMgeo>ppedcor«k»iiinimk^ 
corretoofOMPleafcl please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS ckorton reverse side for ccenpleto lodpjrig ossosplions. 
In I liliiH|iiiif»ia»»aali|iiiiiyilil I ii hv'r p-V"—'"'oV""' IT"" f~~"—l^""b*-* ■"-""'-" 
laid-wook iiaasnah baitine. Steamboat wide drscoant coupon book and Quick ckange/Teggage storage farjhes check in/oat dags. 
OPnOKUKMb- Fulequipment rental package Wedhg skis, boa* pales, eafc^ 
ISnowboardaMboehrenWoKkagettaOOi* day'Addition 
■in^ercka^ pjhto r* MIMI ■ Sparial dk«^ 
LL-£L 
NEVADA! 
You simply don't know the meaning of 
'mtlpKtf tetm until you ve been to Las 
ages! We're talkin' 24 hours a day/7 days a 
"week/365 days a year - MMlhArSREAl 
PARTY ACnOL It s like no place else on Earth- 
this city never closes. So you're burned out on the 
'beach scene • never really got into skiing. Looking for something a little 
different this year - ready for 99« breakfasts, M.99 lunches and »2.99 
V.-* 
dinners - no cover charges for entortemment._end you're looking to kit H big. There's no bettor place to try than Las Voaeei And 
tens of thousands thinking just lie you are rapidly turning Las Vegas into the newest collegiate spring break »•» apaf land 
Sunchese is letting you in on their secrefH | 
Youll be lodging for five nights at one of the world's largest hotels, the U»»ar MaHl/Cnan located on the 'strip ■ There s 
over 4,000 rooms, 6 restaurants, 2 pools, a 100,000 square foot casino with 2,600 slot machines and 74 gaming tables along 
with day and night acthiries throughout this massive comptet And. by the time spring break hits, the new MGM Grand Hotel. 
Casino 1133 acre] Theme Park wil be open across the street. ABO right riart door to tm »*»•» is tM new Luxor Hotel/Casino, 
a 29 story pyramid with an unbelievable 100,000 square foot casliio aisd la> tech attractions that ere simply amari 
I WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for compeito lotfj** Mauiption. _ 
Included in your Id Vegas spring break is hotel lodging for five flights, at lodging tans, welcome fun book M of Eacaaaar dis- 
counts and enough party action to last you a Ifetimel 
OPTIONAIHBIS: • Group round trip charter bus transportation • Trto cancelation and interruption irn^ 
FLORIDA! 
theme parks exclusively for collegians Idon't leave your 
Whet does Watt Disney World, The Disney/MGM Studios Theme Park. 
Universal Studios. EPCOT Center, Wet a WU, Church Street Station, 
Sea World. Pleasure Island, the Hard Rock Cafe. Typhoon Lagoon and 
enough day and night attractions and activities and nightclubs have in 
common? They're all located in the an World Wide vacation destination on 
EartruOnMel 
Located just 65 miles west of Oagtona Beach, there's enough going on to torn 
\ your spring break into a rorrm/Arrfwrth special drscourrrs offered by *f the major 
IB at homelyou can atoenence el the worlds of Omasa and teta beck to colege 
merrnriK trot wil last a Wetrnie."Siire. you rmgtit have vicirad tKea*Mieirhrheroisis.BLrTTHr5 TIME. IT WONT 8E THE SAME. 
How about Disney s Pleasure fcW?Do goo know that there are IV huge debs el wim dOTerert 
weed? There's also a nigfmVNew Years Eve party that no one should miss. 
TM eattiMrirm is aiotdU Day or nig^^ 
youl met be able to see Orlaafc'World' for less! 
SaM n>» iktlea hrM lodgaig at IM (Mk^ 
1
 laml>a»sa»iaaim|iikilwiii liiiiiglilwai ailiau ainiiiieij'i Aware latwrl !■ Paa^ Vliai >iafmtrhjlri Wpa»a»taaWaTMOI 
COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for complete lodging descriptions. 
tadaan ■ |tv OraaaMMtm^ 
Ndha MLiaati liialstli ance ■ Oriandol. 
OPTOS%URIMM Hand trip arsne tirjurh to Orlando •f^r.ap round trip ckerte 
h-      *     —  TJ 
^:^Z 
AgWrJ       i^^^S P   ^L^^99^a^      Located just 100 miles west of Oemerrs the nation s'lsbi 
W ^F     m$CW resort as rated by S/t/magazine. VdL It's also North Americas 
largest ski area with 3,900 acres of skiable terrain. When combined 
' with neighboring etonr Creak, there's a total of 4,750 acres to ski with 
, 35 lifts and 181 trails. If you've ever considered skiing Val/Baawr Creek, 
COLORADO! L»       »     ^     There truly is something for everyone n VaVfcavar Ota*. From radi- 
I back bowls to manageable beginner green runs. From restaurants found in Switieriand to McDonalds. From New York boutiques to 501 
jean shops. Bat the best of all is the snow_ and Ms tfrWConsidertrjotakir^edegofftheslo^ 
for thisL and go snowmobiling, indoor or outdoor ice skating cross country sking or just hanging around your lodging complex outdoor 
heated pool picking up a better tan than your beach buddies who migM have had a few days of rainl 
Select from deluxe hotel lodging the The Cemfart ha or fully equipped comJomnium lodging at Beaver Creak West. Please see WHAT 
EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for complete lodging descriptions. 
Included in yoar Val/Beavar Creak spring ski break is hotel or cwidommiem lodging f» five or seven r^ 
intirchaiigaable Vag/Beaver Creek lift ticket, all lodging taxes, free daily continental breakfast IComfort Inn only) and quick change/lug- 
gage storage facilities check in/out days. 
OPIXlM nia« • Fel aquipmem rerrtal pac 
per day • Snowboard and boots rental package M9.00 per dag • Addrrionel M day ift ticket as « add » to your i«W 
package ticket *3WK) if pre-parchased I window rate M5.00I • Special discowited bah fare reand trto airier 
h sito rearrf trip snathes • Car aad v*» reiih* • Grw^ 
r^ttwisttieommatedeshnationtokickbackand 
have a relaxing spring break. HO pressure, no clocks, no 
lines-consider it your break from ree% In fact, if there 
-^ ever was to be» Club Merfjust for collegians - this would be 
Me place! Over two hundred fifty fully equipped condominiums 
TEXASI V incMnH A*™"**. Kt mt*t' "* ■*•' system with each condo facing the 
* Gulf of Mexko - and daily sunrise.Does it sound like the place? 
OK. so mid-week you're longing for some real action. OK, so drive a few miles 120 rninutesl to Corpus Christi - where nightclubs, resteu- 
I rants and shopping centers abound, or drive east to Port Aransas 110 mmn>s| - sorne of the Dest shrimp on Earto can be fourt in this quiet 
fishing vhTage but don't think it's too sleepy as during hlareh, this crhjr/2,000 torn i»TlD with sr«iak for those ttu^ 
I the 'gaief'of Norm ParWMastang hkad larrf South Pardre islarrf and Mexko are only 31/2 hours soiiml. 
OK, you need just a little bit more action., consider a day trip to South Padre and Mexko, only 31/2 hours south. Pkk up some souvenirs 
I but then it's back to Cofeflran- Chb SvKhase at Port Royal on Meitoag Isiaadl 
Youll be lodging for IV w seven r^ at toe exclusrre Part l«a^ 
tennis aivl sand voieyball courts, roof top restaurant and bar and ttie (arpes/Hin ^ sw^m Un^ s,i^l500'lon9| I*1'4 **»* ^ 
tubs Uecurisl and swim up bar all within 25 acres of tropkal landscaping! Please see WIWT EACH COnt?lfX HAS chart on reverse side for 
complete lodging description. 
Included in your North PaeWMastong reload spring beach break is condominium lodging for five or seven nights and aP lodging taxes. 
OPITOIIAL ITEMfe •Round trip airline tkkets to Corpus Christi • Group round trip charter bus transportation • Trip cawelation and inter- 
I ruption insurance. 
M Golf or tennis on the mind for spring break? How about the beach and some basic RarR? tf so, you've never seen as many golf cours- es Hi one concentrated area |22|. or tennis courts 
I200|. or such a tropical setting for just 'hengmg out'. 
This is South Carolina, and this is Htton Head Wand. 
Hilton Head is a small Island 12 miles long end 5 miles wide 
CAKUUNAl located just eest of Savannah, Georgia.. 
It's an Island paradise comprised of 80' tall pine trees and dense landscaping. There are 100 restaurants, 33 shopping areas 
and 12 mnes of sandy white beaches. As. an international resort destination to many of the rich and famous - Sunchese is letting 
the secret out - it just may be the neweit cotegiate 'playground* for the rest of the decade. 
If you're ready to kick back, bring the clubs end/or Hie rKqoet_a* a cle» rjeech witnout emrh^ 
Iliad Majl is uour choke for spring break 941 
YouTI be leeaag for five or sewn raghts at on of Hilton Heads largest complem l«ated rigM w tlw beach irrn^ 
bedroom dehw end te% ea>pMd conoeieMea*. TM 
das, all with balconies facing the Keen. Then are 10 tennis courts on site along with a hip pool just stops away from the sandy 
beaches of the Atlantic. Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverM si* frjr comaleto lodging de«riph^ 
Included in your Ham Head leiaM spring beach break trip is condomieaam Wgmg for ft« or seven r«^ 
OPIUMI. IrBaai -Grata mhMflf<k^^fmt^Ak^*1^mmMmmtt\imi^/tm^ 
■iSS&i 
GWfltfo 
f7't rroe/Breckenridge now mcfcdei Keystone and 
' Arapehoe Basin! That means mat collegians can start skiing 
at Breckenridge when the lifts open, head over to Arapehoe 
' Basin after lunch and then head to Keystone and ski under the 
liohhur^llOPM.iaWrae'jede/./t^^ 
HniAn \y     y     ~>»\ three areas there is a total of4.W2 skiable acres served by 40 
UULUKML/Ul     V lifts aw 276 trels. 
Breckenridge is located 80 miles west of Tfcrrrer ami consirt of Jom a genuiM Vldorw 
as aaj as a world class ski resort, not to forget nearby Keystone which too lies a r»rh*ide of ofcing estorjfehme^ 
ke skating snowmobiling, cross country skiing and more. 
fluiidiii. when you're at 10,000 feet, the sun is much more intense than at sea level on the beach. ■ other words, not to worry about 
tfttau teat Sanaa break tan! 
Ueaa» s« l« prevlded b. tlie new laghte 
area swathes are provided by the HtmptoiL Please SM WVIAT EACH COtVaHEX HAS ctart on reverse si* 
hckieod in yoar BrKkemidge/Keystone/AraMlioe Basal sprmg ski bre* 
ticM el leaping tamfieedetoconthi^ _^ 
CeTOirilt^ « eqataierrt rerrW 
dag • Snowboard and boots rental package H9.00 per day • Additional t»« day el th™ area htt tttat« en a* ^ 
ea|patkaaetklurt»2900ifpre-|iiirchased|wiri^ 
in she round trip shuttles • Car and van rentals • Group roend trip chartor bus tre»tpertehe« • Trip laaiaaaNw and wnerreption maarance. 
-*5M& 
* 
YV^WW ■w~w 
iNKNM^^&tH^M^^ 
>** 
-    * ■    I I 
3SVH0NnS008l 
SZS08 optMojoo  suin^ noj 
°sxn!g sncnxo^ s^gqpxMDS 
CUT HERE AND MAIL OH FAX TODAY! 
SUNCHASE TOURS INC. RESERVATION APPLICATION •COMPLETE ONE PER TRIP PACKAGE PARTICIPANT • PLEASE PRINT 
Signature 
Current Mailing Addrr 
Permanent Horn* Address 
Ftr*. 
. Current Phone    I 
Middle Name 
r.md. 
Ana Cod* 
Permanent Horn* Phone I 
Ana Cod* 
City 
Year in school  cud* on*        FR       SO       IH       SB       GRAO 
aiy 
Coll*oe/Univ*r*lly Nam*.     
TRIP PACKAGE INFORMATION 
7 night. 
/       !5   D*partoredat*. 
D*slmation 
Ch*ck On*: 5 nights 
Arrival dat* / 
Lodging pr*l*r*nc*   lit chore*  
2nd chore* il applicable  
3rd cholc* il applicable _ .___________^__ 
Basic land package pne*  
Optional Share Supplement to $20 00   
Administrative S*tvic* Charge   
Optional estra   lilt   tirketis. day!.} $|    .         / day   . 
Optional ski equipment rental dayls) rs 112 00 / day 
Optional Airport Shuttle   
Optional It**!  
Totul tup package price  
Lees d*po*il or full paymsnl enclosed 
Balance du* 35 day* prior to arrival 
(4 00 
SKI RENTAL INFORMATION 
ALL DAYS MUST IE CONSECUTIVE 
NUMBER OF RENTAL DAYS  
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY 
Ski*,    boots.    pol*s   and   accidental 
damage breakage insuranc* Orel* month 
and dates desired. 
FEB 
2 3 
1 10 
It 17 
23 24 
30 31 
MAR 
4 
II 
IS 
25 
APR 
5 6 
12 13 
19 20 
26       27 
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT INFORMATION 
COMPLETE FOR DEPOSIT OR FULL PAYMENT ONLY 
Previously charged by re/ephon*:  Ym   No 
MasterCard VISA     
American Esprrrss 
Expiration dat*  
Card *    
Nam* on card  
Relationship to You 
SignaluM  
Araount to charge I 
It requeuing share lodging with others ol Ihe same ses that We assign 
no-res ol people sharing lodging with You 
Check Here List Ihe 
M ej***s*o«   p<ni» irwi o*m h. ill [«»!■ ^( IP th* GEHFP.AI  TF RMS ANIi rON'MHO-iS ml- AI I  SUM'HAS!   |B*f HOUOU 1*1       < I - "' '   •'- BrPePPM •«*■ In* 
i policier which ere nirand bete tor reef njsiraliai*   ■ yee ceerel M **ys of store prior fa arrival dots, a lueielienow h* ol 150 00 -nil bo rharevd   15 dors or leer poor 
to arrival date   100*. ol top poceaas adeurusrraevo rervire charge asd opaonal items it ssUcMd mil be cheesed   All i .!■■ srlnttn* fcrea SB* | 
B,    ..I- ,.I-I ng   ma i-t nnino ih.. ».an»d r- 
broefcur* including but not hauled to c 
SunchoM Tour. Inc. • 135 Wrwt SwaUow Road • Fart ColUr... Colorado IOS25 • ToU Froo 1-tWO-SUNCHASE • FAX (303) 225 1514 • Local (3031 226 6226 
APPLY TODAY 
:EBAf^ 
rrr»>• 
$mv 
\m± ■ 
YOUR LIFE. 
TAKE CHARGE. 
When it comes to credit card offers, there's probably very 
little you don't know. Because by now, you've seen them all. 
But once you net past the "no fees" and "free cards," what do 
you really find" A lot of surface, not much substance. 
The American Express* Card is different. It's not just about 
great offers (although our new travel savings are second to-nonc). 
It's about what the Card offers you. A way to help you do what you 
want, when you want And knowing we're there to back yon up It's 
all about taking charge—of being in control of your life. 
And because we believe in you and want you as a Cardmember now, 
we're relaxing the usual requirement*. That means getting the Card 
may be easier now than it will ever be again. 
Get the Card and get ready for take-off. 
By yourself or with a friend. 
Our new travel savings let you do just that. In more ways than one. 
• The "Fast Getaways" certificates. Need to gel on a <|iiiek flight back 
home'.' (iet not one, but lira roundtrip travel certificates good anywhere 
Continental Airlines flies within the 48contiguous United States. Yoi'U 
fly for $179 roundtrip, $239 during peak months.1 
• The "Plan Ahead" certificate.Thinking about the beach during the 
winter? Or maybe the Grand Canyon for the summer'.' You'll get a travel 
certificate worth 150 offa domestic fare of $250 or more. 
• The "Overseas Adventure" certificate. Dreaming about Paris? Good 
news-flying internationally just gol cheaper Because with our 
international travel certificate, you can save S50 on a fare of $400 
or more-or S75 on a fare of $600 or more. 
Hale to fly solo? With the Card, you don't have to. Because all these 
travel certificates let you take a fellow student along at the same price 
when you purchase the tickets with the Card. 
More help making ends meet. 
We know getting everything you need on your budget isn't easy. So we 
try to help you stretch your funds a little further. 
You can get up to 30 minutes of free long distance calling on MCI every 
month for a year.1 You can save over $44 without even changing your 
current long distance company. Just use the American Express Card as 
your railing card. Your calls w ill appear on your monthly Card 
statement, so they can't get mixed up with roommates' 
calls. And you'll continue to get savings with 
MCl's low rates, even after the first year. 
And with Student Privileges  Value 
Certificates, you can gel lots 
of things—for less These 
certificates give you savings from 
famous names like Eddie Bauer, 
Princeton Review, and more 
Best of all, these aren't just one time 
savings. Whether it's traveling, talking long 
distance or shopping, you'll get new- 
student benefits every year you renew 
your Cardmembership as a student. 
-o-TL 
Life's complicated enough. 
Make it simple.. 
You've got a lot on your mind. But as 
a Cardmember, your finances don't 
have to be one of them. 
To start with, you won't pay interest 
charges because you pay your bill in full each 
month. No interest, no revolving debt. Simple. 
Plus, by handling your finances responsibly, you can start 
build the credit history needed for the things you'll want later 
And when you're making a purchase, you don't have to worry if you're 
over your limit, because we don't impose a preset spending limit on 
you. Your purchases are approved based on your ability to pay as 
demonstrated by your past spending and payment patterns, and your 
personal resources. You know what you can afford. What could be 
simpler than that? 
Things happen. 
You've got a question about your bill. You've lost the Card. The catalog 
company lost your order. Call on as, 24 hoars a day, 365 days a year and 
you'll find a friendly voice ready to help with whatever you need. 
If you're far from home and need a doctor, or if you want to get a 
message home to family, no problem. As a Cardmember, you've got 
access to the Global Assist" Hotline whenever a problem arises. 
And with over 1,700 Travel Service locations' around the world, you 
can always find a friendly face in a foreign place. Someone who can rear 
range travel plans, or even get you an emergency replacement Card. 
The bottom line. 
There are a lot of credit cards out there. But it's hard to find another 
card that gives you all American Express does. All for just $55 a year. 
That's the bottom line. So apply today. And take charge. 
I. To be eligible von must apply for Ihc lard by Inly !l ISM Vwi UlM WKIilll IWI liwllllplipd IWIIflHtMIII 
L   TIN iln  18 Contiguous I tilled Slates Off peak fly Infills) H7H roiimttriji Peak 
•months pwJill 1111 imftllp Peak months arc March July August and December Reservations must !»■ 
made and tickets chariM loyowCajnl .111 MM within It days of travel Seals at 
ilii-s.' funs air liiinli'l Maximum sla> n(!'nighty HI days American Express 
makes llirse certificates available solely as a Miles to its t'ardmembers and 
incurs mi liability in citnnerlion with UVir use nf mm use Continental ts 
MKtJjJ ntJMMM fur the fulfillment .if this iiffcr and the deliver) iif travel 
si r\ nts Sif ccrtificalcs for complete terms and conditions 
1. A credit of up to it 7f> fur long distance phone charges will appear nn 
each lulling sUU'menl for IJ months alter enrollment it 711 is equal Ui UV 
charge for a domestic to minute night weekend Mi I Card Compatibility 
call and appropriate surcharge Call from any phone, using the American 
Express Card as yotir calling card You must enroll by July II l***M 
S. Comprises Travel Service li-ale ms of American Express Travel 
Related Services I <impany. Inc  its affiliates and Representatives 
worldwide 
linn ivni nnor. wicm MAI MI MM 
GET IT NOW! 
GET THE G 
THAT PUTS 
YOU 
IN CONTROL 
» 
Membership Application for Students 
*1M 
tote. 
mtym 
MMMT 
(dm* ore 
twibdow) □ 
□ 
Optional 
D*   D MI» 
D MB  D» 
Unsc ihnw us how wu would likr wwr nan* lo ipprar on Ihr Card 
Full iiamr mus mil nem] .11 »pacrN Snrll laM nunr nmnklriv 
hntNanr 
Sonal Vaintv Numhrr ' 
■mar hii, oTEl 
Wh»U 
ModnrvMaidrii Sinn' tYnnamiil MiflK' rtmCH- Numln 
J L 
Sinn iic\ M.llt        Zip 
Viir m|^ Ndwnl tirad l>J«r 
Turn- Thm- 
WD. 
lialrRr (if I niwnm 
WUbatahbwT 
CEnS 
D Hntam D V|MM> Q IBM 
J.    _L i        i 
SOW CUV SUIT       Zip lirnl H»««- Nunfw JI S9n3 Oalrgrml Mi* 
h9**\ktf+i 
Chfckinp Atoiuni Numhrr 
Saving} Accnunl Numhrr 
M<wrv Markrt Vnmnl Vimhrr 
Hank NMK 
Cm. SUIT 
Hank Yum 
Cm. su* 
Hank Sinn- 
H\ MRIIIIIR KHnw. I orroh thai I haw rrad. mri and ajffwd In all of ihr irrms 
MKKIIIKND and dhdaum on ihr rrwn* «dr irf ihis appUauort 
*xir Stputun- 
TV annual ter a JSS ItorWriKto-e the tw with wur application wr will 
Nil MU law Srr hart of application k* impnnant nvtocr> 
Sclrti a four <kgit PIN far lona; drflancr sating* 
cat M«I withtut, lunging "«ur cummi IKIR 
distancr nimpant (numhm onlv. plea* > 
SmdrtiB h* imnmhair anrntion haw tour Kfgi%lrar wnh ««ir cunrnt rnnillmrni 
rn placing ihr (Hfiaal Slamp m ih* Kin \hur (nnlinmial Airiir*-. emiftratn 
will amw 1 in \ weeks ahrr ihr < Jfd 
The Card. 
The American Express Card. 
(TRAVEL 
IRELAJED 
mi SERVICES 
•ib-».a»li|miiix«n 
Recycled Paper BUSINESS   REPLY 
FIRST CLASS MAIL                     PERMIT NOMH 
MAIL 
SALT LAKE Cm: IT 
so POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 
INTIIE 
IMTED STATES 
POSTAGE WILL BE FAII> BV ADDRESSEE 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
TRAVEL RELATED SERVICES COMPANY INC 
PO BOX 31566 
SALT LAKE CITY    IT 84131-9966 
II..I..I..I...1I..II—III.I..I.I...II...1I....II.1 
Certificates win arirve ?» 3 weeks after the Card Certrhcatesare 
valid toi 12 mentis Iram dale of issue and are non transferable All 
tickets are non transferable and non-refundable Seat availability is 
limited Reservations must be booked within 14 days lor domestic 
travel and 21 days ot international travel and require a Saturday night 
stay Certificates have a ammmi mtm matmm ttoy m/in- 
■MM Complete terms and conditions are enclosed with certificates 
N 32 H7  0002 6 
The information about the costs ot the Card is accurate as of 
8793 This information may have changed aftei that date To lind 
out what may have changed, write lo us at American Express 
Travel Related Services Company tnc. PO Box 30801. SaH 
Lake City Utah 84130 0801 
ANNUAL FEE 
All charges made on this Charge 
Card are due and payable upon 
receipt of the monthly statement 
$55 for the 
Basic Card 
$30 for each 
Additional Card 
Ufa Paiatal Ft*: Vanes from state lo state from rero to the 
greater of $20 or 2WH 
This Charge Card may allow you to access the Sign & travel' 
Account, offered by another creditor Our decision about issumg 
you a Charge Card win be independent ot die other creditor's 
decraon about atowing you access lo the Sign & Travel Account 
Approval by us lo issue you a Card does not constitute approval 
by tie otter cfBdHor to gram you crerjn pnvttges « we issue 
you a Charge Card, you may receive 4 before the otter crerMor 
decides whether or not lo grant you cred* privileges 
SBFXB 
A. aw-cart rf tamta* mm, mh tor 11 
By signing tns application, I ask that an account be opened for me 
and Card(s| issued as I request and that you renew and replace 
them unM I cancel 
I understand that you may verity and exchange information on me 
and any additional applicants, including requesting reports from 
credit reporting agencies I am aware that the information is used lo 
determine my etqaMity tor the Card and that, it my application s 
approved, you may contact these souices lo update this information 
at any time III ask whether or not a credit report was requested, 
you win ten me H you receive a report you wit give me the name 
and address of the agency that furnished it I am also aware that 
information about me may be used for marketing and administrative 
purposes and shared with your affiliates and subsidiaries I wtl 
be bound by the Agreement received with each Card, unless I cancel 
my account I agree 10 be katxe tor aH charges lo the Basic and any 
Additional Cards issued on my request 
■tftet It Marital tnmitlt lllwlntl: If you are a party to any 
marital property agreement, unilateral statement, or court decree 
under Wsconsm's Marital Property Act the terms of that agreement 
wilt not affect our rights with respect to your American Express* 
Card account unless you provide us now with a copy of the agree 
mem or give us now complete intormaton about tie agreement 
Name of Spouse — 
Spouse's Address  
The Hen • Map* 
Show    YouEedwl 
(r*ckelodeon/Sony 
Wonder) wWa 
Unrnl    Perfect Teem 
(4».D/Repnse)   4SS-SDS 
The Oceen Blue 
Ben—m The Rhythm 
And Sounds (Sire 
Ropnao) 4SS-72* 
The Boo tlnlii 
Gun Sleps (Columbia) 
mi-nt 
Tim Finn   Belore ft 
Alter (Capitol)    OS-Sea 
Moby—Move 
(EkMdra)  
Eve'e Plum- Envy 
(Ep«VS50 Music) 
 4*5-33* 
The Doughboy. 
ClUSh (ASM)       465-294 
"*£*•. 
Just 
Another Band From 
East LA   (Slash/ 
Warner Bros ) 
*»*-«6l/3*)W0 
Betae Serveert 
Patomaie (Matador/ 
Atlantic I 
Todd Runtkjren- No 
Wortd Oder (Forward/ 
Rtvno) 4**-O0* 
Mudhoney -Piece Ot 
Cake (Repnee) 450-231 
IMKiKT 
''Judgement Night' 
Ong   Sndlrk   (hnmortef 
EpOOl *«*-4 74 
Herding   Pett Levels 
The Summer Ep (Sire/ 
Repnee) **>*47 
Danzig (Oef American) 
-Hollywood 
Town Mel (Del 
Amencen) 4*2-341 
Danzig- Thraa- 
Deemonsweetfcve (Del 
American) M    **»T*m 
Jeeue And Mery Chem 
Honeys Deed (Del 
Amencen) 4*2-2*3 
Omd—LOeralor 
(Varan) elUM 
The Waterboys 
Dreem Harder (Genen) 
X -Hey Zeus (Ew L<» 
Mercury) «*0«1« 
Dreamland (S«e/ 
Repnee) 
World Perty    Bang 
(Ghryseka) *6e»*a* 
MMnlgMOkV Earth 
And Sun And Moon 
(Columbia) leXMO 
The Fe«   The m'otam 
mem Seen (Matador/ 
Asantic) 45*-3/2 
(Mude. 
ColuniCnd) 
The Butthots Surler. 
Independent Worm 
Saloon (Capitol) 467-7M 
Black 47    Fire « 
Freedom (SBK) 467-73* 
JudybeU   Pax Mekee 
You Beaut'ul (Sire/ 
Warner Bros )     4S4-M1 
Living Colour     Stem 
(Epic) 
Talking I 
Popular Favorites 1976- 
1992 (SireAVarner 
Bros )  *4S-*4I/3*6'*H 
Akos In Cholni   Oiit 
(Columbei) 445-13 
Jeeue Jon—  - 
Perverse (EMI/Food) 
 464-27? 
The Romantic. 
lEp«) 
Sarsajpius Ark (Ep*)_ 
U2—Achlung Baby 
(lelend) 431-213 
Spin Doctors   Pockol 
Fu" CM Kryplonite 
(Epic/Assoc)     42o-4«2 
JuMen Cope- Floored 
Gorsus (Island) 44XSO 
The The-  Dusk (Epic) 
4e>T%» 
RedHotChlN 
Peppers   Whet Hits'' 
(EMl) 
Bee>    SUM 
(Sire/Wepnse)    464-1W 
The Sunday.   Band 
(Qonon) 463-134 
Creeh Vsaos   Slone 
(London) «8»10» 
Sunecnsem—03 
(ColumbM) 467-3*0 
Mondays— Yes. 
(Els«tra)4S1«17 
Beet Kisaers In The 
World   Puddm (MCA) 
463-662 
Therapy   Nurse (ASMi 
King Mliilla-Happy 
Hour (Atlantic) d 
463-671 
The Snathe— Best 
(SmyBopnoe)    463-464 
Ween    Pure Guava 
(Eleldre)Bi        HI'WT 
Tom Warts   Bone 
Machine (Island) 
447-*3» 
Simple Mlnde 
Glittering Pnie 181-92) 
(ASM) 464-306 
Spin Doctors    Home 
belly Groove (EpeV 
AssocioHd)       461-427 
BiasshM 
On Leah (Chrysalis) 
The Cranberries 
Everybody Else Is Dora 
II   So Why Can I We ' 
(Island) 
The Posies Froslra 
On The Beeler (DGC) 
460-170 
Wendy Jamas   Now 
Ajn 1 The Tea For Your 
Tear. (DOC)      4*0-1*2 
Oovtkie   Onfl 
(Capaot) 4S—JW 
The Julltna HemeSd 
Three   Become What 
You Are (Mammoth/ 
Atlantic) 
Various ArtMts    Sweet 
Reke* ABeneht For 
V«ona Wskems (Thirsty 
bsthnsCil    4*3-72* 
"So I Married An Aae 
Murderer-   Ong 
Sndlrk (Chaos/ 
CoHmbuj) ISa Ml 
Stork   Debut 
(Elealra) 4*1-112 
Pwiro Fot Pyot 
(Warner Bros ) 01 
456-970 
El Moorko (Atlenhc) 
4ST-12T 
Btuea Traveler    Save 
He) Soul (ASM) 467-OaS 
Chrleleeek    Sen 
Frencnco Days 
(Repnee) 
My Bloody Ve 
—Isn't Anything (Werner 
Bros/Sire) 
Up EH (Epic) 
Frank Black 
(Elektre) 464V716 
4NonBsondee 
Bigger Better Feeler 
More1 (Imerscope) 
(Capitol) 
HEAVY 
4^23 
N0IZE 
Pew    Diagkne 
(ASM) 459*26 
Fudge Tunnel   Creep 
Lasts (Earache/ 
ColumbMi) 465-617 
The Breeders -Last 
Splash (Elektia) 
4*5-351 
Suicidal Tendencies 
Still Cyco After Al 
These Years (Epic) 
4SCCW3 
Bad Brekva    Rae 
Epic) 4*4-131 
Prlmue   Pork Soda 
(imerscope)       4ST*1*2 
Ouickeend   Skp 
(Porydor) 466-4*6 
Raging Slab Dynamite 
MonekK Boorse Concert 
(Del Amencen) 4*2-36* 
Nirvana   Incesticide 
(DGC) 4S>340 
The 
Ether alMaror 
(Earache/Columbia) 
Rege Agetnet The 
Machine (Epo 
Aisorielsctm 461-13 
Saturation (Gotten) 
46I-756 
Prlmue - Saang The 
Seas Ot Chilli 
(Imerscope) 
In Toylend 
Pamueers (Repnee) 
4*1-061 
(Imerscope) 
Broken (Interscope) 
man 
Rocket From The 
Crypl Circe Now 
(Interscope)       4*0-725 
Give A 
Monkey ABrao 
(Columbia) 
Sugar IM urmg Bob 
Mould, Copper Blue 
iRykodac) 447<7* 
Sonic Youth    Dirty 
(Getleni 444-0*3 
The fchohty kbghty 
■osssonss Don! 
Know How To Perty 
(Mercury) 4S9H77 
Wh«eZomc-e    La 
Sekorcislo (Getlen) D 
4424)79 
kUrvane   Nevermavd 
(OGC) 442-04* 
tlnflu-   Ong 
SnoTrt.   (El dtS pk^Soundtra.) 
loundaatdan   Bedmo 
lortraor(ASM) ~ 
Sonic Youth   Goo 
(DGCl 
-InUlero 
4*7-15* 
Woe Inch Nans   Pretty 
HaleMacrnnelTVT) 
402-43* 
Tears For Fears 
Element*! (Mercury) ♦iiU- 
PJHervey    FudOIMe 
(Island) 
Big Heed Todd And 
The Mu I nil 11    Sister 
Sweetry (GianLT*epnse) 
Anthrea    Sound Ot 
l (Elektre) 
Pkioaaur Jr     Where 
You Been (Werner 
BrosVSea) 
Songs (StrWRepnae) 
«ST»1S* 
New Order   Repubkc 
lOwesll 
Mwerable Experience 
(ASM) 4*3-737 
DepecheMode    Songs 
Of Fseh And Devotion 
(SaeAqepnea)    46«-7eu 
Lenny KrevtO   Are 
You Gonna Go 
(Vacen) 
Lemonheedi    nsA 
Shame About Ray 
(Atlantic) *6>t00 
The Wakflowers 
(V»g»i) 447-4*2 
Eraeure   Pop The First 
20 Has (Sea/Reprise) 
463-0*4 
Jajnea— Seven (Fontena 
Mercury) 
R.E.M.    Automate For 
The People (Warner 
Brosi tf-622 
Suzanne Vege   99 9 F 
(ASM! 447-51* 
The Beet Ot The Tub— 
(Capitol) 463032 
ThePiiihaaHi Fure 
AMOITtva And 
Nothing (Columbia) 
372-13* 
4   1994. The Columbia Houae Company 
"1^^    MORI UUOIONS 
s-itfc 
-Oon't Try 
This' Al Horn* (Elektre) 
42*4*0    (Virgml 
Public knee* Lid   - 
Greatest Hits So Far 
FOR 
HUU TO «T      MOUMKIC 
The 
Drum (Epic)        447-436 
Nad's Atomic DuMHn 
Are You Normal' 
(Chaos/ Colombial 
44S-7W 
Sweet Oblivion (Epic) 
 445-112 
Morrk»s*y-~Your 
Arssnsl (Sirs/Bepnse) 
 444-H* 
TampW Of Tha Dog 
IA6M) 442-7*0 
Tha Beautiful South 
0898 (Eleklra)    Will 
Kitchens Of OtstJnc- 
Bon - Tho Death Ol 
CoMIAAM)        44S-171 
Smeed O'Connor    Am 
I Not Your Girl'' 
(Chrysaks) 447432 
Crowded Houaa 
iCapMl 354-100 
Mother Lovs Bone 
(Mercury) 447-764 
The Cure—Wish 
lEIeWs) 13* «66 
The Smiths   Best 
Volume I (S»s/Repnse> 
44*470 
Toad The Wet 
Sprocket -Palo 
(Columbia) 
Tha Alarm—Standards 
(IRS ) 414-201 
Tha Farm—Love Saas 
No Colour (Sm* 
Repose) 451-203 
Too Much Joy    Mutiny 
(Grant) 
—  
446-006 
Tha 
Especially For You 
(Capitol) 
Cracker 
(Varjai) a 43*434 
Baa Star   Big Star Third 
(Ryfcodnc) I3*'M» 
Indigo Okie-   Rites Ol 
Passage (Epic) 420-3*4 
Ride   Going Blank 
Again iSirs/Rspnae) 
436-207 
Skinny Puppy   Last 
Rights (Capaol) 42—212 
Tears For Fears 
I ears Ron Down (The 
Hrts 1982 92) (Fortune/ 
Maw Urtl 
Deslination Universe 
(Mercury) 441*444 
Remona*   Loco Live 
(Sire/Wamor Bros) 
436-279 
Violent Femmee Wn, 
Do Beds Ssxj'IRspnss/ 
Slash) 420-1*0 
Okioaaur Jr.  -Green 
Mind (Sire/Warner 
Bros) 41*463 
KravNz—Mama 
irgm)        41X14 
Boat Of A Flock Ol 
Seaouka (jive) 41*4** 
Jesus Jones   Doubt 
(SBK) 41 74*1 
Lenny 
SardlVi 
Stone Tempkt Pilots 
Core (Atlantic)   463*43 
Bnck (Virgin) M S00 *» I 
Mark Almond    i? 
Years 01 Tsars Live Al 
Royal Albert Hal 
(Sne/Rspnss) 
Ian McCuHoch 
MtfOkjno (R#c-i-^ bwe| 
435-420 
The Sugercubee    Stir. 
Around For Joy (Elektra) 
Plslaa    Sorter Rosa 
,4AD Ltd /Eleklra) ■ 
I3I'6*1 
Lush   Spooky 
(4AD/Rspnss)   434-622 
Concrete Blonds 
Walking In London 
(IRS) 434-44* 
The Light 
KooiMooOs*   Tha 
Greatest Has (Jive) 
Boea   Bom Gsngslar 
I Del Jam/Chaos. 
Columbia) D     4*3-711 
Krla Kross   Oa Bomb 
(RurlhousaA^okjmbia) 
44*703 
Sk- Mn-A-Lot Mack 
Daddy (Del American) 
B 4*2400 
Or Ore   The Chronic 
(Death Rowlnlerscope) 
a 4*1-970 
Guru    Jar/mata/? 
(Chrysaks) 4*141* 
Jungle Brothers 
J Beer Wn Tha Remedy 
IWamer Bros ) II 
4*1-111 
MCLyte -Ami No 
Other (First Pnonty 
Muse) Pi 4*0-402 
i> Society - 
Ongmal Soundtrack 
(J-ve) M 46*4*1 
Fuokdoobrest Which 
Doot»e U B' (Immortal 
EpKltJ 46*43* 
L.L. Cool J    14 Shots 
To Tha Dome (Dot 
JarrvColurntiU))  11*421 
SNOW—12 Inches Ol 
Snow (eaahvaat) 
4*6-311 
Th*Pharcyrts—Btrarre 
Ride To The Pharcyde 
House Ot Pain I Tommy 
483471 
Naughty By Nature 
(Tommy Boy) 
&A? 
Wreck. NEttecl -Hard 
Or Smooth 
(MCA) a 44*-11* 
Amend Pa.elopaunt 
-3 Years. 5 Months 4 
2 Days (Chrysaks) 
43*404 
Bjmvwse/Corumbia) 
43141 
Cypress m« Black 
Sunday (Ruflhouae/ 
Columbia) a 
lllllll 
A) 434-4 
Generation X- Perfect       DhrklyM IVrrgm) 
Hrts 197581 4 
(Chrysaks) 433-441 
Soul Asylum   Grsve 
Dancers Union 
(Cokimbia) 44*410 
siouVeke * Tha Ben- 
eheee SupersWion 
(Gotten) 442-14* 
XTC-Nonsuch 
(Gorton) 442-103 
Teenage Fanclub 
Bandwagonesque 
(DGC) 4424(1 
Sense (MC 1S 
Ministry Psalm 69 
IWamer Bros 'Sire) 
43>74* 
Social Distortion 
Somewhere Between 
I leaven * Hal (Epic) 
433431 
Red Hoi ChHi Peppers 
-Blood Sugar Sei 
Mag* (Warner Bros) 
a 42*4*7 
Live- Mental Jewelry 
(Radioactive)     43343* 
"Until Tha End Ol Tha 
Waster-Ong Sndlrk 
(Warner Bros)   4314** 
SOU Call   Mamorabrka 
(Mercury) 430417 
Csngo Boksao    Best O 
Borngo(MCA)    430-124 
Pearl Jam   Ten (Epic/ 
Associated)        420-111 
Unas) Anssthssst (Ec-c) 
417-402 
OetHI    GrssteslHrts 
(WsmerBros)   416-466 
Bto Audio Dynemne » 
—The Globe (Columbia) 
41444* 
FMual De lo Habitual 
(Warner Bros )   40741 
Happy Mondays Pas 
N Tnnas 6 Bekyaches 
(Eleklra) 41442* 
Soul Asylum -And The 
Horse They Rode In On 
(AAM) 41147* 
Viouiti.' ( 
*~*ZSL 
Swssad O'Connor— 
I Do Not Want What I 
Haven! Got (Chrysaks) 
O Contains erase* ryncs when msy Ds obiscsonsbls to some msmbsrs 
count ss two i 
They Might Be Giants 
Flood (Elektre) 
4*447* 
Lenny KravrU    Lei 
Lova Rule (Virgm) 
4014*3 
Tha Stone Roeae 
Savanona)        4014*3 
The Jains And Mary 
Chain    Aulomaiic 
IWamer Bros )   30* 851 
Pater Gabriel   Plays 
Lrve(Getlen) 
36*430/3*243* 
R.E.M.    LrlesFfcch 
Pageant (IRS /MCA) 
347-7*0 
Tha Cure   Standing On 
A Beach   Tha Smdes 
So 
345-777 
(Eleklra) I 
Pater Gabriel 
(Gotten) 
Red Hot ChW   
Pappata   Mother sMsk     U2    w 
(EMI) 3*»40»      
Big Audio Dynamite 
This Is Big Audio 
Dynamite (Cokjmbai) 
341-1*2 
Majvfl 
337412 
Camper Van 
Beethoven I 
Pia(Virgai) 
;ey Lime 
3*4-074 
Concrete Blonde 
BloorSsttng (I R S I 
40*-70» 
Modern EngHeh 
Praow LkJ* (TVT) 
Bryan Ferry/Rory 
Music     Street Life 20 
Great HrU (Ropnse) 
Ml 130/301 23* 
Th*eVo2'a-CoaiTHc 
Thog (Repnse) 3*3477 
lnc*go Okie (Epic) 
341-26* 
Notrvngs Shocking 
(Warner Bros) a 
 376-741 
R.EJsV—Eponyrnous 
(IRS /MCA]      374-777 
Erasure    The 
Innocents (Sira/Rapnse) 
3734*2 
The Church—Starhsh 
(Ansta) 3*7435 
MastskjW Ok-   Ckassl 
And Dual (Columbia) 
MUSK 
For The Maasas (Sire) 
3*2474 
In My 
11400 
02    Under A Blood Red 
Sky (Island)       3374*7 
Talking Haada    Slop 
Making Sense (Sire) 
UB40   labour Ot Love 
(AAM) 32S-472 
Tha ClaehCombsl 
Rock (Epc)        31*42* 
Sea Plstuts    rlrr.ru 
Mmd TnaBoaocka 
(Wamer Bros ) 
Petti Smith Group 
taster I Ansta) a 
Daisy Chalneaw 
ElevenleenlAiM) 
10.000 1 
Tnbe (Eleklra) 
Near Order    Subslsnce 
(Owsst) 
 3*1471(3*147* 
Echo And Tha Bunny 
man (Ska) 3*0-1** 
ThePiaelaciminle 
Pleased To Meet Me 
(Saa) 31* 1*1 
Tha Cure   Kiss Ms 
K«s Me, Kan Me 
(EkHdre) 3«*-1»» 
02- The Joshua Trse 
(Island) 3*4-44* 
Poater OOdren-Tool 
01 The Men 
(Sire/Repnse)     4**467 
Tha Beloved   Consci 
enca (Atlantic)    454-424 
Beautiful Moss 
(Capaol) 4*14*0 
ANce In Cham,   Fscs 
I* (Columbia)    4144*2 
(A4M) 454441 
10.0001 
Trme In Eden I Elektra I 
riilul^iV^ K HOW TO GET 8 CD( FOR U 
D IPRFrFRCD.     enrol Its «l tie Oub under tie Sams ouBnsd here I sm sndosxg check or money 1C lor my Ural 8 COs. pars $1 SS tor srwjpng and hanofcg) I sgrss k> buy 6 c6»  |ord*lo>tl*6(*s»rs 
Mrepu>jrCajbpncas. n its neat twsa yaars   end may csneal menaasiBteu anyarrra atfcsr drjsig so 
U-.M 
HMC* 1               • 3 • S • 7                      • 
nrt»i 2 4 • • • s 
1    sndl mentroi 
1 to this CD FRE 
IBonuautra' easosendvairjunow. 
L.J ISasndrjssdsnsdrJaonal*e»S It, 1 I B ho 
The Cure. 
Dinosaur Jr 
Is (check ana)' (Bur / may aMays encase ton any csaegory) 
UKm lict GfWVYMtTH □»«..•■. 
Van Helen. OzryOsDoume. LL  CootJ. 
Aerosmth Megadeth Cypress HrU 
a Jtaat mak VaB coupon w*h chock or money order tor $1 BS (tiers 1c tor your 
8 COs. plus *1 85 K> cover srappsig snd handsng) 
e You agree lo buy ajet sa more sslscaons In tie next tmse years. at rsgutar Oub 
pneaa Curraney $12 98 lo $16 98 — and you may cancel marntjeratau at any erne 
artsr dostg so (A shspprig and hanrjknrj charge ejsl be adtted to eaxfl sraprnent) 
I -Ira. Muss: Mega rkil sent every tour weeks (up lo 13 smas s year), osaenprig tie 
1  rM>fjiawrneterai]nBtyouTleall*lul«a^ And Special 
j  r;eMc*onrr»aaTgei^toesis>rss»*yaa» 
' s Buy only what you saantl H you want the Regular or Special Selection do 
l  riothsno   « w* be sent autornaacaay » you'd prater an seem ear, assacson. or none at 
^ al |uat mat tie response card always provided by tie dase rajeesWd 
j • You aaways have 10 days lo dackts. it not  you mey return tie Seteckon at our 
^ **P>n**. 
^  •!*><•   Buy Mora      Pay Laas' Bonus Pksn   I you Cutajnue y 
i  gstsi 
ig your obsgason youl be ekgtjle tor our 
esrds CD tor sa as* ss $3 99 (or a srvja 
■ Cupngt 
» corsr«j our rrwrnbersfsp snar 
moneyaavsig bonus pksn a lest you 
keel tor each CO you buy at 
I 
a* 
s 10-Day ftiek-Frae Trial  W*1 sand details ol tie Club's opereson w-th your 
ranjductory package I not sesaked return svsjrytasj wshn 10 days tor ■ tu* rstund 
s Em Bonus Otasr you may ask* on* aduTautak1 CO not* now at tie super -low 
price of only $8 96—and you am tan srs»Mtos>W»s»*s»COsssbonus. FREE' 
J And youl wi^.e your lisujuieaU CO arid your bonus CO Wi your S saroductory 
Do you have e VCM7 I04|       Yee       No      Do you have s ere 
724y«*4 lleyouhavaeliliphoniTiOt)        Yes        No 
■ r» aght m iwacl srw, stsskn or csnok sr-r "WHwasi Thsssa*sra 
• •IAPO Fro taaii.HsssAPiassuriuuwaatorisasioiiki  at i aai 
a aa srjssrj to si ordsrs 
(03) 1 
ROE-8F RN 
lOCOakii 
• «»«A4»pscaaon«rrssasT9, 
wrs» to CoUntas MDUSS 
l4a)rVarFruanoae Avenue 
Term Hats* rraana 47811-1129 
EfltcrUining 
Affltna... 
OnePtnon 
ataTmt 
